All day  Jean  thru 7/6
Mon Jul 2, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day  Olivia  thru 7/10
Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

10am - 10:45am  Project timeline
Where: Room 3144
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Maureen Foster
Who:
Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Tasha Robbins, Audrey Haskins, Richard Myers, John Tanner, Stephanie Henning, Maureen Foster, Susan Combs, Joy Nicholopoulos, Olivia Ferriter, Richard Myers

11:30am - 12pm  DAS TIBS bi-weekly check in
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 5112
Calendar: Elena Gonzalez
Who: Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron

12:30pm - 1pm  leave for
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

1:15pm - 3:15pm  (b) (6)
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: [b] (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
All day  Olivia -  
Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Catherine Callaway

All day  Jean  thru 7/6  
Tue Jul 3, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish

10am - 11am  Gould - Mid-Year SES Review
Video call:  
Where:  Scott's Office
Calendar:  Greg Gould
Who:  Scott Cameron, Greg Gould

11am - 11:15am  Michael Roberts calls me
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron

2:30pm - 3:30pm  NISC Secretariat Update
Video call:  
Where:  NISC Conference Room (Rm 3528 MIB)
Calendar:  NISC Office
Created by:  Kelsey Brantley
Who:  Jamie Reaser, Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert
Description:  Rescheduled per J. Parrish (for A/AS Scott Cameron) Discussion of NISC Secretariat activities, including upcoming ISAC Teleconference Meeting, scheduled for Thursday, July 19, 2018; 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM (EDT).

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Catherine Callaway
Who:  Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
All day  Olivia  -
Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Jean  thru 7/6
Wed Jul 4, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

8am - 5pm  July 4th Holiday
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

5:30pm - 6:30pm  Awards Progam
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Yates
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Jul 5, 2018

All day  Olivia  -
Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Jean  thru 7/6
Thu Jul 5, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
**10:30am - 11am** *Internal Meeting*

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Where:** Room 6120
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt
**Created by:** Gareth Rees
**Who:** Scott Cameron, Janet Lin, David Bernhardt, Shayla Simmons

---

**11am - 11:30am** *Internal Meeting*

**Where:** Room 6120
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt
**Created by:** Gareth Rees
**Who:** Jodi Vargas, Raymond Limon, Ayanna Sears, Scott Cameron, David Bernhardt, Lasagne Wilhite, Agnes Wanderer, James Cason

---

**12pm - 1pm** *PMB Senior Brown Bag Staff Meeting*

**Where:** Room 5112 - 1, PC: LC: **Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Amy Holley
**Who:** James Cason, Olivia Ferriter, Jean Parrish, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Elena Gonzalez, Steven Howke, Harry Humbert, Christina Summers, James Voyles, Greg Gould, Abigail Miller
**Going?** Yes

---

**3:45pm - 4pm** *Scott and Rich Meeting*

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway
**Who:** Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

---

**Fri Jul 6, 2018**

**All day** *Olivia*

| Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018 |

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

---

**All day** *Cathy*  

| Fri Jul 6, 2018 |

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway
Scott Cameron

All day  Jean thru 7/6
Fri Jul 6, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  Ombuds Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Brian Bloch, Scott Cameron

9:30am - 10am  Internal Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: cdr06@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes

10am - 10:45am  2020 Budget Meeting - ASWS & BOR
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6120
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Patrick Joos, Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss, Marie Hughes-Brown, Robert Wolf, Brenda Burman, Denise Flanagan, Kerry Rae, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, Timothy Petty

10:30am - 11am  PMO support
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5112
Calendar: Elena Gonzalez
Who: Richard Myers, Michele Singer, Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron

11am - 12pm  Bi-weekly TIBS
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5112
Calendar: Elena Gonzalez
Who: Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron

11:45am - 12pm  Scott, Steve, Todd
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6116
Calendar: Todd Willens
Who: Todd Willens, Steven Howke, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:30pm  Draft SOL Policy on Settlements
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5110
Calendar: Raymond Limon
Who:
Lasagne Wilhite, Raymond Limon, Ayanna Sears, Agnes Wanderer, Scott Cameron, Jodi Vargas, Richard Myers, Tanisha Edmonds

1:45pm - 2pm  2020 Budget Meeting - ASWS & CUPCA
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6120
Calendar: Dep Sec Conf Rm 6120/6122
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
Reed Murray, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Adrianne Moss, Olivia Ferriter

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Aaron Thiele, Susan Combs, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss, Blake Deeley, Micah Chambers, Abigail Miller, Amanda Kaster, pmb-grayford payne, John Tanner, Denise Flanagan

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

Calendard: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Law Enforcement Budget
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Harry Humbert, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Darren Cruzan

Sat Jul 7, 2018

All day  Olivia -
Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
### Scott Cameron

#### Sun Jul 8, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All day</th>
<th>Olivia</th>
<th>Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td>[b] (5), [b] (6)</td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Catherine Callaway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mon Jul 9, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All day</th>
<th>Olivia</th>
<th>Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td>[b] (5), [b] (6)</td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Catherine Callaway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All day</th>
<th>Harry</th>
<th>Mon Jul 9, 2018 - Wed Jul 11, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td>[b] (5), [b] (6)</td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Catherine Callaway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10am - 10:45am</th>
<th>Internal - 2020 Budget Meeting/TeleConf - ASIA/BIA/BIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td>[b] (5), [b] (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Where: | 6120 or call 1-PC-JCason's LC |
| Calendar: | James Cason |
| Created by: | Catherine Gulac |
| Who: | Scott Cameron, Jeannine Brooks, Denise Flanagan, Darryl LaCounte, George Bearpaw, Elizabeth Hardy, James Voyles, John Tahsuda, Philip Gleson, Adrienne Moss, Anita Personius, Willow Iron Cloud, Jason Freihage, Heidi Whiteree, Olivia Ferriter, tony.dearman@bie.edu, James Cason |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11am - 11:30am</th>
<th>Career Pathing Briefing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td>[b] (5), [b] (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Where: | Room 5110 |
| Calendar: | Scott Cameron |
| Created by: | Catherine Callaway |
| Who: | Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Landon Mock |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12:30pm - 1pm</th>
<th>Review Action Log w/Christina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td>[b] (5), [b] (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Where: | Scott's Office |
| Calendar: | Christina Summers |
| Who: | Scott Cameron, Richard Myers, Richard Myers, Christina Summers |
1:30pm - 2:30pm  Daily News Briefings (Bulletin Intelligence)

Video call:

Where: MIB-6013
Calendar: Jeffrey Hunter
Who: Paul Ross, Russell Newell, Aaron Rutland, Scott Cameron, Sagar Damania, Jeffrey Hunter, John Bockmier, Heather Swift

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm  Prep for Due Diligence - RFQ 140D0418Q0394 ACQ Workload/Workforce

Video call:

Where: Dial In Participant
Calendar: Shanda Georg
Who: Patrick Breen, Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, Joy Nicholopoulos, Shanda Georg, Binita Sharma, Kaprice Tucker
Description: Intent of the prep session is to review the vendor questions and prepare a verbal response.

5pm - 5:30pm  Internal Meeting - 2020 Budget - BLM

Video call:

Where: 6120
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Catherine Gulac, Olivia Ferriter, Cara Lee Macdonald, Brian Steed, Bill Gordon, Margaret Schneider, rjefferson@blm.gov, James Cason, Joseph Balash, Adrienne Moss, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, James Voyles, Ann DeBlasi, Margaret Schneider, blm_wo_rcardinale@blm.gov, Linda Smith, Dawn Pagenkopf, Scott Cameron, Yolando Mack-Thompson

Tue Jul 10, 2018

All day  Olivia -

Mon Jul 2, 2018 - Tue Jul 10, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Scott Cameron

All day  Harry - 
Mon Jul 9, 2018 - Wed Jul 11, 2018
Video call:  

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

9am - 11am  Due Diligence w/Vendors - RFQ 140D0418Q0394 ACQ Workload/Workforce
Video call:  

Where: MIB 4241 / Dial In [b] (5)  Participant Code: [b] (5)
Calendar: Shanda Georg
Who: Megan Olsen, Rebecca Fentzke, Scott Cameron, Binita Sharma, Patrick Breen, Joy Nicholopoulos, Shanda Georg, Kaprice Tucker

11am - 12pm  CAP Sub-Goal Leaders meeting (Documents Added)

Where: 1900 E. Street NW, Room 7460F, or Dial in: code: [b] (5)
Calendar: veronica.villalobos@opm.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: Daphnis, Kristy L., Maenle, Nathan, camille.hoover@nih.gov, Brown, Dustin, Hinton, Veronica E., Shelby, Peter, Merrell, Redmond A., Bailey, Angela, Lau, Orlando J CIV OSD OUSD P-R (US), Scott Cameron, Blair, Anita, daronson@nsf.gov, Reinhold, Mark D, Williams, Debra L. (Debbie) (Debra_L._Williams@omb.eop.gov), Saphos, Sara
Description: Dial in: [b] (5)  code: [b] (5)  Leader: [b] (5)  CAP Sub-Goal Leaders and Leads, We will be meeting to talk about progress made to date. We look forward to talking with you soon. Thanks. Veronica

11:45am - 12:15pm  Internal Meeting

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Teresa Hunter, Robert Smith, Douglas Glenn, David Bernhardt, Denise Flanagan, Edward Keable, Scott Cameron
1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 2:30pm  Internal Meeting - 2020 Budget - OSM
Video call: (b) (5)
Where: 6120
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Denise Flanagan, Jason Freihahe, Olivia Ferriter, Craig Prestenbach, James Cason, Tracie Lassiter, Fred Cruise, Glenda Owens, Catherine Gulac, Katharine MacGregor, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, Joseph Balash, Patrick Braxton, Cara Lee Macdonald

2:45pm - 3:15pm  NOTE: Time Change - Elwha follow up meeting w/Ryan Hambleton
Where: Ryan's conference room - 3152 or call passcode (b) (5)
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Lynn Peterson, Ryan Hambleton, Scott Cameron, Timothy Murphy, Adrianne Moss, Gary Lawkowski, Jason Freihahe, Denise Flanagan, Rachel Spector, Elizabeth Hardy, Jessica Bowron, Jennifer Werner, Stephanie Lynch, Sarah Creachbaum, Wendy Fink, Tony Irish, Tasha Robbins, Edward Keable
Description: Scott Cameron Olivia Ferriter Denise Flanagan Adrianne Moss Jason Freihahe Gary Lawkowski Ed Keable Rachel Spector Tim Murphy Tony Irish Stephanie Lynch Lynn Peterson Jessica Bowron Jennifer Werner

3:15pm - 4:15pm  Prep for DOI Operations Meeting
Video call: (b) (5)
Where: Room 5110 - 1-PC: LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Harry Humbert, Greg Gould, Elena Gonzalez, Olivia Ferriter, Raymond Limon, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Richard Myers, Steven Howke
Scott Cameron

4:15pm - 5pm  **Barbara Goldsmith**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 1849 C Street NW - Room 5110

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:** bjg@nrdonline.org, Scott Cameron

**Description:** POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway - 202-208-1927

5pm - 5:30pm  **Internal Meeting**

**Where:** Room 6120

**Calendar:** David Bernhardt

**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**Who:** Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Downey Magallanes, Scott Cameron, James Cason

Wed Jul 11, 2018

**All day  Harry -**

Mon Jul 9, 2018 - Wed Jul 11, 2018

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

11am - 12pm  **DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB**

**Where:** Room 6120

**Calendar:** David Bernhardt

**Created by:** Gareth Rees

**Who:** Raymond Limon, Todd Willens, Catherine Callaway, Gary Lawkowski, David Bernhardt, Olivia Ferriter, Richard Myers, Katie Mills, James Voyles, Jean Parrish, Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Matthew Dermody, James Cason, Elena Gonzalez, Greg Gould

**Going? No**

1pm - 1:30pm  **Internal - 2020 Budget Meeting - BSEE**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 6120

**Calendar:** James Cason

**Created by:** Catherine Gulac

**Who:** Cara Lee Macdonald, Michael Barre, Joseph Balash, Scott Mabry, James Cason, Katharine MacGregor, Jason Freihage, Carla Mazyck, Scott Cameron, Eric Modrow, Tracie Lassiter, Scott Angelle, Olivia Ferriter, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan

1:30pm - 2pm  **Internal - 2020 Budget Meeting - BOEM**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 6120

**Calendar:** James Cason

**Created by:** Catherine Gulac

**Who:** Adrienne Moss, James Anderson, Denise Flanagan, Katharine MacGregor, Cara Lee Macdonald, Jessica Mallindine, James Schindler, James Cason, Karla Cook, Scott Cameron, Annie Yang, Tracie Lassiter, Olivia Ferriter, Joseph Balash, Jason Freihage, Carla Mazyck, Walter Cruickshank, Beth Lamb, Sara Guiltinan
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  MRMSS Modernization Briefing
Video call:  
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Where: ONRR Conf Rm 5147, ONRR-CL-DC-MIB 5142, ONRR-CR-B85 Dir-Colorado (A206)
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Esther Horst, ONRR-CR-B85 Dir-Colorado (A206), Jason Coccia, Greg Gould, James Cason, Sylvia Burns, Patrick Milano, Kimbra Davis, Caroline Romano, Michael Constantine, Michele Singer, Alexander Dixon, Olivia Ferriter, coccia_jason@bah.com, Troy Holmes, hiser_stephen@bah.com, James Beall, Karen Osborne, John Hovanec, Larry Schock, Scott Cameron, Stephen Hiser, Jim Steward, Minwoo Kim, James Voyles, Donna Edsall, ONRR-CL-DC-MIB 5142, Judith Wilson, Patricia Damon, galanty_christopher@bah.com, Jean Pena, Elena Gonzalez

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:  
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

5pm - 5:30pm  Discuss Requirements
Video call:  
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Denise Flanagan, Thomas Wayson, Scott Cameron, Olivia Ferriter

Thu Jul 12, 2018

8am - 9:30am  PMC Human Capital Team
Video call:  
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Calendar: Scott Cameron

8:30am - 9:30am  HOLD: SES Subcommittee Meeting - agenda forthcoming
Where: EEOB 430
Calendar: leticia.n.sierra@omb.eop.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: stephen.billy@opm.gov, mark.reinhold@opm.gov, yadira.guerrero@opm.gov, katherine.m.coffman@irs.gov, anita.k.blair.civ@mail.mil, mary.anderson@opm.gov, williams, debra l. (debbie) l. eop/omb, robert.gibbs@nasa.gov, veronica.e.hinton.civ@mail.mil, petrucci, alexandra m. eop/omb, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, brown, dustin s. eop/omb, danielle.opalka@opm.gov, peter.shelby@va.gov, laura.lynch@opm.gov, roland.edwards@hq.dhs.gov, antonia.harris@gsa.gov, julie.brill@opm.gov, gregory.w.price8.civ@mail.mil, daphnis, kristy l. eop/omb, gibson, john h ii hon (us), robert.merchant2@va.gov, stephen.g.jurczyk@nasa.gov, jessica.salmoiraghi@gsa.gov, ronna.l.garrett.civ@mail.mil, stacy.l.harwood@usdoj.gov, roslyn.torella@ssa.gov, chip.fulghum@hq.dhs.gov, mary.lamary@usdoj.gov, seidner, rob b. eop/omb, spooner, sarah w. eop/omb, bonnie.doyle@ssa.gov, weichert, margaret m. eop/omb, lothhus, lee eop, sierra, leticia eop/omb, scott cameron, warren, peter n. eop/omb, sossie.s.mekerdjian.civ@mail.mil, jthpon@opm.gov
10am - 10:30am  Olivia - bi-weekly check in
Video call:
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller, Olivia Ferriter, Catherine Callaway

11am - 12:30pm
Due to upcoming Holiday - reschedule from July 5 - July 12
Management Improvement Team Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 5160 - Participant: - Leader: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Andrea Travnicek, Walter Cruickshank, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Scott Mabry, marc.smith@sol.gov, Tara Sweeney, Joy Nicholopoulos, James Reilly, Glenda Owens, Brian Steed, Aurelia Skipwith, Margaret Schneider, Edward Keable, Timothy Petty, Sylvia Burns, Harry Humbert, Joseph Balash, Joy Nicholopoulos, Jerold Gidner, Darryl LaCounte, Megan Olsen, Nikolao Pula, Roderick Anderson, Maureen Foster, Paul (Dan) Smith, Holly Hileman, Christopher McAleer, Raymond Limon, Brenda Burman, Douglas Domenech, tony.dearman@bie.edu, James Beall, Greg Gould, Lena McDowall, Richard Cardinale, John Tahsuda, Marie Hughes-Brown, Richard Myers, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Bobby Wolfe, greg_j_sheehan@fws.gov, Austin Ewell, Stephen Guertin, George Triebusch, Robert Gordon, Christina Summers, William Werkheiser, Michele Singer, Bruce Downs, Scott Angelle, Scott de la Vega, Sara Guiltinan, Michael Nedd, Elena Gonzalez

12:30pm - 1pm  Cancelled - PMB Senior Brown Bag Staff Meeting
Where: Room 5112 - PC: LC: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Amy Holley
Who: Scott Cameron, James Voyles, Greg Gould, Jean Parrish, Steven Howke, Olivia Ferriter, Elena Gonzalez, James Cason, Abigail Miller, Raymond Limon, Harry Humbert, Christina Summers

12:30pm - 1pm Internal - 2020 Budget Meeting - FWS
Video call:
Where: 6120
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Tasha Robbins, Adrianne Moss, Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Todd Willens, Stephen Guertin, Maureen Foster, Roslyn Sellars, Jason Freihage, Thomas Irwin, Steven Farrell, greg_j_sheehan@fws.gov, Scott Cameron, Chris Nolin
Description: At the request of AS-FWP, rescheduled to Thursday, July 12, 3:00 - 3:30pm due to a conflict on Susan Combs’ schedule.
1pm - 2pm  2020 Invasive Species Funding

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 5110
**Calendar:** Jason Freihage
**Who:** Olivia Ferriter, Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Steven Farrell, Jason Freihage, Harry Humbert
**Description:** We’ll meet to review 2020 crosscut funding data (received to date) for invasive species. POB will provide the latest information by Thursday (7/12) morning.

2pm - 2:45pm  DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative - Monthly Call

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5112 or 1- / PC: / LC:
**Calendar:** Hilary Smith
**Description:** “Date Change to Avoid Conflicts with July 4th Holiday” Monthly call with DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative action item leads. The purpose of the call is to check-in on progress on implementing commitments madethrough the initiative, Safeguarding the West from Invasive Species:Actions to Strengthen Federal, State, and Tribal Coordination to Address Invasive Mussels, as well as to discuss outreach and coordination opportunities with existing partners and networks.

2:30pm - 5pm  Listening Session

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** jmr
**Calendar:** John Muir room - B261
**Created by:** Mariane Gately
**Who:** Scott Cameron, Raymond Limon, Cynthia Piper, Arecia Whitfield
**Description:** Arecia Whitfield (BSEE), x2765

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway
**Who:** Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
4pm - 4:20pm  Internal - 2020 Budget Meeting - Wildland Fire

Video call:

Where: Secy's Conf Rm 6151
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
Jason Freihage, Olivia Ferriter, Harry Humbert, Denise Flanagan, Adrianne Moss, James Cason, Thao Tran, Jeffery Rupert, Scott Cameron, Bill Gordon

5pm - 5:30pm  2020 Budget Meeting - USGS

Video call:

Where: 6120 MIB or call 1- PC TWillens' LC
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
Anne Barrett, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Janet Arneson, Margo Harris, Andrea Travnicek, Kerry Rae, Adrienne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Olivia Ferriter, Michelle Mebane, James Reilly, Timothy Petty, Cynthia Lodge, Jeffrey Lang

Fri Jul 13, 2018

All day  Jean

Fri Jul 13, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

11:30am - 12:30pm  Interview - Ray Limon

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Interview - Ray Limon

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Richard Myers, Olivia Ferriter

2pm - 3pm  Brief on FY2020 OS Budget

Video call:

Where: 5110
Calendar: Olivia Ferriter
Who: Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm Budget/OCL Check in

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Denise Flanagan, Micah Chambers, Blake Deely, Aaron Thiele, Adrianne Moss, John Tanner, Scott Cameron, Amanda Kaster, pmb-grayford payne, Abigail Miller, Susan Combs, Jason Freihage

Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm Scott and Rich Meeting

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Mon Jul 16, 2018

9:30am - 9:45am Susan calls

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 11am FBMS Briefing

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: PAM Conference Room: 4242
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Martin Quinlan, Megan Olsen, Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Douglas Glenn, Suzan Corl

12pm - 12:30pm Review Action Log w/Christina

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Christina Summers
Who: Scott Cameron, Richard Myers, Christina Summers, Richard Myers

1pm - 2pm Internal Meeting

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Jeffery Rupert, James Cason, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, Harry Humbert, David Bernhardt
2pm - 2:30pm 2020 Budget Meeting - AS/FWP & NPS

Video call:

Where: 6120
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Jason Freihage, Jessica Bowron, Jennifer Werner, Elizabeth Hardy, Olivia Ferriter, Maureen Foster, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Todd Willens, Paul (Dan) Smith, Scott Cameron, Lena McDowall
Description: Rescheduled from Friday, July 13 at the request of AS-FWO,

3:45pm - 4pm Scott and Rich Meeting

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4:30pm - 5:15pm OS Budget Review

Video call:

Where: MIB 5110
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Scott Cameron, Thomas Wayson, Richard Myers, Olivia Ferriter, Kimberly Prendergast (Kim), Denise Flanagan

5:15pm - 5:45pm DAS TIBS bi-weekly check in

Video call:

Calendar: Elena Gonzalez
Who: Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron

Tue Jul 17, 2018

8am - 9am

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am Scott leave

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
10am - 12pm  Public Policy Executive Roundtable

**Video call:**

- *(b) (5), (b) (6)*

**Where:** Secretary's conference room 5160

**Calendar:** Todd Wynn

**Who:**

- Micah Chambers, Joseph Balash, Russell Newell, Susan Combs, Ryan Nichols, Benjamin Cassidy, Lori Mashburn, IEA_Cynthia Moses-Nedd, John Tanner, Downey Magallanes, John Bockmier, Kathleen Benedetto, Heather Swift, Scott Cameron, Timothy Williams, Katharine MacGregor, Todd Wynn, Jason Funtes, Daniel Jorjani, Douglas Domenech, James Schindler

**Description:**

Your participation is optional. This is a roundtable with external partners and the Office of the Secretary. However you are more than welcome to attend as the main focus of the conversation will be on reorganization. Summary description of event: In support of the President’s plan to reorganize the Federal Government and the Secretary’s priority to reorganize DOI for the next 100 years, the Office of Intergovernmental and External Affairs is working on a round-table of President/CEO level executives from public policy organizations in Washington, D.C. as well as state based think tanks from around the country. Presidents and CEOs of these organizations will be invited to participate in an open dialogue with the Secretary on the reorganization plan as well as other priorities of the Secretary for 2018 and beyond. Timing: July 17, 2018 Contact: Todd Wynn, Director of the Office of Intergovernmental and External Affairs.

11am - 12pm  Made in America - Speaking Engagement - 30 minutes re. reorg - Requester Rick May

**Video call:**

- *(b) (5), (b) (6)*

**Where:** South Penthouse (Tentative)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160

**Calendar:** Natalie Davis

**Who:**


**Description:** Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.
2pm - 2:20pm  2020 Budget Meeting - Insular Affairs
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6120
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who:
Patrick Joos, Nikolao Pula, Scott Cameron, Jonathan Dunn, Olivia Ferriter, Tom Bussanich, Douglas Domenech, Denise Flanagan, Jason Freihage, Shandria Dixon, Todd Willens, Adrianne Moss

3pm - 3:30pm  Follow-up on Modernization Project w/Shawn Buckner
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Shawn Buckner

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm  OS Budget Review
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: MIB 5110
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who:
Thomas Wayson, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Kimberly Prendergast(Kim), Olivia Ferriter

5pm - 5:30pm  Scott leave
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

7pm - 9:30pm  Fcrc
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 7521 Jaguar Trail, West Falls Church, Virginia 22042
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Jul 18, 2018

9am - 10am  LRG Meeting - OPM - Rm: 1350
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10am - 11:30am</td>
<td><strong>Listening Session</strong>&lt;br&gt;Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)&lt;br&gt;Where: John Muir Room&lt;br&gt;Calendar: Arecia Whitfield&lt;br&gt;Who: Scott Cameron, Cynthia Piper, Raymond Limon, Arecia Whitfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11am - 12pm</td>
<td><strong>Mock Hearing</strong>&lt;br&gt;Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)&lt;br&gt;Where: OCI conference room 6023&lt;br&gt;Calendar: John Tanner&lt;br&gt;Created by: Audrey Haskins&lt;br&gt;Who: Edward Keable, David Bernhardt, Gareth Rees, Catherine Gulac, Micah Chambers, Tasha Robbins, James Cason, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Dominic Maione, Maureen Foster, Christopher Salotti, Olivia Ferriter, John Tanner, Pamela Barkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pm - 1:30pm</td>
<td><strong>2020 Budget - OS</strong>&lt;br&gt;Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)&lt;br&gt;Where: 6120&lt;br&gt;Calendar: James Cason&lt;br&gt;Created by: Catherine Gulac&lt;br&gt;Who: Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, James Cason, Kimberly Prendergast (Kim), Jason Freihage, Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Thomas Wayson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm - 3pm</td>
<td><strong>Bureau Radio Dispatch - Meeting</strong> Original scheduled at 9:00 has been moved to 2:00pm&lt;br&gt;Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)&lt;br&gt;Where: Assistant Secretary Office - Room 5110&lt;br&gt;Calendar: Scott Cameron&lt;br&gt;Created by: Catherine Callaway&lt;br&gt;Who: Arthur Goldberg, Richard Myers, Harry Humbert, Russell Sveda, Brent Range, Kim Soares, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm - 4pm</td>
<td><strong>Scott and Rich Meeting</strong>&lt;br&gt;Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)&lt;br&gt;Calendar: Scott Cameron&lt;br&gt;Created by: Catherine Callaway&lt;br&gt;Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9am - 9:30am  ESA

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Harry Humbert, Shawn Buckner, Scott Cameron, Benjamin Simon, Kristin Skrabis

9:30am - 10am  Internal Meeting

Where: Room 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, James Cason, Scott Cameron

11am - 12pm  Video Conference

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:
DOI Conf Rm 5112, ONRR-CR-B85 Dir-Colorado (A204), ONRR-CL-DC-MIB 5142, ONRR-CR-B85 Dir-Colorado (A206)
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac

1pm - 2pm  Joint check in meeting with Jamie Reaser and Hilary Smith

Where: Room 5110 - Conference Line: 1- (b) (5) PC: (b) (5) LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Jamie Reaser, Harry Humbert, Shawn Buckner, Jason Freihage, Hilary Smith, Abigail Miller

3pm - 3:30pm  CIO South Penthouse

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 4:15pm  Follow-Up Meeting

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Jamie Reaser, Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Kelsey Brantley
Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

6:15pm - 7:15pm  CHC with Greg Archetto
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Fri Jul 20, 2018
All day  Cathy   Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Gould - Leave
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, Scott Cameron

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9:30am - 10am  Harry Hensley calls me
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 10:15am  Scott and Aaron and Tim on geomagnetism
Video call:
Where: 5110 MIB
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: Timothy Petty

11am - 11:30am  Internal Meeting
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Agnes Wanderer, Ayanna Sears, David Bernhardt
Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:30pm  ERB Meeting
Video call:

Where: Room 6120
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

2:30pm - 3pm  Review Action Log w/Christina
Video call:

Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Christina Summers
Who: Scott Cameron, Richard Myers, Christina Summers, Richard Myers

3pm - 3:30pm  PNWER Mtg w/OIEA/OCO
Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Heather Swift, Benjamin Cassidy, Scott Cameron, John Bockmier, Todd Wynn

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Abigail Miller, pmb-grayford payne, Adrienne Moss, Susan Combs, AaronThiele, Micah Chambers, Amanda Kaster, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, JasonFreihage, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Mon Jul 23, 2018

All day  Cathy - Telework
Mon Jul 23, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Steve - 🎵
Mon Jul 23, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>Where:</th>
<th>Calendar:</th>
<th>Created by:</th>
<th>Who:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30am - 11:30am</td>
<td>PMB Senior Staff Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Room: 5110 - 1</td>
<td>PC:</td>
<td>LC:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm - 3pm</td>
<td>2020 Check-In</td>
<td></td>
<td>5110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adrianne Moss, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm - 4pm</td>
<td>Scott and Rich Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4pm - 4:30pm</td>
<td>Olivia - bi-weekly check in</td>
<td></td>
<td>Room 5110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Olivia Ferriter, Abigail Miller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All day  Steve - [b]999
Mon Jul 23, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

9:30am - 10:30am
Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1
(b) (5)  PC: (b) (5)  LC:
(b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
steven.woodruff@va.gov, Martin Pursley, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, Scott Cameron, daronson@nsf.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, lisa.charette@va.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, vick.i.brown2.civ@mail.mil, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, Landon Mock, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, susanne.tufts@hud.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, Raymond Limon, redmond.merrell@opm.gov
Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

11am - 12pm  Biweekly Meeting of NEPA Contacts Group
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:
Interior Operations Center Conference Room 3447 or call OEPC's conf line 1-(b) (5)
PC (b) (5)  Webinar Information: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Description:
Webinar Information (b) (5)  You or your representative are invited to attend the next NEPA Contacts meeting on July 24th at 11am for the demonstration of the reporting functions of the Department’s NEPA and Permit Tracking Database (Database). On July 24th OEPC is providing a demonstration to the Assistant Deputy Secretary, Jim Cason, and the Department’s NEPA Contacts group of the different reports built out within the Database. The goal of the various reports are to assist Department and Bureaucratic personnel at all levels to track and ensure compliance with the schedule, timeline, page limit, and other requirements of FAST-41,....
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 3pm  Internal Meeting
Video call:
Where: 6120
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: James Cason, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Audrey Haskins, Maureen Foster, Tasha Robbins, Susan Combs, John Tanner

2pm - 4pm  Margaret Literas retirement
Video call:
Where: South Penthouse
Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Wed Jul 25, 2018

All day  Steve -
Mon Jul 23, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
All day    Gould - Leave - Snowmas to Aspen
Wed Jul 25, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:
(b) (b), (b) (b)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould
Scott Cameron

9am - 11am

Forum on Modernizing Information Technology in the Federal Government

Where: 1600 K Street, NW Washington, DC Suite 400 (entrance is on 16th Street)

Calendar: itmodernizationforum@napawash.org

Created by: Scott Cameron

Who:
emily.knickerbocker@sba.gov, Beth McGrath, stephen.hull@ssa.gov, lynn.moaney@cfo.usda.gov, john.vonglis@hq.doe.gov, ericolson@treasury.gov, dan.marella@opm.gov, renee.p.wynn.nasa.gov, patrick.kimberly.epa.gov, bberkowitz@doc.gov, holly.greaves@epa.gov, shay.d.assad.civ@mail.mil, jason.gray@ed.gov, nathaniel.reboja@sba.gov, beth.killoran@hhs.gov, sheila.conley@hhs.gov, matthew.t.cornelius@omb.eop.gov, angela.billups@ed.gov, dana.s.deasy.civ@mail.mil, margaret_h_graves@omb.eop.gov, jeffrey.j.dewit.nasa.gov, david.shive@gsa.gov, willie.smith@dot.gov, stacy.marcott@hq.dhs.gov, lana.hurdle@dot.gov, Brenna Isman, virginia.huth@gsa.gov, keith.w.surber@hud.gov, maureen.wylie@nrc.gov, lee.j.lothhus@usdoj.gov, williams.james.e2@dol.gov, timothy.gribben@sba.gov, monica.y.manning@nasa.gov, eliana.m.zavala@omb.eop.gov, irving.l.dennis@hud.gov, darsonon@nsf.gov, Kate Connor, timothy.f.soltis@omb.eop.gov, Teresa W. Gerton, vicki.hildebrand@dot.gov, jan.frye@va.gov, don.bice@osec.usda.gov, max.everett@hq.doe.gov, gerard.badorrek@gsa.gov, matthew.r.beebe.civ@mail.mil, maria.roat@sba.gov, john.bashista@hq.doe.gov, andrea.brandon@hhs.gov, william.cody@sba.gov, john.hurt@ed.gov, remitchell@usaid.gov, dwennergren@deloitte.com, elliott.b.branch.civ@mail.mil, iris.cooper@treasury.gov, michelle.king@ssa.gov, vivian.michalic@atf.gov, juan.arratia@opm.gov, john.ascienzo@usitc.gov, stuart.a.hazlett.civ@mail.mil, johnsoa1@mail.nih.gov, mummawke@state.gov, rajive.mathur@ssa.gov, camilo.sandoval@va.gov, fine.steven@epa.gov, carol.rose@bis.doc.gov, jlupis@nsf.gov, mary.muessle@nrc.gov, jmahanand@usa.gov, carole.banks@treasury.gov, mbuhler@cftp.gov, Scott Cameron, flaggsch@state.gov, ahluwalia.gundeep@dot.gov, Rod Turk, slater.bryan@dot.gov, mark.e.easton3.civ@mail.mil, stephen.holden@dot.gov, lcasias@doc.gov, sylvia.burns,joseph.klimavicz@usdoj.gov, david.garcia@opm.gov, douglas.webster@ed.gov, dennis.coelman@opm.gov, john.zangardi@hq.dhs.gov, cio@hud.gov, jon.rychalski@va.gov, soraya.correa@hq.dhs.gov, trancorc@nsf.gov, david.nelson@nrc.gov, swarnali.haldar@nara.gov, donnellyp@state.gov, jeffrey.koses@gsa.gov, michael.allen3@usdoj.gov, david.lebryk@fms.treas.gov, gary.s.washington@ocioc.gov, mwalther@usaid.gov

Description:

REMEMBER: Please join us for our inaugural conversation on Modernizing Information Technology in the Federal Government next Wednesday, July 25th. If you previously accepted our invitation, please accept this invitation as well. The President’s Management Agenda (PMA) lays out a bold agenda for transforming the Government. Key pillars cut across agencies and collaboration from OMB and agency partners will be key to executing on the strategic vision and outcomes set by the PMA. NAPA is partnering with OMB to create a suite of open, collaborative discussions to focus on the major objectives of the PMA and to find ways agencies can more effectively work together to meet and exceed the Administration’s priorities. Please join us for the inaugural conversation on Modernizing Information Technology in the Federal Government. In collaboration with OMB, the National Academy of Public Administration (the Academy) extends this invitation to discuss the President’s Management Agenda and Cross Agency Priority Goal 1: Modernize IT to Increase Productivity and Security. Nearly every function, duty, role, or responsibility in Government today relies on modern, secure, agile technologies to deliver better results for citizens. Modernizing IT requires the full understanding, buy-in, and support of senior agency leadership to drive accountability and effective outcomes. This important discussion with agency leadership in Information Technology, Financial Management, and Acquisition will address how to drive sustainable progress in this area and the importance of an integrated strategy to tackle IT challenges. This first forum will kick off a five-part series generously supported by Deloitte and will bring together critical agency thought leadership to identify a path towards a more citizen-focused, agile infrastructure and a plan to fund and support these activities. This important conversation will explore: • The role of Technology Business Management (TBM) processes for improving budgetary transparency and execution • Progress and updates on the Modernizing Government Technology (MGT) Act and the Technology Modernization Fund • Agency experience and lessons learned from successful and challenging IT modernization programs We hope you or your designated member of your
11am - 11:30am  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB

Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: 
Greg Gould, Matthew Dermody, Olivia Ferriter, Gary Lawkowski, Richard Myers, Raymond Limon, James Cason, Elena Gonzalez, Katie Mills, James Voyles, Harry Humbert, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Jean Parrish, David Bernhardt  
Going? No

12:15pm - 12:45pm  Call in to PNWER

Video call:
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: Dial-in: 1-  
Passcode: [b) (5)]  
Calendar: Scott Cameron

2pm - 3pm  2020 Budget Briefing/Conf Call

Video call:
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: 6120 or call  
PC  
Calendar: Catherine Gulac  
Who: 
Denise Flanagan, Catherine Gulac, Olivia Ferriter, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron, James Cason, Todd Willens, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron  
Description: JCason's Leader Code [b) (5)]

3pm - 5pm  Dan Dubray retirement

Video call:
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

Video call:
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm  FY 2020 Budget Submission Meeting

Where: AS/FWP conference room - 3144 or call  
passcode [b) (5)]

Calendar: Tasha Robbins  
Who: 
Susan Combs, Olivia Ferriter, Tasha Robbins, Joy Nicholopoulos, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Richard Myers, Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss

Thu Jul 26, 2018

All day  Steve - [b) (6)]

Mon Jul 23, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018  
Video call:
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Scott Cameron

All day Gould - Leave - Snowmas to Aspen
Wed Jul 25, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould

All day Harry -
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

9am - 9:30am Museum walk-through
Video call:
Where: DOI Museum - 1200 West Corridor
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Richard Myers, Tammy Bagley, Diana Warring, Megan Olsen, Olivia Ferriter, Terry Childs, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller, Kathryn Bender

10am - 11am PMB Office Directors staff meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 5160 - Participant: Leader:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 11am PMB Office Directors staff meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 5160 - Participant: Leader:
Calendar: Jeffery Rupert
11am - 11:30am  Continuity Meeting

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Marcia Saddler, Scott Cameron, Lisa Branum, Harry Humbert, Gregory Shelton, Kerry Trojnar, Richard Myers

1pm - 1:30pm  SES CDP program

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jonathan Mack, Michelle Rabuck, Jeff Underwood, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron

1:30pm - 2pm  Working time for Scott to review 2020 materials

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:30pm  Check in on Economics of the Reg Agenda

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Bivan Patnaik, Juliette Lillie, Justin Abernathy, Shawn Buckner, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Benjamin Simon

2:30pm - 3pm  Working time for Scott to review 2020 materials

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:45pm  Meeting with Susan Combs and Scott Cameron

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 3160
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Tasha Robbins, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Catherine Callaway

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

4pm - 6:15pm   Working time for Scott to review 2020 materials
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan

Fri Jul 27, 2018

All day   Steve - Leave - Snowmas to Aspen
Mon Jul 23, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day   Gould - Leave - Snowmas to Aspen
Wed Jul 25, 2018 - Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould

All day   Harry -
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day   Jean
Fri Jul 27, 2018
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am   Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am   Working time for Scott to review 2020 materials
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Olivia Ferriter, Adrianne Moss, Jason Freihage

10am - 11am   Discuss 2020 draft materials with POB
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: MIB 5110
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Adrianne Moss, Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron
11am - 11:30am  Meeting w/Scott Cameron and Susan Combs
Where: Susan's office - 3160
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Tasha Robbins, Jean Parrish
Going? Yes

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: John Tanner, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Micah Chambers, Abigail Miller, Amanda Kaster, Blake Deeley, Aaron Thiele, Susan Combs, Jason Freihage, pmb-grayford payne

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Sat Jul 28, 2018
All day  Harry -
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

Sun Jul 29, 2018
All day  Harry -
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Olivia Ferriter Travel to MT thru 8/3
Sun Jul 29, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron
Mon Jul 30, 2018

All day  

Harry -  

Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018

Video call:  

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Christina Summers [b][g] through 8/3  

Mon Jul 30, 2018

Video call:  

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day  Olivia Ferriter Travel to MT thru 8/3  

Mon Jul 30, 2018

Video call:  

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10:30am - 11:30am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting  

Video call:  

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room: 5110 - 1  PC: (b) (5)  LC: (b) (5)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Abigail Miller, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Jean Parrish, Richard Cardinale, Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne, Denise Flanagan, Bruce Downs, Greg Gould, Christopher Lawson, Harry Humbert, Elena Gonzalez, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Olivia Ferriter, George Triebsch, Raymond Limon, Steven Howke

1:30pm - 2pm  DAS TIBS bi-weekly check in  

Video call:  

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Elena Gonzalez
Who: Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting  

Video call:  

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
**Scott Cameron**

**Tue Jul 31, 2018**

**All day**    **Harry -**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Video call:**

**(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

---

**All day**    **Christina Summers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tue Jul 31, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Video call:**

**(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish

---

**All day**    **Olivia Ferriter Travel to MT thru 8/3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tue Jul 31, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Video call:**

**(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish

---

**9:30am - 10:30am  Check In on 2020 Leg Proposals**

**Video call:**

**(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Where:** 5110  
**Calendar:** Jason Freihage  
**Who:** Denise Flanagan, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Olivia Ferriter, Micah Chambers, Adrianne Moss

---

**10:30am - 11am  Meet w/Darren Cruzan and Brent Range**

**Video call:**

**(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Where:** Room 5110  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** Brent Range, Scott Cameron, Darren Cruzan

---

**11:30am - 12pm  Scott DeLaVega - Ethics**

**Video call:**

**(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Where:** Room 5110  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** Margaret Connors, Scott de la Vega, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2:30pm - 3pm  Monthly Meeting with ASPMB/Scott Cameron
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: cdr06@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, James Cason, Katharine MacGregor, Susan Combs, Scott Hommel, Scott Cameron, Caroline Boulton, Downey Magallanes

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4:15pm - 5:15pm  Review 2020 Briefing
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 5110
Calendar: Jason Freihage
Who: Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan
All day    Harry - 手机: 
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day    Christina Summers through 8/3
Wed Aug 1, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day    Jean thru 8/3
Wed Aug 1, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day    Olivia Ferriter Travel to MT thru 8/3
Wed Aug 1, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 11am    2020 Budget Briefing
Video call: 
Where: 6120
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Olivia Ferriter, David Bernhardt, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, James Cason, Catherine Gulac, Adrianne Moss, Todd Willens, Gareth Rees
Description: POC: Jason Freihage

12pm - 1pm    Catherine Nolan lunch
Video call: 
Where: Exchange
Calendar: Scott Cameron
12:30pm - 1pm Congressional Document Production / FOIA
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6023 - OCL Conference Room
Calendar: Jamie Burley
Who: Hubbel Relat, Scott Cameron, Blake Deeley, James Voyles, Downey Magallanes, Juliette Lillie, Christopher Salotti, Pamela Barkin, John Tanner, Edward Keable, Jamie Burley, Robert Howarth, Micah Chambers, Ryan Sklar, Katie Mills, Amanda Kaster, Richard Myers
Description: Discussion of active Congressional requests and FOIA requests

3:45pm - 4pm Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm Meeting w/Susan, Scott and Joy
Where: Susan's office - Joy, please call passcode (b) (5)
Calendar: Tasha Robbins
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Joy Nicholopoulos, Tasha Robbins, Catherine Callaway

4:30pm - 5:30pm 2020 Follow-up Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 5110
Calendar: Jason Freihage
Who: Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan

Thu Aug 2, 2018
All day Harry -
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day Cathy -
Thu Aug 2, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day Christina Summers through 8/3
Thu Aug 2, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
**All day  Jean thru 8/3**  
Thu Aug 2, 2018  
**Video call:**  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**All day  Olivia Ferriter Travel to MT thru 8/3**  
Thu Aug 2, 2018  
**Video call:**  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**10am - 10:30am  Monthly Landsat Update**  
**Where:** Room 6641/Call in #  
**Calendar:** Michelle Mebane  
**Created by:** William Lukas  
**Who:** Michelle Mebane, Shawn Komlos, William Lukas, Timothy Newman, James Reilly, Scott Cameron, John Hahn, Ryan Nichols, Douglas Beard, aaron_d_ray@omb.eop.gov, ASWS Conference Room, Kerry Rae, PeterDoucette, Timothy Stryker, Narottam Khatri  
**Description:** AGENDA - 2 AUG Meeting  
Landsat 7/8 operational status - Hahn  
Landsat 9 development status - Hahn  
Landsat 10 Architecture Study Team - Newman  
US Group on Earth Observations (USGEO) - Newman  
National Imagery Summit - Stryker LC-

**11am - 12:30pm  Management Improvement Team Meeting**  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** Room 5160 -  
**Participant:**  
**Leader:**  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish  
**Who:** Aurelia Skipwith, Bobby Wolfe, Scott Cameron, Walter Cruickshank, Timothy Petty, marc.smith@sol.gov, greg_j_sheehan@fws.gov, Sylvia Burns, Michele Singer, Greg Gould, Jerold Gidner, Glenda Owens, Robert Gordon, Joseph Balash, Brian Steed, Stephen Guertin, Julia Bennett, Denise Flanagan, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Richard Myers, George Triebusch, Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott de la Vega, Lena McDowall, Paul (Dan) Smith, Raymond Limon, Brenda Burman, Richard Cardinale, William Werkheiser, Maureen Foster, Andrea Travnicak, Renee Orr, Scott Angelle, Lori Mashburn, Christina Summers, Tara Sweeney, Brent Range, Darryl LaCounte, Bruce Downs, Joy Nicholopoulos, Harry Humbert, Austin Ewell, Annie Yang, Cara Lee Macdonald, James Reilly, Michael Nedd, Douglas Domenech, Susan Combs, John Tahsuda, Margaret Schneider, Scott Mabry, Megan Olsen, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Nikolao Pula, Edward Keable, Christopher McAlear, Elena Gonzalez, Roderick Anderson

**12:30pm - 1pm  Pre-Regulatory Reform Task Force Meeting**  
**Video call:**  
**Where:** Room 5110  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** Scott Cameron, Juliette Lillie
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Follow-Up - 2020 Budget Briefing
Video call:
Where: 6120
Calendar: Catherine Gulac
Who: Todd Willens, Adrianne Moss, Gareth Rees, James Cason, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Catherine Gulac, David Bernhardt
Description: POC: Jason Freihage

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Fri Aug 3, 2018

All day  Harry  
Thumb Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Cathy  
Fri Aug 3, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Christina Summers  through 8/3
Fri Aug 3, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day  Jean  thru 8/3
Fri Aug 3, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All day</td>
<td>Olivia Ferriter Travel to MT thru 8/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri Aug 3, 2018</td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45am - 8am</td>
<td>Update cabinet report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9am - 9:30am</td>
<td>Ombuds Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Catherine Callaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Brian Bloch, Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm - 4pm</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: James Cason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Catherine Gulac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: James Cason, Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: GAO Oil and Gas High Risk List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm - 4pm</td>
<td>Scott and Rich Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Catherine Callaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4pm - 4:15pm</td>
<td>Budget/OCL Check in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Where: Room 5112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denise Flanagan, Micah Chambers, John Tanner, Adrianne Moss, AmandaKaster, Susan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combs, Blake Deeley, Jason Freihage, Aaron Thiele, Abigail Miller, pmb-grayford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>payne, Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat Aug 4, 2018</td>
<td>All day Harry -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Catherine Callaway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scott Cameron

Sun Aug 5, 2018

All day  Harry -  
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

Mon Aug 6, 2018

All day  Harry -  
Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Brent Range - Travel to San Diego, CA (Aug 6-10)  
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Abigail Miller

All day  Joy in DC all week (Aug 6-10)  
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

9am - 9:20am  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (OWF)  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Created by: Jaclyn Corona
Who: Jason Freihage, Jeffrey Lang, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron,jeff_rupert@fws.gov, Thao Tran, Denise Flanagan, TIFFANY TAYLOR,Adrienne Moss

9:30am - 10:30am  NPS Construction  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6120
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Shawn Benge, Ryan Hambleton, Todd Willens, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron,Paul (Dan) Smith, Jessica Bowron, David Bernhardt, James Cason, Denise Flanagan, Lena McDowall
Description: NPS may bring more people.
10:30am - 10:50am  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (OST)

**Video call:**

Where: Room 5110 or OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:

Jerold Gidner, Olivia Ferriter, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrienne Moss, Julie Ration, Philip Gleeson, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Nancy Savage, Jason Freihaige

Description: Conference Line: Passcode:

11am - 11:20am  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (OIG)

**Video call:**

Where: Room 5110

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:

Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Gregory Stafford, Adrienne Moss, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Jason Freihaige, Stephen Hardgrove, Mary Kendall, Olivia Ferriter, Sharon Smith

11:30am - 12pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (AS-IA)

**Video call:**

Where: Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:

Olivia Ferriter, Adrienne Moss, George Bearpaw, Denise Flanagan, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Tony.dearman@bie.edu, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Heidi Whiteree, Jason Freihaige, Scott Cameron, Tony Dearman, Elizabeth Appel, Darryl LaCounte, Elizabeth Hardy, John Tahsuda, Tara Sweeney, Jeannine Brooks, Philip Gleeson

Description: Conference Line: Passcode:

12pm - 12:20pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (BOR)

**Video call:**

Where: Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:

Olivia Ferriter, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Scott Cameron, Patrick Joos, Marie Hughes-Brown, Brenda Burman, Adrienne Moss, Andrea Travnicke, Jeffrey Lang, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Denise Flanagan, Jason Freihaige, Robert Wolf, Timothy Petty, Kerry Rae, Grayford Payne

Description: Conference Line: Passcode:
12:20pm - 12:30pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (CUPCA)

**Video call:**

[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

**Calendar:** Denise Flanagan

**Created by:** Jaclyn Corona

**Who:**
TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrianne Moss, Timothy Petty, Reed Murray, Kerry Rae, Olivia Ferriter, Jason Freihage, Patrick Joos, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Andrea Travnicek

**Description:** Conference Line: 1- Passcode: (b) (5)

12:30pm - 12:50pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (AS-IIA)

**Video call:**

[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5110

**Calendar:** Denise Flanagan

**Created by:** Jaclyn Corona

**Who:**
Jonathan Dunn, Denise Flanagan, Daniel Collinge, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Nikolao Pula, Scott Cameron, Douglas Domenech, Patrick Joos, Tom Bussanich, Adrianne Moss, Olivia Ferriter, Jeffrey Lang, Jason Freihage

1pm - 1:20pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Mtg (BLM)

**Video call:**

[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Conference Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

**Calendar:** Joseph Balash

**Created by:** Joseph Hayes

**Who:**
Scott Cameron, Joseph (Gene) Seidlitz, Margaret Schneider, Brian Steed, Joseph Balash, blm_wo_rcardinale@blm.gov, Adrianne Moss, Cara Lee Macdonald, Ann DeBlasi, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Jeffrey Lang, Denise Flanagan, Katharine MacGregor, Jaclyn Corona, Jason Freihage, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Linda Smith, Jill Moran, Olivia Ferriter

**Description:** Conference Line: 1- Passcode: (b) (5)

1:20pm - 1:40pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Mtg (BOEM)

**Video call:**

[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Conference Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

**Calendar:** Joseph Balash

**Created by:** Joseph Hayes

**Who:**
TIFFANY TAYLOR, Mitchell Hoskins, Denise Flanagan, Carla Mazyck, Scott Cameron, Kylie Santini, Walter Cruickshank, Beth Lamb, James Anderson, Olivia Ferriter, Jaclyn Corona, Cara Lee Macdonald, Joseph Balash, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Troy Ezell, Annie Yang, BOEM Director Calendar, Karla Cook, Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss, Katharine MacGregor

**Description:** Conference Line: 1- Passcode: (b) (5)
1:40pm - 2pm  2020 Budget Dept Passback (12:40pm CDT)

Video call:  
Where: Conference Room 5110# 1-  Passcode:  
Calendar: Joseph Balash  
Created by: Joseph Hayes  
Who: Cara Lee Macdonald, Jason Freihage, Adrienne Moss, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Joseph Balash, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-  Scott Cameron, Carla Mazyck, Ryan Underwood, Olivia Ferriter, ScottAngelle, Eric Modrow, Jaclyn Corona, Denise Flanagan, Katharine MacGregor  
Description: Conference Line: 1-  Passcode:  

2pm - 2:20pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Mtg (OSM)

Video call:  
Where: Conference Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-  Passcode:  
Calendar: Joseph Balash  
Created by: Joseph Hayes  
Who: Scott Cameron, Olivia Ferriter, Glenda Owens, Jaclyn Corona, Craig Prestenbach, Adrienne Moss, TIFFANY TAYLOR, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-  Cara Lee Macdonald, Khalia Boyd, Katharine MacGregor, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, Gregory Stafford, John Trelease, Joseph Balash  
Description: Conference Line: 1-  Passcode:  

2:30pm - 2:50pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (USGS)

Video call:  
Where: Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-  Passcode:  
Calendar: Denise Flanagan  
Created by: Jaclyn Corona  
Who: OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-  James Reilly, Timothy Petty, Jeffrey Lang, Scott Cameron, Andrea Travnicek, Kerry Rae, Olivia Ferriter, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrienne Moss, Anne Barrett, Denise Flanagan, Jason Freihage, Cynthia Lodge  
Description: Conference Line: 1-  Passcode:  

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron  

4pm - 4:20pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (SOL)

Video call:  
Where: Room 5110  
Calendar: Denise Flanagan  
Created by: Jaclyn Corona  
Who: Marc Smith, Olivia Ferriter, Edward Keable, Daniel Jorjani, JasonFreihage, Scott Cameron, Gregory Stafford, Adrienne Moss, TIFFANYTAYLOR, Tommy Tomsan, Tyrone Santos, Denise Flanagan
4:30pm - 4:50pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (NPS)

Video call:

Where: Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:
Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Lena McDowall, Jessica Bowron, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-
Janice DeSordi, Jennifer Werner, Maureen Foster, Scott Cameron, Paul (Dan) Smith, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Jason Freihage, Steven Farrell, Elizabeth Hardy, Tasha Robbins, Ryan Hambleton, Adrienne Moss

Description: Conference Line: 1-  Passcode:

5pm - 5:20pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (FWS)

Video call:

Where: Room 5110, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:
Stephen Guertin, Denise Flanagan, OS-POB Phone Conference Line, 1-
Roslyn Sellars, Ryan Hambleton, Scott Cameron, Tasha Robbins, greg.j.sheehan@fws.gov, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Aurelia Skipwith, Steven Farrell, Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs, Maureen Foster, Jason Freihage, Olivia Ferriter, Chris Nolin

Description: Conference Line: 1-  Passcode:

5:30pm - 5:50pm  2020 Budget Departmental Passback Meeting (ONRR)

Video call:

Where: Room 5112 (Video Teleconference w/Greg)

Calendar: Denise Flanagan

Created by: Jaclyn Corona

Who:
Catherine Callaway, Greg Gould, Carla Mazyck, Scott Cameron, Jennifer Bracy, Adrienne Moss, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Jean Parrish, Jim Steward, Kimberly Prendergast (Kim), Denise Flanagan, Sarah Montgomery, Jean Pena, Jason Freihage, Olivia Ferriter, Larry Schock

Tue Aug 7, 2018

All day  Harry -

Thu Jul 26, 2018 - Tue Aug 7, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Brent Range - Travel to San Diego, CA (Aug 6-10)

Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Abigail Miller
Scott Cameron

All day  Joy in DC all week (Aug 6-10)
(video call: [b] [b] [b])
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

12am - 12:15am  Car depart DOC to MIB
(video call: [b] [b] [b])
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

7:30am - 8:30am  (b) (6)
(video call: [b] [b] [b])
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9:30am - 10:30am  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg
(video call: [b] [b] [b])
Where: 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1 (b) (6)
PC: (b) (b) LC: (b) (b)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Martin Pursley, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, lisa.charette@va.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, Landon Mock, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.gov, raymond.limon@opm.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, Scott Cameron, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, Julie Spano, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, steven.woodruff@va.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov
Description: Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

10:45am - 11am  Car depart MIB to DOC
(video call: [b] [b] [b])
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
**Scott Cameron**

11am - 12pm  Meeting w/Scott Cameron (DOI) & Kevin Wheeler (DOC)

*Video call:*

*Where:* Department of Commerce Rm: 51030  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:* kevin.wheeler@noaa.gov, jeannett.davis@noaa.gov, Scott Cameron, jennifer.luken@noaa.gov

12pm - 12:15pm  Car depart DOC to MIB

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway

12pm - 1pm  Susan meeting

*Video call:*

*Calendar:* Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

*Where:* Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
*Calendar:* Natalie Davis  
*Description:* Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.
2pm - 3pm  PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room: 5110 - 1- PC: LC:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Christopher Lawson, Richard Cardinale, Jean Parrish, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Elena Gonzalez, Bruce Downs, Catherine Callaway, George Triebsch, Harry Humbert, Steven Howke, Abigail Miller, pmb-grayford payne, Raymond Limon, Greg Gould, Oluwarotimi Abimbola
Description: Agenda 1. Introduce Susan Combs as acting A/S PMB 2. Share FY 20 budget passback to PMB offices 3. Review agenda for Wednesday PMB bi-weekly meeting with Dep. Sec

3pm - 3:15pm  Hubbel Relat here
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Olivia - bi-weekly check in
Video call:
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Abigail Miller, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway

Wed Aug 8, 2018

All day  Brent Range - Travel to San Diego, CA (Aug 6-10)
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Abigail Miller

All day  Joy in DC all week (Aug 6-10)
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron
### 9:30am - 10am  2020 Appeals

**Video call:**

[b](5), (b) (6)

**Where:** MIB 4110  
**Calendar:** Denise Flanagan  
**Who:** Olivia Ferriter, Steven Farrell, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss

### 10am - 11am  Working Group on Indian Water Settlements - CSKT Discussion

**Video call:**

[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 3038 - Access Number: 1- [b] (5)  
**Participant Pass Code:** [b] (5)  
**Calendar:** Alan Mikkelsen  
**Created by:** Omero Martinez  
**Who:** John Tanner, Austin Ewell, Brenda Burman, Alan Mikkelsen, Joshua Mann, Craig alexander@usdoj.gov, Darryl LaCounte, Jeffrey Morris, Joshua Mahan, Katharine MacGregor, Scott Bergstrom, Daniel Jorjani, Duane Mecham, Timothy Petty, kyle.scherer@bia.gov, Jennifer Frozina, Aaron Thiele, Douglas Domenech, Rachel Brown, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Martin Von Gnechten, Tracy Goodluck, Brandon Middleton, Pamela Williams, Joseph Balash, Tara Sweeney  
**Description:** This meeting is to discuss the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes Water Rights Settlement and the Flathead, Montana tour (week of August 27)

### 11am - 11:30am  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB

**Where:** Room 6120  
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt  
**Created by:** Gareth Rees  
**Who:** James Voyles, Matthew Dermody, Susan Combs, Elena Gonzalez, Raymond Limon, Katie Mills, Richard Myers, Jean Parrish, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, Catherine Callaway, Greg Gould, Olivia Ferriter, Gary Lawkowski, David Bernhardt, Harry Humbert, James Cason  
**Going? No**

### 1pm - 1:45pm  REORG. Meeting w/Susan, Scott and Joy

**Where:** Susan's office - 5110  
**Calendar:** Tasha Robbins  
**Who:** Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos, Jean Parrish, Tasha Robbins  
**Going? Yes**

### 3:30pm - 4pm  Meet w/ Scott to talk Appeals

**Video call:**

[b](5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Susan Combs  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

### 3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting

**Video call:**

[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

5pm - 5:30pm  Internal Meeting
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Olivia Ferriter, Denise Flanagan, Todd Willens, Susan Combs, Adrianne Moss, David Bernhardt, Scott Cameron

Thu Aug 9, 2018

All day  Brent Range - Travel to San Diego, CA (Aug 6-10)
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Abigail Miller

All day  Joy in DC all week (Aug 6-10)
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

7:30am - 10am  Shared Services
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: AIA, 1735 New York Ave NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10:30am - 11am  hold OIG for (b) (7)(A), (b) (7)(C)
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 4462
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Description:
POC: Good Morning Sir, I would like to schedule (b) (7)(A), (b) (7)(C)

Thank you. Sincerely, (b) (7)(C)
SpecialAgent Department of the Interior Office of Inspector General (b) (7)(C) doiog.gov (b) (6)

11:30am - 12:30pm  lunch
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: The Exchange Saloon, 1719 G St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: Scott Cameron, dbell@nsf.gov
1pm - 1:30pm  EDRR Pilots

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Harry Humbert, Jamie Reaser, Stanley Burgiel, Jean Parrish, Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

1:30pm - 1:45pm  Scott kicks off SESCDP information Session Q&A

Video call:

Where: Rachel Carson Room
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

2pm - 2:45pm  DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative - Monthly Call

Video call:

Where: Room 5112 or 1 / PC: / LC:
Calendar: Hilary Smith
Who:

Description:
Monthly call with DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative action item leads. The purpose of the call is to check in on progress on implementing commitments made through the initiative, Safeguarding the West from Invasive Species: Actions to Strengthen Federal, State, and Tribal Coordination to Address Invasive Mussels, as well as to discuss outreach and coordination opportunities with existing partners and networks.

3pm - 3:30pm  Phone Call w/Ashton & Michelle (202) 208-1927

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: mamante@ourpublicservice.org, Scott Cameron, amates@ourpublicservice.org
Scott Cameron

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Fri Aug 10, 2018

All day  Brent Range - Travel to San Diego, CA (Aug 6-10)
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Abigail Miller
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

All day  Joy in DC all week (Aug 6-10)
Mon Aug 6, 2018 - Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Created by: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

All day  Harry -
Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Jean
Fri Aug 10, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

12pm - 1:30pm  Lunch w/Chantale @ Exchange
Video call:
Where: The Exchange Saloon, 1719 G St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: chantalewong@mac.com, Scott Cameron
2pm - 2:30pm  Meet w/Scott and Rich
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Micah Chambers, Jason Freihage, Amanda Kaster, Scott Cameron, Blake Deeley, Denise Flanagan, Abigail Miller, pmb-grayford payne, John Tanner, Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs, Aaron Thiele

3:45pm - 4pm  Scott and Rich Meeting
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

Mon Aug 13, 2018

8am - 9am  EEOC Initial Conference Call - Mark Oliver
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Nanette Gonzales
Who: Jean Parrish, Catherine Callaway, Nanette Gonzales, Scott Cameron, Daniel Raposa
Description: As a settlement authority, we have been ordered to be able to reach you via phone if a settlement offer is made by the Complainant in this Initial Conference call with an EEOC administrative judge. Daniel Raposa is the assigned attorney on this case. He will contact you on your cell phone during this period to discuss any settlement offer and will advise the agency appropriately.

10:30am - 11:30am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room: 5110 - 1-  PC: LC:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Greg Gould, pmb-grayford payne, Bruce Downs, Susan Combs, Abigail Miller, Steven Howke, Richard Cardinale, Jean Parrish, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Raymond Limon, Elena Gonzalez, Catherine Callaway, Christopher Lawson, Olivia Ferriter, Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert, George Triebsch, Martin Pursley
Scott Cameron

11:30am - 12pm  Wild Horse and Burro
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
John Tanner, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, BlakeDeeley, Christopher Salotti, Micah Chambers, Richard Myers, AmandaKaster, Pamela Barkin, Katie Mills

1pm - 1:30pm  Meeting w/Joy, Scott and Rich
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where:  
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos, Richard Myers

2:30pm - 3pm  Meeting w/Rich and Scott
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Susan Combs, Richard Myers, Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  [b] (7)(C)
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Tue Aug 14, 2018

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.
2pm - 2:45pm  Invasives check in

Video call:

Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Harry Humbert, Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm  Briefing on Lake O and EE Reservoir

Video call:

Where: 1-PC:  LC:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Kevin Burger, Larry Williams, Scott Cameron, Dennis Duke

Wed Aug 15, 2018

All day  Scott in FL

Wed Aug 15, 2018 - Fri Aug 17, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

5:30pm - 6:30pm  Invasives

Where: Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Aug 16, 2018

All day  Scott in FL

Wed Aug 15, 2018 - Fri Aug 17, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

All day  Cathy - (b) (6)

Thu Aug 16, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

Fri Aug 17, 2018

All day  Scott in FL

Wed Aug 15, 2018 - Fri Aug 17, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
All day Cathy
Fri Aug 17, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

7:45am - 8am Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: pmb-grayford payne, Susan Combs, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller, Denise Flanagan, Micah Chambers, Blake Deeley, Aaron Thiele, John Tanner, Adrianne Moss, Amanda Kaster

Mon Aug 20, 2018

9am - 9:15am Cal W
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10:30am - 11:30am PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room: 5110 - 1- PC: LC: 5
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: George Triebsch, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Harry Humbert, pmb-grayfordpayne, Jean Parrish, Steven Howke, Christopher Lawson, Catherine Callaway, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, Elena Gonzalez, Greg Gould, Olivia Ferriter, Susan Combs, Raymond Limon

12:45pm - 1:45pm NISC follow-up
Video call:
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jamie Reaser, Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Abigail Miller

1:30pm - 2pm Budget Review Meeting
Video call:
Where: 6144
Calendar: Elinor Werner
Who: Lori Mashburn, Katharine MacGregor, Denise Flanagan, Olivia Ferriter, Downey Magallanes, Michael Argo, Elinor Werner, Scott Hommel, Scott Cameron
9:30am - 10am  Correspondence with Susan

Video call:

Where: Room 5110  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Julie Spano, Richard Myers, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Kashieka Minor, Susan Combs

11am - 12pm  MRMSS Modernization Briefing

Video call:

Where: Room 5112  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: Denise Flanagan, Greg Gould, Jean Parrish, Olivia Ferriter, Christina Mathers, Elena Gonzalez, Susan Combs, Wendell Bazemore, Karen Osborne, Jim Steward, Richard Myers, Michele Singer, Stacey Browne, Troy Holmes, Scott Cameron, Patricia Damon, Sylvia Burns

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
Calendar: Natalie Davis  
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 2:30pm  Jim Reilly - with Scott Cameron

Video call:

Where: Room 5109  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: James Reilly, Scott Cameron, Margo Harris
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  BIA/Commerce/AIANTA MOU

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112 - (b) (5)  Participant: (b) (5)  - Leader: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Aaron Thiele, Kyle Scherer, Adrianne Moss, Amanda Kaster, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Jason Funes, Elizabeth Appel, Eugenia Tyner-Dawson, Tyler Fish, Rick May, Edward Hall

Wed Aug 22, 2018

1:30pm - 2pm  Project Manager for DOI GrantSolutions Deployment

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112 - (b) (5)  Participant: (b) (5)  - Leader: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Richard Myers, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Steven Howke, Elena Gonzalez, Martin Quinlan, Sylvia Burns, Megan Olsen, Olivia Ferriter, Michele Singer, Scott Cameron, Suzan Corl, Guy Giancarlo, Edward Keable, Jim Weiner

3pm - 4pm  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1(b) (5)  PC: (b) (5)  LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, deborah.l-ray2.civ@mail.mil, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, jennifer.k.mcdaennell@omb.eop.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, Martin Pursley, Scott Cameron, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, Raymond Limon, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, Landon Mock, rrees@nsf.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov
Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

Thu Aug 23, 2018

11:30am - 12:30pm  Scott Cameron of DOI & Cynthia Montgomery of USDA

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 749 Wharf St SW, Washington, DC 20024
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: Scott Cameron, cmontgomery@nifa.usda.gov
Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  Marshall Critchfield

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Marshall Critchfield, Scott Cameron

Fri Aug 24, 2018

All day  Jean

Fri Aug 24, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

9:30am - 10am  Eagle Horizon 2019 Memo

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

2:30pm - 3pm  Zoonotics Report

Video call:

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, John Juskie, Lisa Branum, Elaine Bond

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Susan Combs, Abigail Miller, Blake Deeley, Adrienne Moss, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, John Tanner, Amanda Kaster, Aaron Thiele, pmb-grayford payne, Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Meet w/ Tara Sweeney

Video call:

Where: Room - 4158
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Scott Cameron, Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs Tara Sweeney, Armadio Ruiz, Tara Sweeney
Sat Aug 25, 2018

7am - 8am  Drive to Williamsburg

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Mon Aug 27, 2018

All day  Scott

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 6pm  Scott on leave

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

10:30am - 11:30am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

Video call:

Where: Room: 5110 - 1

PC: (b) (5)

LC: (b) (5)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who:

Christopher Lawson, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs, Raymond Limon, Elena Gonzalez, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Scott Cameron, Olivia Ferriter, Harry Humbert, Greg Gould, Bruce Downs, pmb-grayford payne, Steven Howke, Abigail Miller, Jean Parrish, George Triebsch, Richard Cardinale

Tue Aug 28, 2018

7:30am - 9:30am  GrantSolutions: Introduction to DOI PM

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

11am - 12pm  GrantSolutions: Introduction to DOI PM

Where: MIB: 4241 CR

Calendar: Peter Gabel

Who: Martin Quinlan, Suzan Corl, Jeff Hartmann, Megan Olsen, Scott Cameron, Steven Howke

Description:

~MEETING ORGANIZER~Martin Quinlan~DATE~Tuesday, August 28th~TIME~11:00am-12:00pm ET~LOCATION~MIB: 4241 CR
1pm - 1:30pm  Meet w/Kaiini

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Kaiini Kaloi, Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:30pm  Financial Disclosure Review

Video call:

Where: Scott Cameron's Office
Calendar: Scott Currie
Who: Scott Cameron, Scott Currie

2:30pm - 3pm  Eagle Horizon 2019

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Lisa Branum, Abigail Miller

3:30pm - 4pm  Hubbel Relat

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Hubbel Relat, Scott Cameron

Wed Aug 29, 2018

11:30am - 12pm  Meet w/Scott/Rob/Gregg

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Robert Gordon, Gregg Renkes, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

1:30pm - 2:30pm  Meet w/Penny Riggs Susan's Main Phone No. (202) 208-1927

Video call:

Where: Room 5110 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC -
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, riggs@tamu.edu, Susan Combs
All day    Cathy -
Thu Aug 30, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day    Jean thru 8/31
Thu Aug 30, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 9:30am    Meet w/Dolores Buljevic
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: dbuljevic@esri.com, Scott Cameron

11:30am - 12pm    OCR Briefing/EEO Review
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Tanisha Edmonds, Scott Cameron, Richard Myers, Susan Combs, Raymond Limon

1pm - 2pm    Joint check in meeting with Jamie Reaser and Hilary Smith
Where: Room 5110 - Conference Line: 1-PC: LC
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert, Shawn Buckner, Jamie Reaser, Gregg Renkes, Catherine Callaway, Hilary Smith

2:15pm - 2:45pm    Meet w/Jonathan Mack
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Jonathan Mack, Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm    Robyn Rees here
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm    Stephanie
Video call:      
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Fri Aug 31, 2018

All day    Cathy  (b) (6)
Fri Aug 31, 2018
Video call:      
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day    Jean    thru 8/31
Fri Aug 31, 2018
Video call:      
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day    Olivia -  8/31-9/7
Fri Aug 31, 2018
Video call:      
(b) (5) (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Abigail Miller

7:45am - 8am    Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

Sun Sep 2, 2018

10am - 11am Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Mon Sep 3, 2018

8am - 5pm Labor Day
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10:30am - 11:30am PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room: 5110 - 1 PC: LC:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: pmb-grayford payne, Jean Parrish, Susan Combs, Olivia Ferriter, Harry Humbert, George Triebsch, Christopher Lawson, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Elena Gonzalez, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Steven Howke, Catherine Callaway, Greg Gould, Raymond Limon

Tue Sep 4, 2018

1pm - 2pm Weekly Political Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.
Scott Cameron

2:30pm - 3pm  Harry

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5109
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Jean Parrish
**Who:** Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

Wed Sep 5, 2018

9:45am - 10:30am  Internal Meeting

**Where:** Room 6120
**Calendar:** David Bernhardt
**Created by:** Gareth Rees
**Who:** David Bernhardt, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens

2pm - 3pm  Meet w/Denise, Adrianne, Jason & Grayford

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Susan Combs
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway
**Who:** Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, pmb-grayford payne, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss

3pm - 4pm  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1
(b) (5)
PC: (b) (5)
LC: (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway
**Who:** dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, catherine.saphos@omb.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, Scott Cameron, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, Raymond Limon, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, deborah.l-ray2.civ@mail.mil, Landon Mock, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, MartinPursley, gina.k.grippando@omb.gov

**Description:**
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

4:30pm - 5pm  Personal phone call

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
Thu Sep 6, 2018

9am - 10am  Introductory Briefing for Rob Gordon with Kimo

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Kaiini Kaloi, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron

11am - 12:30pm  Management Improvement Team Meeting

Where: Room 5160 - Participant: Leader:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: James James, Robert Gordon, Joy Nicholopoulos, Joy Nicholopoulos, Michele Singer, Roderick Anderson, Richard Myers, Stephen Guertin, Douglas Domenech, Scott de la Vega, John Tahsuda, marc.smith@sol.gov, Bobby Wolfe, Paul (Dan) Smith, Sylvia Burns, Megan Olsen, Lena McDowall, Nikolao Pula, Jerold Gidner, Aurelia Skipwith, William Werkheiser, Elena Gonzalez, Harry Humbert, Susan Combs, Maureen Foster, Steven Howke, George Triebsch, Raymond Limon, Christopher McAlear, Edward Keable, pm-brayford Payne, Michael Nedd, Timothy Petty, Glenda Owens, William Brown, Scott Cameron, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Bruce Downs, Darryl LaCounte, Christina Summers, James Reilly, Joseph Balash, Scott Angelie, Brenda Burman, Walter Cruickshank, Greg Gould, Richard Cardinale, Austin Ewell, Margaret Schneider, greg_j_sheehan@fws.gov, Brian Steed, Tara Sweeney, Caroline Romano, Scott Mabry, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Andrea Travincek

1pm - 1:50pm  Financial Assistance/GrantSolutions FitGap Status Mtg.

Where: MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: Pass code:
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who: Megan Olsen, Guy Giancarlo, Karla Mcgovern, Jeff Hartmann, Scott Cameron, Martin Quinlan, Stefanie Harris, Steven Howke, Suzan Corl, Kaprice Tucker
Description:
Dial in: Pass code:
Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 5:30pm  A Grand Celebration for CIO Sylvia Burns

Where: 1849 C Street NW, Washington DC, South Penthouse
Calendar: OCIO Announcements
Created by: Jacqueline Worrell
Who: Scott Cameron
Description:
Friends and Colleagues of Sylvia, The OCIO Team cordially invites you to “A Grand Celebration for Sylvia Burns”. We will gather on September 6th to wish Sylvia all the best as she begins a new journey at the FDIC. Join us as we celebrate our extraordinary leader’s many accomplishments as CIO and in her various other positions since joining the Department of the Interior. Photos, written remarks, and speaking requests are welcome. Please send your contributions to OCIO_Comms@ios.doi.gov. You can also contact OCIOComms to get parking and security information. Event Details: September 6, 2018 | 3:30 - 5:30 PM ET
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, D.C. South Penthouse, Main Interior Building- The program will begin at 3:30PM ET- Hors d’oeuvres and drinks will be provided

7pm - 8pm  MVCC

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Fri Sep 7, 2018

All day  Jean (b) (6)

Fri Sep 7, 2018

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  Internal: PMB Scott Cameron

Where: ASIA #4158 - MIB
Calendar: Tara Sweeney
Created by: Anita Personius
Who: Scott Cameron, Tara Sweeney
Description: ASIA Sweeney’s Office #4158 for PMB Updates. Standing weekly Update

9:30am - 9:45am  Budget/OCL Check in

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Susan Combs, Blake Deeley, Jason Freihage, John Tanner, Scott Cameron, Aaron Thiele, Amanda Kaster, Abigail Miller, Adrienne Moss, Micah Chambers, pmb-grayford payne, Denise Flanagan

1:30pm - 2:30pm  Introductory Briefing for Rob Gordon with Steve Glomb

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Steve Glomb, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron
### 2:30pm - 3pm  Meeting with DASs

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Where:** Room 5110 - 1
- [b] (5)

**PC:** [b] (5)

**LC:** [b] (5)

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:**

Harry Humbert, Richard Myers, pmb-grayford payne, Robert Gordon, Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

**Description:** This meeting is to discuss travel and conference packages.

### Mon Sep 10, 2018

#### All day  Joy in DC all week (Sept 10-14)

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Calendar:** Joy Nicholopoulos

**Who:** Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

#### 10:30am - 11:30am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Where:** Room: 5110 - 1
- [b] (5)

**PC:** [b] (5)

**LC:** [b] (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:**

Elena Gonzalez, Harry Humbert, Greg Gould, Susan Combs, Catherine Callaway, Richard Cardinale, George Triebsch, Bruce Downs, Steven Howke, Jean Parrish, Christopher Lawson, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayfordpayne, Abigail Miller, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Raymond Limon, Olivia Ferriter

#### 12pm - 1pm  Beth Angerman at Tonic

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Where:** 2036 G St NW, Washington, DC 20036, USA

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

#### 12pm - 1pm  Lunch - Scott and Beth

**Where:** Tonic At Quigley's, 2036 G St NW, Washington, DC 20036, USA

**Calendar:** beth.angerman@gsa.gov

**Who:** beth.angerman@gsa.gov, Scott Cameron

#### 3pm - 4pm  Meeting w/ Gregg Renkes and Shawn Buckner

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Where:** 5110

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:** Shawn Buckner, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes
### All day  Joy in DC all week (Sept 10-14)

**Mon Sep 10, 2018 - Fri Sep 14, 2018**

**Video call:**
- **(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Calendar:** Joy Nicholopoulos  
**Who:** Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

### All day  Cathy - 🎉

**Tue Sep 11, 2018**

**Video call:**
- **(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

### 7:30am - 8:30am  📞

**Video call:**
- **(b) (5), (b) (6)**

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

### 10am - 11am  Tanishia Edmonds -re: Civil Rights briefing for Sec

**Where:** Room 5109  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish  
**Who:** Tanisha Edmonds, Scott Cameron

### 1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
**Calendar:** Natalie Davis  
**Who:**  
**Description:** Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.
Scott Cameron

Wed Sep 12, 2018

All day  Joy in DC all week (Sept 10-14)

Mon Sep 10, 2018 - Fri Sep 14, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

8:30am - 9:15am  Emergency Preparedness

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Margo Ellis
Who: Lisa Branum, Harry Humbert, Susan Combs, Richard Myers, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway

9:30am - 11am  Hold for SC attend Sec's meeting with ASs

Video call:

Where: Room 5160?
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

1:15pm - 2pm  Depart for 2pm Mtg at EEOB (Expect In Processing Delays)

Video call:

Where:
Room 248, Eisenhower Executive Office Building, 1650 Pennsylvania AveNW,
Washington, DC 20502, USA
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Adrianne Moss

2pm - 3pm  FY 2020 Interior OMB Submit Overview Brief to OMB (WAVES sent by JHP on 9/5/18)

Video call:

Where: EEOB Room 248
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Jason Freihage, Susan Combs
Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  Travel from EEOB to DOI
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who:
Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne

Thu Sep 13, 2018

All day  Joy in DC all week (Sept 10-14)
Mon Sep 10, 2018 - Fri Sep 14, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

10am - 11am  KPMG - Year End Risk Assessment Meeting with Mr. Cameron
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: PMB Conference Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
hkwilliams@kpmg.com, Christopher Stubbs, jasef-sargent@kpmg.com, lsoriente@kpmg.com, jhauerii@kpmg.com, Scott Cameron, Douglas Glenn, Morgan Aronson, Kimberly McGovern, kellysalter@kpmg.com, lesliecox@kpmg.com, Grayford Payne, pmb-grayford payne

11am - 11:45am  prep for SES Call with Susan and Mike Argo
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Joy Nicholopoulos, Richard Myers, Scott Cameron, Michael Argo, Jason Funes, Susan Combs

1pm - 1:50pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Where:
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-DenverBreckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
Karla Mcgovern, Steven Howke, Suzan Corl, Martin Quinlan, pmb-grayfordpayne, Guy Giancarlo, Megan Olsen, Scott Cameron, Jeff Hartmann, Kaprice Tucker, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Stefanie Harris
Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status MeetingEvery Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hrMeeting number: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) Join by phoneDial in: (b) (5) Pass code:
Hi Folks, I have a brief update on our scheduled outlook to complete the BIE budget separation initiative. First, however, I want to once again thank you all for your hard work and commitment to Tara to execute this project. We've reviewed the helpful information you all have provided and brought Mr. Doug Glenn on board from OFM to assist developing our “Blue Sky” plan (i.e. the To-Be state), Final Plan, and Implementation Roadmap. In short, a draft “Blue Sky” plan is being developed from your information, perspectives, and comments derived from our working group meetings. The “Blue Sky” plan will be shared with the entire group (9/13) and we will hold an open comment period for any inquiries or suggestions you may have based upon this draft plan (comments due 9/17). From your comments on the “Blue Sky” plan, the draft will be refined into its substantially final form, the Final Plan. The Final Plan will then be shared with the group (9/19). Following distribution of the Final Plan, an Implementation Roadmap will be developed and shared with the group (9/21). Thereafter, we've reserved a final few days to iron out any remaining issues and polish the final plan for conveyance to PMB – the final plan will be sent on September 24th or 25th dependent upon any final logistical considerations. The Summary Timeline is as follows: September 13, 2018.........................Draft “Blue Sky” PlanMeeting September 17, 2018.........................Final comments on Blue Sky Plan due to AS-IA September 19, 2018..............................Final Plan Share-OutSeptember 21, 2018..............................Implementation Roadmap Meeting September 24/25, 2018..............................Final Plan Polishing and Conveyance to PMB.
All day  Joy in DC all week (Sept 10-14)
Mon Sep 10, 2018 - Fri Sep 14, 2018
Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

All day  Cathy [b] (6)
Fri Sep 14, 2018
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  Gould - [b] (6) Leave
Fri Sep 14, 2018
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 12pm  Federal Real Property Council meeting (Scott sent WAVES)
Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: EEOB
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 10:30am  Internal Briefing
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: cdr06@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Raymond Limon, Katharine MacGregor, Tanisha Edmonds, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

2:30pm - 3pm  Dept. Re-Org Disc
Calendar: Tyler Fish
Who: Tyler Fish, Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, John Tanner, Amanda Kaster, Micah Chambers, Blake Deeley, Aaron Thiele, Denise Flanagan, Adrianne Moss, Abigail Miller, Susan Combs, pmb- grayford payne
**Scott Cameron**

**Mon Sep 17, 2018**

**10am - 10:30am  Internal Meeting**

Where: Room 6114  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: Scott Cameron, David Bernhardt, Susan Combs, Catherine Callaway

**10:30am - 11:30am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting**

Video call:  
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: Room: 5110 - 1  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Abigail Miller, Bruce Downs, George Triebsch, Robert Gordon, Richard Cardinale, Christopher Lawson, Susan Combs, Elena Gonzalez, Harry Humbert, pmb-grayford payne, Catherine Callaway, Raymond Limon, Greg Gould, Jean Parrish, Scott Cameron, Steven Howke

**1pm - 3pm  FW: CLOC Meeting**

Where: Executive Conference Room  
Calendar: odconferenceroom@opm.gov  
Created by: Scott Cameron  
Description:  
-----Original Appointment-----  
From: OD Conference Room  
Sent: Wednesday, August 8, 2018 3:14 PM  
To: OD Conference Room; Datcher, Linda  
Subject: CLOC Meeting  
When: Monday, September 17, 2018 1:00PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).  
Where: ExecutiveConference Room  
POC Linda Datcher x2611

**4:30pm - 5pm  ONRR 2020 Budget Discussion**

Video call:  
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: Room 5112  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Greg Gould

**Tue Sep 18, 2018**

**9:30am - 10:30am  Document Production Follow-Up**

Video call:  
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: 6023 OCL Conference Room  
Calendar: Katie Mills  
Who: Jamie Burley, John Tanner, Scott de la Vega, Raymond Limon, Edward Keable, Christopher Salotti, James Voyles, Agnes Wanderer, Pamela Barkin, Katie Mills, Ayanna Sears, Richard Myers, Scott Cameron  
Description:  
I realize this is short notice, and if you can't make it please followup with John Tanner or Chris Salotti sometime tomorrow. Thank you! Katie
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

3pm - 3:30pm  Meet w/Gregg, Rob, and Scott
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Gregg Renkes

4pm - 4:30pm  House Oversight
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Rm: 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Stephen Guertin, Gregg Renkes, Denise Flanagan, Casey Hammond, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, John Tanner

6:45pm - 9:45pm  Fcrc entrance 18
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: wT Woodson high school, 9525 Main Street, Fairtax VA 22031
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Sep 19, 2018

All day  Christina
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
All day  Harry -  
Wed Sep 19, 2018
Video call:
(5), (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9:30am - 10am  Monthly Meeting with ASPMB/Susan Combs
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: cdr06@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: James Cason, Katharine MacGregor, Caroline Boulton, David Bernhardt, Scott Hommel, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

10:15am - 11am  Internal Meeting
Video call:
(5), (6)

Where: 6113
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, James Cason, James Voyles
Description: re: Forest management/fuels treatment/fire

12pm - 1pm  Monthly No-Host/Bring Your Own Lunch with the DepSec (not mandatory)
Video call:
(5), (6)

Where: 6120 (Dep Sec Conference Room)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Cally Younger, Catherine Callaway, Anita Personius, Stephen Wackowski, Hubbel Relat, James Cason, Samantha Hebert, Kyle Scherer, Aurelia Skipwith, Todd Willens, Janice DeSordi, Brandon Middleton, Alan Mikkelsen, Russell Newell, Austin Ewell, Marcella Burke, Scott Angelle, David Bernhardt, Scott Cameron, Tasha Robbins, Ryan Hambleton, Lesia Monson, Gregg Renkes John Tahsuda, Steven Howke, Kathleen Benedetto, Jason Hill, Robert Gordon, Rick May, Andrea Travnicek
Description: Come early to get a spot to sit. Come for a quick snack or stay the whole hour. No agenda. Time to eat and catch up with the Dep Sec.
3pm - 4pm  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

Video call:

Where:
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1-PC: LC:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
lisa.charette@va.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, scott.cameron, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, martin.pursley, steven.woodruff@va.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, raymond.limon, pegrene@nsf.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, landon.mock, linda.datcher@opm.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, dave.rude@nsa.doe.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, deborah.l-ray2.civ@mail.mil, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov

Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

5:30pm - 7:45pm  Fidelity

Video call:

Where: 1600 King street Lorien Hotel.

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Sep 20, 2018

9am - 10am  Pre-brief to Year-End Risk Assessment Interview

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
pmb-grayford payne, douglas glenn, richard myers, susan combs, teresa hunter, scott cameron

11am - 11:30am  Pre-Meeting for Forest Mgmt. Reform Mtg w/OMB & USDA

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
jeffery rupert, harry humbert, susan combs, denise flanagan, audrey haskins, john tanner, amanda kaster, scott cameron
11:45am - 12pm  Training with Harry

Where: Room 5109  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

1pm - 1:50pm  
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where:  
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: Pass code: BIO-CR-DenverBreckenridge (VTC)  
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann  
Who:  
Steven Howke, Martin Quinlan, Megan Olsen, Stefanie Harris, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Jeff Hartmann, Guy Giancarlo, SuzanCorl, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Kaprice Tucker, Karla Mcgovern  
Description:  
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status MeetingEvery Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hrMeeting number: Join by phoneDial in: Pass code:

1:30pm - 2pm  Thomas Liu at Scott's office

Calendar: Scott Cameron

2pm - 5pm  
Presidential Management Fellows (PMF) Program 40th Anniversary Celebration

Where:  
U.S. Department of Commerce, Auditorium, Herbert C. Hoover Building -1401 Constitution Avenue, NW - Washington, DC 20230  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Description:  
For details, link here:https://www.eventbrite.com/e/presidential-management-fellows-pmf-program-40th-anniversary-celebration-tickets-48485792310
5pm - 6:30pm  Invitation: CSO Gathering @ CEQ

Where: Council on Environmental Quality, 730 Jackson Place (Back Patio)

Calendar: [b](6) - Dee Siegel
Created by: Scott Cameron

Who: Herz, James P. EOP/OMB, Slater.Bryan@dol.gov, Calvin.f.williams@nasa.gov, Mary.
muelle@nrc.gov, Pking@fmc.gov, Pthomas@mmc.gov, Dankert, Charles M. EOP/OMB,
germaine.roseboro@eeoc.gov, Edward.Bradley@va.gov, David.j.pyle@dni.gov, Dnull@achp.gov,
mjjerger@imls.gov, FardanesH, Shabnam EOP/CEQ, bechtna@si.edu, Michele.Kuester@exim.gov,
don.bice@obpa.usda.gov, ingrid.kolb@hq.doe.gov,cottine.alisa@pbgc.gov, vizian.donna@epa.gov,
Lena.Paulsen@opic.gov, Cturner@cftc.gov, Smith, Katherine R. EOP/CEQ, Kevin.
kampschroer@gsa.gov, James.onusko@opm.gov, Marcel.acosta@ncpc.gov, mfilipek@bbg.gov,
fowlkesj@fca.gov, Jim.stader@ed.gov, Reggie.James@csosa.gov, Michael.thomas@treasury.gov,
jharrington@peacecorps.gov, Scott Cameron, Neumannt@mcc.gov, rmccarty@cns.gov,
Acrumbly@usaid.gov, Lasharn.Hamilton@nlrb.gov, lcasias@doc.gov, Neumayr, Mary B. EOP/CEQ,
Cdiazrosillo@neh.gov, Keith.nelson@dot.gov, Bebrickhouse@tva.gov, Tom Day, Chip.
Fulghum@hq.dhs.gov, Marc.mason@ssa.gov, Eebong@ustda.gov, Lucian.lniemeyer.civ@mail.mil,
Mark.Sprouse@nara.gov, Jinclan@nsf.gov, Keith.earley@rrb.gov, Vallina, Cyndi A. EOP/OMB,
Loftus, Lee EOP, sean.crean@sba.gov, Rickey.d.james.civ@mail.mil

Description:
On behalf of CEQ, I'd like to invite you to an end of summer gathering to connect
with colleagues from other agencies, welcome new CSOs to the Steering Committee, and meet
the staff at CEQ. This is an informal occasion – no WAVES required, but please RSVP by responding to this calendar invite. I hope you can join us! Details are below:
Thursday, September 20th 5:00 – 6:30 p.m. Council on Environmental Quality 730 Jackson Place / Back
Patio Light refreshments

(b)(6) - Dee Siegel
Deputy Chief Sustainability Officer White House Council on Environmental Quality

---

Fri Sep 21, 2018

All day  Jean

Fri Sep 21, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 11am  USDA/OMB (Scott sent WAVES)

Video call:

Where: EEOB - 428
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

1pm - 1:30pm  Rapid Response Planning Exercise (MT) Followup

Video call:

Where: Room 5112 Call-in: 1- (b) (5) PC: (b) (5) LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron, Joanne Grady, Gregg Renkes
Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  Budget Review Meeting
Video call: [redacted]
Where: 6151
Calendar: Scott Hommel
Created by: Elinor Werner
Who: Katharine MacGregor, Denise Flanagan, Scott Hommel, pmb-grayford payne, Susan Combs, Thomas Wayson, Lori Mashburn, Elinor Werner, Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Amanda Kaster, Jason Freihage, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, Abigail Miller, Aaron Thiele, Amanda Kaster, pmb-grayford payne, Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs

Mon Sep 24, 2018
All day  Jean [redacted] through 9/28
Mon Sep 24, 2018
Video call: [redacted]
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 11am  2020 Budget Brief - ONRR and OS programs
Video call: [redacted]
Where: OS-POB Conference Room 4223 (MIB)
Calendar: Kimberly Prendergast (Kim)
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jason Freihage, Karen Osborne, Greg Gould, Michaela Noble, emma_k_roach@omb.eop.gov, Carla Mazyck, Larry Schock, Shayla Simmons, Susan Combs, Martin Quinlan, michael_b_hagan@omb.eop.gov, pmb-grayfordpayne, Jean Pena, Kimberly Prendergast (Kim), Thomas Wayson, craig_crutchfield@omb.eop.gov, Sarah Montgomery, Adrienne Moss, John Ross, benjamin_burnett@omb.eop.gov, OS-POB Conference Room 4223 (MIB), Jim Steward, Scott Cameron, Jennifer Bracy, Bruce Downs, Denise Flanagan, faride.a.kraft@omb.eop.gov
Description:
ONRR will brief first with OS/CHF/PILT/WCF following. Conference Phone Line [redacted], Participant Code (b) (5), Leader Code (b) (5)

9am - 10am  Introductory Briefing for Rob Gordon with Jamie Reaser
Video call: [redacted]
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jamie Reaser, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron
**11:30am - 12:30pm  FY 2020 Budget - Reorganization Meeting with OMB**

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** MIB 4223; Polycom 1- 
(b) (5) LC (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Denise Flanagan

**Who:**
kelly_t._colyar@omb.eop.gov, michael_b._hagan@omb.eop.gov, faride.a.kraft@omb.eop.gov, aaron_d_ray@omb.eop.gov, Jason Freihage, Catherine Callaway, pmb-grayford Payne, Joy Nicholopoulos, Susan Combs, mary_s_fischietto@omb.eop.gov, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Adrienne Moss, alexander_g_hettinger@omb.eop.gov, emma_k_roach@omb.eop.gov, benjamin_burnett@omb.eop.gov, craig_crutchfield@omb.eop.gov

**Description:**
Greetings, This meeting will also serve as DOI's Quarterly Reorganization meeting with OMB. Thanks! Denise

---

**1pm - 1:30pm  BIE Budget Sep Work Group**

**Where:** IA-Asst Secretary Indian Affairs Conference Room 4145

**Calendar:** Tara Sweeney

**Created by:** Willow Iron Cloud

**Who:**
Denise Flanagan, Adrianne Moss, George Bearpaw, IA-Asst Secretary Indian Affairs Conference Room 4145, Anita Personius, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Joseph Austin, Douglas Glenn, James Anderton, Jeannine Brooks, Armadio Ruiz, pmb-grayford Payne, Leroy Bohling, Tara Sweeney, Gregg Renkes, Heidi Whiteree, Scott Cameron, Jonathan Steele, James James, Darrell Laroche, Tyler Fish, juanita.mendoza@bie.edu, tony.dearman@bie.edu

**Description:**
Conference Line: (b) (5) Participant: (b) (5) Hi Folks, I have a brief update on our scheduled outlook to complete the BIE budget separation initiative. First, however, I want to once again thank you all for your hard work and commitment to Tara to execute this project. We've reviewed the helpful information you all have provided and brought Mr. Doug Glenn on board from OFM to assist developing our “Blue Sky” plan (i.e. the To-Be state), Final Plan, and Implementation Roadmap. In short, a draft “Blue Sky” plan is being developed from your information, perspectives, and comments derived from our working group meetings. The “Blue Sky” plan will be shared with the entire group (9/13) and we will hold an open comment period for any inquiries or suggestions you may have based upon this draft plan (comments due 9/17). From your comments on the “Blue Sky” plan, the draft will be refined into its substantially final form, the Final Plan. The Final Plan will then be shared with the group (9/19). Following distribution of the Final Plan, an Implementation Roadmap will be developed and shared with the group (9/21). Thereafter, we’ve reserved a final few days to iron out any remaining issues and polish the final plan for conveyance to PMB – the final plan will be sent on September 24th or 25th dependent upon any final logistical considerations. The Summary Timeline is as follows: September 13, 2018 ................................................. Draft “Blue Sky” Plan Meeting September 17, 2018 ................................................. Final comments on Blue Sky Plan due to AS-IA September 19, 2018 ................................................. Final Plan Share-Out September 21, 2018 ................................................. Implementation Roadmap Meeting September 24/25, 2018 ................................................. Final Plan Polishing and Conveyance to PMB.

---

**3:15pm - 3:50pm  Introductory Briefing for Rob Gordon with Jamie Reaser**

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5112

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Ivy Fortner

**Who:** Jamie Reaser, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

6pm - 9pm  Tea party
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Brion’s Grille, 10621 Braddock Road, Fairfax VIRGINIA
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Tue Sep 25, 2018

All day  Jean through 9/28
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 11am  Prep for oversight briefing
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: OCL conference room
Calendar: John Tanner
Who:
Christopher Salotti, Jamie Burley, Richard Myers, Juliette Lillie, Scott de la Vega, Raymond Limon, John Tanner, Pamela Barkin, Scott Cameron, James Voyles, Ayanna Sears, Edward Keable, Agnes Wanderer, Katie Mills

11am - 11:30am  Meet with Mark Rey
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: (b)(6) - Mark Rey
Description:
Black Footed Ferret Recovery funding POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway 202-208-1927
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Poltics Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2:30pm - 3:15pm  PLIF discussion
Video call: [b] [5], [b] [6]
Where: 4110
Calendar: Jason Freihaeg
Who: Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Christopher Salotti, pmb-grayford payne, Pamela Barkin, Micah Chambers, Jason Freihaeg

3:45pm - 4:30pm  Briefing for Susan on new LMS
Video call: [b] [5], [b] [6]
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Richard Myers, Michele Singer, Catherine Callaway, Karen Matragrano, Jennifer Watters, Christopher Lawson, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Raymond Limon, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Susan Combs
Description: Tie in eventual connection to performance management and career pathing

Wed Sep 26, 2018

All day Christina [b] [6]
Wed Sep 26, 2018
Video call: [b] [5], [b] [6]
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
All day    Jean  through 9/28
Wed Sep 26, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9:30am - 10am  hold travel time to GWU
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 11am  GWU law school presentation
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

11am - 11:30am  hold- travel time from GWU to DOI
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

11:30am - 12:30pm  FY 2020 Public Lands Infrastructure Fund (OMB & DOI)
Video call:  
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who:  Jeffrey Lang, Scott Cameron, mary_s_fischietto@omb.eop.gov, MicahChambers, Christopher Salotti, Bill Gordon, Denise Flanagan, StevenFarrell, Heidi Whiteree, alexander_g_hettinger@omb.eop.gov, AdrienneMoss, benjamin_burnett@omb.eop.gov, pmb-grayford payne, Jason Freihage,Aaron Thiele, kelly_t_colyar@omb.eop.gov, Pamela Barkin, ElizabethHardy, craig_crutchfield@omb.eop.gov, Patrick Joos, John Tanner

12:30pm - 2:30pm  Strategic Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment on DOI Resources Project Update
Where:  Interior Operations Center Conference Room - 3400 corridor or  pin:  
Calendar: Lisa Branum
Who:  Nathan Wood, John Juskie, Scott Cameron, Jason Marineau, Marie Peppler, David Applegate, Alice Pennaz, Megan Olsen, Lisa Branum, KristinLudwig, Harry Humbert, Christopher Weaver, Denise Flanagan,pmb-grayford payne
1pm - 1:30pm  Reorganization Tiger Team meeting with Susan Combs

Video call:

Where: Room 5112 - 1- PC: LC: Room 5112
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Susan Combs, David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, pmb-grayford payne, Casey Hammond, Megan Olsen, Raymond Limon, James Cason, James Reilly, Bruce Downs, Michael Argo, Scott Cameron, Rick Obernesser, Stephen Guertin, Jim Kurth, Brenda Burman, Rick May, Richard Cardinale
Description: Please use the conference line if you are unable to attend in person or send a designee to represent your office.

2pm - 2:30pm  Mussels Incident Command System

Video call:

Where: Room 5121 - 1- PC: LC: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: sphillips@psmfc.org, Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes

2:30pm - 3:30pm  2019 Staffing and Budget

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Cameron, Thomas Wayson, Denise Flanagan
3pm - 3:45pm  Congresswoman Stefanik's Office / DOI Invasive Species Check-in
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 1- code (b) (5)  
Calendar: Hiliary Smith
Who: Gregg Renkes, Shawn Buckner, patrick.hesteur@mail.house.gov, Scott Cameron, Hiliary Smith, Dominic Maione, Micah Chambers
Description:
Email Correspondence Below:
On Mon, Sep 17, 2018 at 3:06 PM, Hester, Patrick <Patrick.Hester@mail.house.gov> wrote:
Hi Hiliary,
That would be great. An overview of recent focus areas would be helpful and if there is anything related to forest pests/Hemlock Woolly Adelgid (though this may largely be Forest Service) I’d appreciate hearing about that as well. Which number would be best to reach you? Have a nice week,
Patrick
Patrick Hester
Senior Legislative Assistant
Congresswoman Elise M. Stefanik (NY-21)
318 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
patrick.hesteur@mail.house.gov

From: Smith, Hiliary <hilary_smith@ios.doi.gov>
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2018 11:38 AM
To: Hester, Patrick <Patrick.Hester@mail.house.gov>
Cc: Dominic Maione <Dominic_Maione@ios.doi.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] an introduction
Hi Patrick,
Thank you again for reaching out and for your interest in invasivespecies. Would a call on Wednesday, September 26th from 11-11:45 work for you?
Please let us know if there are specific invasive species issues of interest with respect to the Department of the Interior, otherwise we'll plan to provide an overview of some of our recent focus areas. We look forward to hearing about your priorities as well.
All the best,
Hiliary

On Tue, Sep 4, 2018 at 6:24 PM, Hester, Patrick <Patrick.Hester@mail.house.gov> wrote:
Nice to meet you Hiliary and Dominic. If there would be a good time in the next few weeks to meet/do a call let me know. I’d like to learn more about the Department’s invasive priorities and share some of ours as well.
Have a nice evening,
Patrick

4:45pm - 5:45pm  CAP Sub-Goal Reskill/Redeploy: Draft "Playbook" Review
Where: DOI, room 5112
Calendar: rrees@nsf.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: Aronson, Dorothy, Merrell, Redmond A., Scott Cameron, Datcher, Linda, Greene, Paula, Catherine Callaway

5:30pm - 6pm  Susan & Scott
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

6pm - 9pm
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Sep 27, 2018
All day  Harry - (b) (6)
Thu Sep 27, 2018 - Fri Sep 28, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

All day Jean through 9/28
Thu Sep 27, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 10am DOI Econ Workshop - per Shawn Buckner
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

9am - 9:30am Susan & Scott
Video call:
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

10am - 11am PMB Office Directors staff meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 5160 - Participant: - Leader: -
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 11am PMB Office Directors staff meeting
Video call:
Where: Room 5160 - Participant: - Leader: -
Calendar: Jeffery Rupert

11:30am - 12pm Lori Mashburn to stop by
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
12:30pm - 1pm  Amanda Kaster  

Video call:  

Calendar: Susan Combs  

Created by: Catherine Callaway  

Who: Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron  

1pm - 1:50pm  

Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting  

Where:  
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: [b] (5)  
Pass code: [b] (5)  
BIO-CR-Denver  
Breckenridge (VTC)  

Calendar: Jeff Hartmann  

Who:  
Megan Olsen, Karla McGovern, pmb-grayford payne, Guy Giancarlo, Martin Quinlan, Scott Cameron, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), JeffHartmann, Steven Howke, Suzan Corl, Kaprice Tucker, Stefanie Harris  

Description:  
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting  
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date  
1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time  
(New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr  
Meeting number:  
Join by phone  
Dial in:  
Pass code:  

1pm - 2pm  

Joint check in meeting with Jamie Reaser and Hilary Smith  

Where:  
Room 5110 - Conference Line:  
PC:  
LC:  

Calendar: Scott Cameron  

Created by: Catherine Callaway  

Who:  
Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Hilary Smith, Abigail Miller, GreggRenkes, Jamie Reaser, Harry Humbert, Shawn Buckner  

2:30pm - 3:30pm  

HCO Meeting - HR Planning Follow Up  

Video call:  

Where:  
5112 -- participant code:  
Leader:  

Calendar: Raymond Limon  

Who:  
Jonathan Mack, Scott Cameron, Deborah Dodson, Denise Sheehan, Roderick Anderson, Raymond Limon, Ruth Welch, Karl Stock, Deborah Lloyd, Tanisha Edmonds, Jeffrey Telepo, Martin Pursley, Rebekah Giddings, Kermit Howard, Anzanette Randall, Marc Smith, James Anderson, Nhien (Tony) Nguyen, Alesia Pierre-Louis, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Ayanna Sears, Glenn Wagner, Herbert Carpenter, Christina Summers, Christopher Lawson, Scott Mabry  

Description:  
Team, I have invited our PDAS, Scott Cameron, to attend this session to keep the momentum going on advising senior leadership on next steps, and to prepare recommendations for the incoming "Facilitators" of the 12 Unified Regions. I've also invited Tanisha Edmonds (OCR) to attend to inform her thinking on identifying potential EEO operational alignment opportunities. Attaching our read out from the Boulder City Summit.
3:30pm - 4pm  Regional Facilitators Meeting Agenda
Video call:
Where: Room 5110 - Conference Line: 1- PC: LC
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Stephanie Henning, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

4:30pm - 5pm  Susan & Scott
Video call:
Where: ROOM 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

5pm - 6:30pm  Swearing-In/Reception Tara Sweeney & Jim Reilly
Where: DOI Library- C Street Lobby
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
Description:
Hi All, Please join Assistant Secretary Tara Sweeney and Director JimReilly for their official swearing-in ceremonies and reception on September 27th at 5:00 p.m.

7pm - 8pm  MVCC
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Fri Sep 28, 2018

All day  Harry -
Thu Sep 27, 2018 - Fri Sep 28, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

**All day** Jean through 9/28

Fri Sep 28, 2018

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

---

**7:45am - 8am** Update cabinet report

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

---

**9am - 9:30am** Meet w/Dan Mathews - GSA

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Take elevator to 6th Floor to Commissioners' office

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:** Scott Cameron, brenda.palmer@gsa.gov, daniel.mathews@gsa.gov, SusanCombs

**Description:**

GSA POC: Brenda Palmer (b) (6) DOI POC: Catherine Callaway (202)208-1927

---

**12:30pm - 1pm** Meet w/Patrick Piccoli

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5109

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:** patrick.piccoli@nbib.gov, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron

---

**2:30pm - 5:30pm** Scott on (b) (6) leave

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

---

**3:30pm - 3:45pm** Budget/OCL Check in

**Where:** Room 5110

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:**

Denise Flanagan, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Aaron Thiele, JohnTanner, Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne, Blake Deeley, Micah Chambers, Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss
Scott Cameron
Mon Oct 1, 2018

All day
Mon Oct 1, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day
Joy in DC all week (Oct 1-5) Move to Oct 15-19 for Reorg mtngs with Regional Facilitators
Mon Oct 1, 2018 - Fri Oct 5, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

10:30am - 11:30am PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Elena Gonzalez, Robert Gordon, Jean Parrish, Susan Combs, Christopher Lawson, Abigail Miller, Catherine Callaway, Richard Cardinale, Steven Howke, Harry Humbert, pmb-grayford payne, Raymond Limon, Bruce Downs, Greg Gould

2:30pm - 3:30pm Shared Services/Reorg Team - MIB 4241 Conf: (b) (5)
Video call:
Calendar: Janine Velasco
Who: Martin Quinlan, James Anderton, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, pmb-grayford payne, Catherine Callaway, Tammy Bagley, Stephanie Henning, Raymond Limon, Megan Olsen, Susan Combs, Lena McDowall, Bruce Downs, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Glenda Owens, Margaret Schneider, Scott Cameron, Jessica Bowron, Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Mabry, Ann DeBlasi, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Denise Flanagan, James Anderson, Janine Velasco
Description: ~DATE~ Monday, October 1st ~LOCATIONS~ Denver: Breckenridge CRMIB: 4241 CR ~TELECONFERENCE~ Dial-in: 1- Pass Code: (b) (5)

3:30pm - 4pm Reorg
Video call:
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Susan Combs, Stephanie Henning, Scott Cameron
Joy in DC all week (Oct 1-5) Move to Oct 15-19 for Reorg mtngs with Regional Facilitators
Mon Oct 1, 2018 - Fri Oct 5, 2018

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

Christina -
Tue Oct 2, 2018

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

FASTA - Real Property
11am - 12pm

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, pmb-grayford payne

Weekly Politicals Meeting
1pm - 2pm

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

Budget Briefing
3pm - 4pm

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Thomas Wayson, Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne
4:30pm - 5pm  PD
Video call:
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jonathan Mack, Michelle Rabuck, Scott Cameron, Peyton Hardaway

5:30pm - 8:30pm
SAMMIES (Scott attends for Secretary (Jean rsvp'd for Scott's attendance for Sec. on 8/6/18)
Video call:
Where: Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium - 1301 Constitution Ave, NW
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Description: 5:30 Reception 6:30 Dinner and Awards RSVP Amy Basham

Wed Oct 3, 2018
All day  Joy in DC all week (Oct 1-5) Move to Oct 15-19 for Reorg mtngs with Regional Facilitators
Mon Oct 1, 2018 - Fri Oct 5, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

All day  Christina
Wed Oct 3, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

2:30pm - 3pm  Regional Facilitator Agenda discussion
Video call:
Where: Room 5110 - 1- PC: LC:
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Penny Riggs, Joy Nicholopoulos, Stephanie Henning, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

Video call:  

Where:  
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:  Raymond Limon, daronson@nsf.gov, Scott Cameron, cynthia.way@noaa.gov,veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov,kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, deborahlray2.civ@mail.mil,kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov,dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, pp Greene@nsf.gov, LandonMock, Martin Pursley, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, aradford@nsf.gov,towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, sheilla.d.wright@hud.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil,jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov,lisa.nelson@opm.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov

Description:  
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

Thu Oct 4, 2018

All day  
Joy in DC all week (Oct 1-5) Move to Oct 15-19 for Reorg mtngs with Regional Facilitators

Mon Oct 1, 2018 - Fri Oct 5, 2018

Video call:  

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who:  Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

8am - 9am  

Video call:  

Calendar: Scott Cameron
11am - 12:30pm  Management Improvement Team Meeting
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5160 -  Participant:  - Leader:  [b] (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Margaret Schneider, Penny Riggs, Maureen Foster, Megan Olsen, Brian Steed, Scott de la Vega, Timothy Petty, Elena Gonzalez, marc.smith@sol.gov, Susan Combs, Scott Mabry, Denise Flanagan, William Werkheiser, Brenda Burman, John Tahsuda, Michael Nedd, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos, Paul (Dan) Smith, Austin Ewell, Bruce Downs, Tara Sweeney, Walter Cruickshank, Nikolao Pula, Raymond Limon, Darryl LaCounte, Lena McDowell, Joshua Campbell, Harry Humbert, greg_j_sheehan@fws.gov, Aurelia Skipwith, Edward Keable, Scott Angelle, Jerold Gidner, Christina Summers, Richard Cardinale, Bobby Wolfe, Stephanie Henning, Sylvia Burns, Glenda Owens, Christopher McAlear, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Joseph Balash

11:30am - 12:30pm
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Executive Kickoff
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: MIB: Room 5160 Dial in:  Pass code:
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
Martin Quinlan, Karla McGovern, Megan Olsen, Jeff Hartmann, Amanda Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Richard Myers, Jim Weiner, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Kaprice Tucker, Elena Gonzalez, Susan Combs, Guy Giancarlo, Brian Quint, Scott Cameron, Steven Howke, Suzan Corl, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Stefanie Harris, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, pmb-grayford payne
Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Executive KickoffThursday, October 4, 2018 | 1 hrMeeting number:
Dial in:  Pass code:
2pm - 2:45pm  DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative - Monthly Call

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: 1-  / PC: (b) (5) / LC: (b) (5)  
Calendar: Hilary Smith  
Who:  
Description:  
Monthly call with DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative action item leads. The purpose of the call is to check-in on progress on implementing commitments made through the initiative, Safeguarding the West from Invasive Species: Actions to Strengthen Federal, State, and Tribal Coordination to Address Invasive Mussels, as well as to discuss outreach and coordination opportunities with existing partners and networks.

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Changes in Refuge Law Enforcement

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: Room 5112  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who:  
TIFFANY TAYLOR, Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Steven Farrell

Fri Oct 5, 2018

All day  
Joy in DC all week (Oct 1-5) Move to Oct 15-19 for Reorg mtngs with Regional Facilitators  
Mon Oct 1, 2018 - Fri Oct 5, 2018  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos  
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018

All day  
Gould - Leave -

Calendar: Greg Gould  
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs
8:00am - 9:00am  Update cabinet report
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: John Tanner, Jason Freihage, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Micah Chambers, Adrianne Moss, Blake Deeley, Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, pmB-grayford payne, Aaron Thiele, Denise Flanagan

9:00am - 9:30am  Internal: PMB Scott Cameron
Where: ASIA #4158 - MIB
Calendar: Tara Sweeney
Created by: Anita Personius
Who: Scott Cameron, Tara Sweeney
Description: ASIA Sweeney's Office #4158 for PMB Updates. Standing weekly Update

10:00am - 11:00am  Financial Assistance Improvement Project (FAIP) - Kickoff
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who: Scott Morton, Rebecca Bizier, Paul Rauch, Roya Tavakoli, Daniel Lovdahl, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Prouda Adams, James Anderton, Margaret Schneider, Jeremy Black, Scott Mabry, Wallace Adcox, Scott Cameron, Brian Quint, Hong Nguyen, Kaprice Tucker, BIO-CR-DenverBreckenridge (VTC), katherine.carwell@grantsolutions.gov, Lena McDowall, Charlene Leizear, Kelly Sliger, Suzan Corl, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, AnnDeBlasi, Stefanie Harris, Christopher Katzenmiller, Megan Olsen, Dan Hogan, Jean Kvasnicka, Leah Weakland, Heidi Sage, Tracy Paywa, Diane Parks-Stott, Steven Howke, Laura Mahoney, Andrea Meyer, Emmett Johnson, Sterling Rideout, Martin Quinlan, Guy Giancarlo, Hailey McCoy, Chris Matthiesen, Glenn Wagner, Victoria Swanson, Jason Decarlo, Bernice Roberson, FBMS_AFA, Jeff Hartmann, Debbie Unbehagen, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Karla Mcgovern, Aimee Munzi, Timothy Wight, Keith O'neill, Scott Knight
Description: Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Kickoff Friday, October 5, 2018 10:00 am | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr
Meeting number: Join by phone Dial in: Pass code:
Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:15pm  External meeting

Video call:

Where: Room 5113, 1849 C Street NW, Washington, DC 20240
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, aeno@landcan.org
Description:
POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway 202-208-1927 Amos Eno Land Conservation Assistance Network 207-536-0831 cell (b) (6)

Sat Oct 6, 2018

All day  Gould - Leave -
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

Sun Oct 7, 2018

All day  Gould - Leave -
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

Mon Oct 8, 2018

All day  Gould - Leave -
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

8am - 5pm  Federal Holiday

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Tue Oct 9, 2018

All day  Gould - Leave -
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs
10:30am - 11am  Meet with Scott Cameron re: Travel Approval Process

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** pmb-grayford payne

**Who:** Scott Cameron, Douglas Glenn, pmb-grayford payne

---

11am - 12pm  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room: 5110, PC: (b) (5), LC: (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:**
Scott Cameron, George Triebsch, Robert Gordon, Jean Parrish, Susan Combs, Richard Cardinale, Harry Humbert, Elena Gonzalez, Greg Gould, Christopher Lawson, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Abigail Miller, Steven Howke, Raymond Limon, Bruce Downs

---

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politics Meeting

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160

**Calendar:** Natalie Davis

**Who:**

**Description:** Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

---

1:30pm - 2:30pm  DOI PMIAA Working Group Meeting

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Budget Office Conference Room 4223

**Calendar:** Kyle Flanery

**Who:**
Tammy Bagley, Robert Gordon, Elena Gonzalez, Melanie Navarro, Kyle Flanery, Robert Tettelbach, Kenneth Klinner, LaTanya Anderson, Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, pmb-grayford payne, Kevin O'Brien, Gordon Bryant, Kermit Howard, Elinor Cord, Raymond Limon, Aron Reif, Bruce Downs

**Description:**
DOI PMIAA Working Group, referenced in email from Kevin O'Brien on Oct. 4 at 8:08 AM. Call-in information: phone: 1- (b) (5), passcode: (b) (5)
Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Telephone call with GSA - re: space (Susan LC: [b] (5)

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110 - 1- Participant Code: [b] (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: andrew.myers@gsa.gov, john.harris@gsa.gov, Susan Combs, tara.vanbibber@gsa.gov, Scott Cameron
Description:
On Oct 4, 2018, at 12:33 PM, John Harris - PTN wrote: Thank you Stuart and Page, Susan, I have engaged with our team in the West and we have begun to pull the information you discussed with Stuart and Dan last week. I would like to set up a quick call with you and our Western Zone Client Exec either tomorrow or early next week to go over what we have and map out next steps. Please let me know who manages your calendar and I will find a time that works with everyone’s schedule. We understand the urgency and we look forward to assisting you with this important project. John G. Harris III National Client Executive Public Buildings Service U.S. General Services Administration 1800 F St NW Washington, DC 20006 Cell # [b] (6) On Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 3:21 PM, Stuart Burns - PT wrote: Susan - I have copied John Harris (he is the GSA National Client Executive for DOI). Stuart has briefed on Johnon this issue and he fully understands the sense of urgency. John will reply to your question re: Sacramento. Page Doane Stuart Burns Assistant Commissioner, Office of Portfolio Management and Customer Engagement Public Buildings Service U.S. General Services Administration Phone: (202) 969-7263 Mobile: [b] (6) stuart.burns@gsa.gov On Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 3:10 PM, Combs, Susan wrote: Hi Stuart Very much appreciated the visit with you and Dan on Friday, and the ideas you gave us about our potential relocations [b] (5)

Any intel would be great. [b] (5)

I realize you have lots on your plate! Thanks. Susan-- Susan Combs U.S. Department of the Interior 1-202-208-4482

Wed Oct 10, 2018

All day Gould - [b] (6) Leave - [b] (b) (6)

Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

All day Christina [b] (6)

Wed Oct 10, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  Prep for OMB/CEQ/USDA Small Group Meeting
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:  5650 MIB
Calendar:  Amanda Kaster
Who:  Jeffery Rupert, Amanda Long, Craig Leff, Harry Humbert, Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, Casey Hammond, Gary Lawkowski, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Audrey Haskins
Description:  If you are marked as optional, I am only sending this for your general awareness.

9:30am - 10:30am
(HOLD) Kick-Off Meeting - Acquisition Workload and Staffing Analysis
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:
PAM Conference Room (Main Interior Building 4241)/Conference Line B1-
Participants Code:  (b) (5)
Leader code:  (b) (5)
Calendar:  Megan Olsen
Created by:  Kristin Whitney
Who:
Shanda Georg, Joy Nicholopoulos, amber.richards@us.gt.com, Kaprice Tuckert, Kristin Whitney, Scott Cameron, eric.heffernan@us.gt.com, meredith.barnard@us.gt.com, Megan Olsen
Kathryn Bender
Description:
All, Please hold this date/time for the kick-off meeting with Grant Thornton on the Acquisition Workload and Staffing Analysis. We are confirming this date/time with Grant Thornton, but want to be certain this date/time is reserved on your calendar. Sincerely, Megan

9:30am - 11am  Hold for SC attend Sec's meeting with ASs
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:  Room 5160?
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Austin’s party
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar:  Scott Cameron

Thu Oct 11, 2018

All day  Gould - Leave -
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar:  Greg Gould
Who:  Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs
8am - 9:45am  ASAM Roundtable Breakfast
Where: Partnership for Public Service, 1100 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 200E
Calendar: amates@ourpublicservice.org
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: Suzanne Tufts, Tina Sung, Lakeya Judd, Kenneth Johnson, johnsonma4@state.gov, Jennifer Close, Keith Nelson, Melissa Gantt, seancrean, Mark Stephens, # ASAM Roundtable, Chaleki, Tom, ASA (OS/OGC), Butt, Mark, Bice, Don - OSEC, Washington, DC, # ASAM Assistants, Colleen Rasa, Augustin Fragale, Peter Shelby, Joshua DeLeon, Yerin Cho, Noga, Vaughn, Lisa Casias, Meroe Park, Denise Carter, Max Stier, Stader, Jim, Nancy Berryhill, Scott Cameron, Allison Berry, Edward Hugler, Michelle Amante, Trevor Norris, Garchek, Bridgette, Dave Robbins, Bryan Slater, Donna Vizian, Lee Lofthus, Ingrid Kolb, Daniel Tenney, Jon Cordova, Nicole Valtos, Robert Coquis
Description: ASAM Roundtable Members, We look forward to seeing you at our next meeting on Thursday, October 11 at 8:00 a.m. We have a very exciting session for you. We will kick off our agenda with special guest Amy Hood, CFO of Microsoft. Amy has done impressive work turning around the tech giant and pushing the boundaries of the CFO role – Fortune Magazine wrote, “In the five years since becoming CFO, Hood has been a key architect of the tech company’s renaissance, during which its stock has returned nearly 300% (including more than 50% in the past year alone).” See article here to give you a flavor of her approach https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-16/how-amy-hood-won-back-wall-street-and-helped-reboot-microsoft. Max met with her in Seattle and found her very compelling. Please bring your questions and your curiosity – we should have a lively dialogue. We will also have guests discussing Best Places to Work and the Partnership’s new innovation initiative – see prompt questions on the agenda. We deferred our discussion of the recent court order on the LR executive orders based on Denise’s recommendation. I encourage you to bring a colleague with you to the meeting to learn from and contribute to the conversation, especially any CFOs. Please send me the names of any guests who are planning to join you by noon on Wednesday, October 10. See our agenda, attached, for more information. Please RSVP by Tuesday, October 8 to Joshua De Leon (JDeLeon@ourpublicservice.org) for this meeting if you have not yet. If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to reach out. Thank you!

8am - 9:45am  PPS ASAM roundtable
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Joint check in meeting with Jamie Reaser and Hilary Smith
Where: Room 5121 - Conference Line: 1- (b) (5) PC: (b) (5) LC (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Catherine Callaway, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Hilary Smith, Shawn Buckner, Harry Humbert, Gregg Renkes, Jamie Reaser
Scott Cameron

5pm - 6pm  Fall Team Event
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Secretary's Office  
Calendar: Elinor Werner  

Fri Oct 12, 2018

All day  Gould - [b] (6)  Leave - [b] (6)
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould  
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

All day  Cathy [b] (6)
Fri Oct 12, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway

All day  
Harry - [b] (6)
Fri Oct 12, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report  
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  Internal: PMB Scott Cameron  
Where: ASIA #4158 - MIB  
Calendar: Tara Sweeney  
Created by: Anita Personius  
Who: Scott Cameron, Tara Sweeney  
Description: ASIA Sweeney's Office #4158 for PMB Updates. Standing weekly Update
11am - 11:15am  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, pmb-grayford payne, Micah Chambers, Abigail Miller, Blake Deelley, Adrianne Moss, John Tanner, Jason Freihage, Aaron Thiele, Scott Cameron, Amanda Kaster

2:30pm - 3pm  Monthly Meeting with ASPMB/Susan Combs
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: cdr06@ios.doi.gov
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Caroline Boulton, Katharine MacGregor, Susan Combs, David Bernhardt, James Cason, Scott Cameron, Scott Hommel

3pm - 5pm  ASLM reception
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: South Penthouse
Calendar: Scott Cameron

7:30pm - 8:30pm  (b) (6)
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Sat Oct 13, 2018
All day  Gould - (b) (6)  Leave - (b) (6)
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

Sun Oct 14, 2018
All day  Gould - (b) (6)  Leave - (b) (6)
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs

Mon Oct 15, 2018
All day  Gould - (b) (6)  Leave - (b) (6)
Fri Oct 5, 2018 - Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Susan Combs
All day  Hold for possible Regional Facilitators mtg all day RC Room
Mon Oct 15, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

8am - 8:30am  New PMB CoS starts
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 4pm  Regional Facilitators
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Rachel Carson Room
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 2pm  Regional Facilitators meeting
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Rachel Carson Room
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

2pm - 3pm  Year-End Risk Assessment with the Secretary
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6151
Calendar: Douglas Glenn
Who: pmb-grayford payne, lsoriente@kpmg.com, Morgan Aronson, KimberlyMcGovern, jasef-sargent@kpmg.com, Teresa Hunter, Douglas Glenn, MaryKendall, jhauerii@kpmg.com, Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  Continue - Regional Facilitator's meeting
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Rachel Carson Room
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Tue Oct 16, 2018
All day  Hold for possible Regional Facilitators mtg all day RC Room
Tue Oct 16, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

All day  Jean

Tue Oct 16, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

4:45pm - 5:15pm  Changes to FWS Law Enforcement

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss, pmb-grayford payne, Steven Farrell

7:30pm - 9:30pm  Fcrc, parking lot 1 door 1

Video call:

Where: 3020 Gallows Road, falls church VIRGINIA 22042
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Oct 17, 2018

All day  Christina

Wed Oct 17, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

9am - 10am  
**Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038)** cc: (b) (5) pc: (b) (5)  
Video call: (b) (5)  
Calendar: Janine Velasco  
Who: Janine Velasco, Raymond Limon, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Joy Nicholopoulos, Denise Flanagan, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Bruce Downs, Scott Mabry, Susan Combs, Tammy Bagley, Megan Olsen, Kaprice Tucker, Stephanie Henning, Katherine McCulloch, Penny Riggs, James Anderson, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Tomas Tarr, shannosmith@deloitte.com, Glenda Owens, James Anderson, Margaret Schneider, Roseann Gonzalez-Schreiner, Lena McDowall  
**Description:** Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar year

10am - 11am  
**DOI Unified Regions Site Review**  
Where: Mt Vernon VTC / MIB: 4209 VTC / Webex / BIO-CR-Reston Mt. Vernon Training Rm (VTC)  
Calendar: Peter Gabel  
**Description:** ~MEETING ORGANIZER~Martin Quinlan~PURPOSE~ (b) (5)  
~DATE~Wednesday, October 17th~TIME~  
10:00am-11:00am ET / 8:00am-9:00am MT~LOCATIONS~Reston: Mt Vernon CRMIB: 4241 CR ~TELECONFERENCE~Dial-in: 1- (b) (5) Pass Code: (b) (5) ~WEB CONFERENCE~Host: peter_gabel~URL to Meeting: (b) (5) Meeting #: (b) (5) 

11am - 12pm  
**DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB**  
Where: Room 6120 - Call-in 1- (b) (5) code (b) (5)  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: James Cason, Abigail Miller, James Voyles, pmb-grayford payne, David Bernhardt, Jean Parrish, Gary Lawkowski, Scott Cameron, Raymond Limon, Susan Combs, Harry Humbert, Katie Mills, Matthew Dermody, Richard Myers, Todd Willens, Catherine Callaway, Elena Gonzalez, Greg Gould  
Going? No

12pm - 12:30pm  
**Internal Prep Meeting**  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: 6023 MIB  
Calendar: Amanda Kaster  
Who: Gary Lawkowski, Jeffery Rupert, Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Craig Leff, Casey Hammond, Amanda Long  
**Description:** No materials provided ahead of time.
12pm - 1pm  
**Monthly No-Host/Bring Your Own Lunch with the DepSec (not mandatory)**

*Video call:*

*Where: 6120 (Dep Sec Conference Room)*

*Calendar: David Bernhardt*

*Created by: Catherine Gulac*

*Who:*

Samantha Hebert, Lesia Monson, John Tahsuda, Scott Angelle, Russell Newell, Austin Ewell, Cally Younger, Anita Personius, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Kathleen Benedetto, Rick May, Stephen Wackowski, Ryan Hambleton, Janice DeSordi, Tasha Robbins, Steven Howke, Paul (Dan) Smith, David Bernhardt, James Cason, Brandon Middleton, Marcella Burke, Hubbel Relat, Todd Willens, Alan Mikkelsen, Andrea Travnicek, Jason Hill, Catherine Callaway, Gregg Renkes, Aurelia Skipwith, Kyle Scherer

*Description:*

Come early to get a spot to sit. Come for a quick snack or stay the whole hour. No agenda. Time to eat and catch up with the Dep Sec.

1:30pm - 3pm  
**Asset Management Council (AMC) Executive Steering Committee**

*Video call:*

*Where:*

PAM Conference Room 4241; Conference Line 1

*Calendar: Megan Olsen*

*Created by: Susan Lang*

*Who:*

Joseph Salvatore, Ruth Welch, Daniel Collinge, Christopher Vick, Shawn Benge, Bruce Downs, Ann DeBlasi, Michaela Noble, Margaret Schneider, Elena Gonzalez, Katharine Dahm, Robert Miller, Marjorie Chiles, Richard Cardinale, Matthew Costello, Harry Humbert, James Anderson, Craig Lasser, James Anderton, pmb-grayford payne, Jeffrey Lang, Katherine McCulloch, Ted Woronka, Janine Velasco, Martin Quinlan, Denise Flanagan, Mary Heying, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Megan Olsen, Scott Mabry, Darrell Laroche, Tammy Bagley, Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  
**DOI City Move**

*Video call:*

*Where: Room 5112*

*Calendar: Scott Cameron*

*Created by: Catherine Callaway*

*Who:*

Shawn Buckner, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes

3:30pm - 4pm  
**Policy Analysis biweekly check in**

*Video call:*

*Where: Room 5110*

*Calendar: Susan Combs*

*Created by: Jean Parrish*

*Who:*

Gregg Renkes, Robert Gordon, Margo Ellis, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway
4pm - 4:30pm  DOI Space

Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Susan Lang, Catherine Callaway, Tammy Bagley, Gregg Renkes, Susan Combs, Joy
Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron, Penny Riggs, Stephanie Henning, Megan Olsen
Description:
Tammy, That is REALLY good to know. Yes, that definitely sounds worth exploring
further. [b] (5)

Jean, please schedule a meeting on
the topic of reorg space planning with Susan, me, Megan, Tammy, Gregg, Joy, Stephanie and
Penny for sometime next week after Tuesday. Thanks, Scott
Scott J. Cameron On Fri, Oct 12, 2018 at 2:26 PM Bagley, Tammy wrote: Hi Scott, Yes, Space Leasing and DOI-owned facilities are
within our portfolio and some of our reports have people count by location. I see the data you
requested from GSA -- are you only looking at GSA commercial leased and GSA owned facilities?
[b] (5)

My team and I collaborate with GSA to do portfolio planning and management on a
regular basis so working with GSA for this task will not be difficult at all. Let me know how you
would like to proceed. Thanks Tammy ------- Forwarded message ------- From: Cameron, Scott
Date: Fri, Oct 12, 2018 at 12:56 PM Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] DOI West Information To: Megan
Olsen , pmg-grayford payne Megan, I am thinking it is time to fold you into our brainstorming
with GSA about future space options. The DOI-wide space issue falls within your portfolio, right?
Thanks, Scott Scott J. Cameron Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, Management and
Budget Office of the Secretary of the Interior Office 202 208 1927 Direct 202 208 4242 Cell [b][b]

NOTE: Every email I send or receive is subject to release under the Freedom of
Information Act. ------- Forwarded message ------- From: Andrew Myers - 8PA1 Date: Fri, Oct 12
2018 at 10:34 AM Subject: [EXTERNAL] DOI West Information To: Susan Combs , Cameron, Scott
, John Harris - WPT , Tara VanBibber - 6P1SEWA Hello Susan and Scott: I hope this note finds
both of you well. Thank you for the conversation on Tuesday. As follow up from that
collection, please find the following and attached information: [b] (5)

[Edited for clarity]

Thank you, both. Please send any questions or comments! Regards,
Andrew Myers Business Center Manager Zonal Client Executive - DOI (Regions 8/9/10) Office of
Customer Engagement GSA Public Buildings Service PMP, LEED AP 303.236.5377
Scott Cameron

5:30pm - 6:30pm Invasives
Where: Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron

5:30pm - 7:30pm Invasives DC Happy Hour @ Elephant & Castle
Where: Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Sarah Veatch
Who: Scott Cameron
Description:
Dear Colleagues and Friends, Join the NISC Secretariat for the next Invasive Species DC Meetup Happy Hour every third Wednesday of the month from 5:30-7:30pm at Elephant & Castle (900 19th St. NW, Washington, DC). As always, we encourage you to join the Invasive Species DC Meetup (meetup.com/invasivespecies) to receive future announcements and to share events of interest with this community. Please also feel free to pass this invitation on to anyone you think might be interested in attending. We look forward to seeing you there! www.invasivespecies.gov fb.com/USinvasivespecies.gov

Thu Oct 18, 2018

9am - 9:30am Elena - Performance meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Elena Gonzalez

9:30am - 10:30am FY 2019 Award Ceilings
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, Thomas Wayson, pmb-grayford payne

11am - 12pm Gould FY-18 SES Performance Review
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Rm 5112 - ASPMB Conf Rm
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Cara Sanders, Greg Gould, Christina Mathers, Catherine Callaway
1pm - 1:50pm  
**Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting**  
*Where:*  
MIB: Room 4241  
Dial in: Pass code: BIO-CR-DenverBreckenridge (VTC)  
*Calendar:* Jeff Hartmann  
*Who:*  
Suzan Corl, Megan Olsen, Guy Giancarlo, pmb-grayford payne, Stefanie Harris, Jeff Hartmann, Scott Cameron, Kaprice Tucker, Martin Quinlan, Karla Mcgovern, Steven Howke, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)  
*Description:*  
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting  
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date  
1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hrMeeting number:  
Join by phone  
Dial in: Pass code:  

2pm - 2:15pm  
**LesStrang calls**  
*Video call:*  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  

3pm - 3:30pm  
**Performance review - Scott and Harry**  
*Video call:*  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
*Where:* Room 5109  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  
*Who:* Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

**Fri Oct 19, 2018**

**All day Jean**  
Fri Oct 19, 2018  
*Video call:*  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  

**All day Susan**  
Fri Oct 19, 2018 thru 10/22  
*Video call:*  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  

**7:45am - 8am Update cabinet report**  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron
10:30am - 11:30am
IPT Kick-Off with Grant Thornton re: Acq Workload and Staffing Analysis
Video call:
Where:
PAM Conf Rm (MIB 4241); Webex; 1- Leader Code: Participant Code:
Calendar: Megan Olsen
Created by: Kristin Whitney
Who:
amber.richards@us.gt.com, kevin.mcquade@us.gt.com, Shanda Georg, DawnBreedlove, meredith.barnard@us.gt.com, Megan Olsen, Mark Eckl, BruceDowns, Martin Quinlan, Christopher Bell, eric.heffernan@us.gt.com,Scott Cameron, Nancy Sloanhoffer, Glen Savory, Eric Pagal, DianaTerrell, Karla Mcgovern, Kristin Young, Willie Mae Johnson, KennethLund, Suzan Corl, Joy Nicholopoulos, Rayleen Cruz, OluwarotimiAbimbola, Richard Skinner, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Morton, BrianSchoellkopf, Kaprice Tucker, Chiharu Bullock, Richard Cardinale, Heather Hirshman, Josh Gordon, Patrick Breen, Kristin Whitney, DouglasMarr, Michael Whalen
Description:
All, Please join me for a kick-off meeting with Grant Thornton regarding the Acquisition Workload and Staffing Analysis project. Details provided below. Meeting number: Meeting password: Meeting link: Conference Number: 1- Leader Code: Participant Code: Presentation is attached.

1pm - 2pm DM Chapters
Video call:
Where: Room 5121
Calendar: George Triebsch
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Stephanie Henning, Hazel Wilson, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Abigail Miller, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, Adrianne Moss, Aaron Thiele, Denise Flanagan, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, Micah Chambers

Sat Oct 20, 2018

All day Susan thru 10/22
Sat Oct 20, 2018
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

3:30pm - 5pm Comstock
Video call:
Where: 13929 south springs drive, Clifton Virginia
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

Sun Oct 21, 2018

All day  Susan  thru 10/22

Sun Oct 21, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Mon Oct 22, 2018

All day  Susan  thru 10/22

Mon Oct 22, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 11am  Labor Relations Group Meeting

Where: 1900 E Street NW, Room 1350, Washington D.C. 20415

Calendar: lrg@opm.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron

Who:
lawrence.c.zoloty@nasa.gov, Hernandez, Elias, Scott Cameron, ralph.patinella@ssa.gov, Tufts, Suzanne, ari.taragin@cfpb.gov, dan.kline@dm.usda.gov, denise.biaggi-ayer@sba.gov, jack.leiby@ssa.gov, barry.smith@nlrb.gov, hooper.shawn@dol.gov, ccobb@bbg.gov, jmasisak@fdic.gov, anne.audet@dot.gov, orlando.j.lau.civ@mail.mil, juliaojm@state.gov, sandra pearlman@nrc.gov, Thomas, Tyshawn, wedlundr@sec.gov, christopher.wilder@nara.gov, elliott@sec.gov, matthew.e.hirt@usdoj.gov, yolanda.owens@eeoc.gov, eric.s.daniels@usdoj.gov  
Ayanna Sears, kevin.bondesen@dot.gov, frederick.maurin@ssa.gov, julie.murphy@hhs.gov, tiffany.wheeler@hq.doe.gov, terese.bell@treasury.gov, donna.kramer@hhs.gov, Blair, Anita, Mortensen, Anne E., sidney.chapman@ferc.gov, Elisabeth Poore, demartino.sheila@dol.gov, eduardo.ribas@ferc.gov, Norris, Trevor, Robertson, Candice (DOE), swjones@bbg.gov, corbett. krysti@epa.gov, klemmcg@state.gov, saspence@nsf.gov, marian.manlove@hq.dhs.gov, kim. edens@hq.doe.gov, ES - AWR - LR, krystle.myers@ferc.gov, jennifer.arguello@ed.gov, Golder, Jennifer, Rigas, Michael, findlater@nara.gov, ikitmacher@ferc.gov, ruth. chandlercook@treasury.gov, wagner.kenneth@epa.gov, Lamary, Mary, katherine.fulton@cfpb.gov, Bailey, Angela, samantha.cutler@ed.gov, stacy.chalmers@census.gov, melissa.a.rubenstein@gmail.com, Pon, Jeff T. H., Gibbs, Robert, joseph.sullivan@hud.gov, casandra.loggins-mitchell@gsa.gov, davidr@usa.gov, timothy.mcclain@va.gov, Pletcher Mary, domenic. murgos@cfpb.gov, Jodi Vargas, allen.r.brooks@nara.gov, mwalsh@bbg.gov, Campbells, Dianne, barbara.sanford@nrc.gov, lwalsh@usa.gov, britney.berry@eeoc.gov, coomber. rodriguez@epa.gov, alexandra.vernacchio@gsa.gov, Bird, Catherine, Robinson, Kelly, Harris, Toni, emmalisa.hobbs@nara.gov, Green, Bianca, micha.cheatham@nara.gov, michael.dosland@dot.gov, page.m.daggett@nasa.gov, Hayes-Byrd, Jacqueline, john.kyle@nlrb.gov, polsonsj@state.gov, Slater, Bryan, andrea.bright, jrosenblum@fdic.gov, lcasias@doc.gov, Curry, Tim, Brooks, Towanda, Price Detherage, Maria

Description:

This meeting invitation is for LRG members. We are copying LRG POC’s for their information. As a reminder due to space limitations, we are asking that attendance be limited to one additional agency representative of their choice to accompany the LRG member. Please note the following meeting dates for the Labor Relations Group which will take place at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, 1900 E Street NW, Room 1350, Washington D.C., 20415. • Monday, October 22, 2018 – 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. • Wednesday, February 27, 2019 – 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. • Wednesday, June 5, 2019 – 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. Additional meetings may be scheduled on a case by case basis as necessary.
**Scott Cameron**

**12pm - 1pm  Lunch or coffee**
*Where:* DOI Cafeteria or your Office 5109  
*Calendar:* john.mullins@opm.gov  
*Created by:* Scott Cameron  
*Who:* Scott Cameron  
*Description:*  
Scott, Please provide room number again. John 5109 Thanks, Scott Scott

**1:30pm - 2pm  Meet w/Todd Wynn**
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Room 5109  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:* Valerie Smith, Scott Cameron, Todd Wynn, Sarah Spaulding, Marshall Critchfield

**5pm - 5:15pm  Call**
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron

---

**Tue Oct 23, 2018**

**9am - 10am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting**
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Room: 5110 - 1  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:* Abigail Miller, Jean Parrish, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Raymond Limon, Catherine Callaway, Greg Gould, Elena Gonzalez, Steven Howke, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, Scott Cameron, George Triebsch, Harry Humbert, pmb-grayford payne, Christopher Lawson

**12pm - 1pm  Catchup - Scott and George**
*Where:* The exchange  
*Calendar:* george.delprete@us.gt.com  
*Created by:* Scott Cameron  
*Who:* Scott Cameron
1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160

Calendar: Natalie Davis

Who:

Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

3pm - 3:30pm  OCIO Discussion

Video call:

[Partially redacted]

Where: Room 5110

Calendar: Susan Combs

Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who:
Bruce Downs, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Richard Cardinale, George Triebsch, Oluwarotimi Abimbola

Description:
Briefly to discuss the field visits for IT assessment and also bridging the RFs, IT Functional Leads, and ACIOs

Wed Oct 24, 2018

All day  Christina [Partially redacted]

Video call:

[Partially redacted]

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 10am  PPA on hours and workload

Video call:

[Partially redacted]

Where: Room 5110

Calendar: Susan Combs

Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who: Susan Combs, Margo Ellis, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Gregg Renkes
10am - 11:30am   NAPA presentation
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Description:  10-15 minutes on PMA from DOI perspective. Compare PMAs

12:15pm - 1:30pm   Earth and Water Group
Video call:

Where: 1455 PA Ave NW, Suite 400
Calendar: Scott Cameron

2pm - 3pm   Executive Rating Panel - SOL Director ELLU
Video call:

Where: via phone
Calendar: Sharon Benitez
Who: Sharon Benitez, John Steiger, Marc Smith, Scott Cameron
Description: This rating panel will discuss and rank candidates for the position of Director, Employment and Labor Law Unit, SL-0905. I will send you the applications, instructions, and rating sheets via google docs link by 10/4. Please evaluate the candidates prior to this meeting. Conference call number: 1- or . Thank you for your participation! Sharon Benitez Human Resources Specialist USGS/SOL Executive Resources Program 703-648-7462

3pm - 4pm   Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg
Video call:

Where: 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1- or . PC: or LC:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Linda.datcher@opm.gov, deborah.l ray2.civ@mail.mil, Kelly Sewell, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, redmond.marrell@opm.gov, Raymond Limon, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, Scott Cameron, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, Landon Mock, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, darmonson@nsf.gov, Martin Pursley, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov
Description: Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

4:30pm - 4:45pm   Check-in
Where: Rm. 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: David Bernhardt, Scott Cameron
9:30am - 10am  Harry - update
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

1pm - 1:50pm
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Where:
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
Scott Cameron, Jeff Hartmann, Amanda Tabber@grantsolutions.gov, Timothy Wight, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Guy Giancarlo, Kaprice Tucker, pmb-grayford payne, Steven Howke, Megan Olsen, Stefanie Harris, Martin Quinlan, Dan Hull@grantsolutions.gov, katherine.carwell@grantsolutions.gov, Karla Mcgovern, Suzan Corl
Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr Meeting number: [b] (5) [b] (5)
Join by phone Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5)

2:30pm - 3pm  BW Parkway Meeting
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room: 5110 - 1- PC: [b] (5) LC: [b] (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Jessica Bowron, George Triebsch, Susan Combs, Jason Waanders, Lisa Mendelson, Scott Cameron, Peter May

3:30pm - 4pm
Conference call with GSA - Re: Space - Susan Leader Code:
[b] (5)
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110 - 1- Participant Code: [b] (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
tim.horne@gsa.gov, tara.vanbibber@gsa.gov, john.harris@gsa.gov, andrew.myers@gsa.gov, calvin.myint@gsa.gov, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron
Description: John Harris, GSA cell [b] (6)
Scott Cameron

Fri Oct 26, 2018

All day Cathy

Fri Oct 26, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

7:45am - 8am Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am Internal: PMB Scott Cameron

Where: ASIA #4158 - MIB
Calendar: Tara Sweeney
Created by: Anita Personius
Who: Scott Cameron, Tara Sweeney
Description: ASIA Sweeney's Office #4158 for PMB Updates. Standing weekly Update

9:30am - 10:15am Jeanette

Video call:

Where: Greenberry
Calendar: Scott Cameron

11am - 11:30am Budget/OCL Check in

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Blake Deeley, pmb-grayford payne, Jason Freihage, Micah Chambers, Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs, Abigail Miller, Denise Flanagan, Amanda Kaster, John Tanner, Scott Cameron, Aaron Thiele

Mon Oct 29, 2018

10:30am - 11am Steve Glomb - performance meeting

Video call:

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Steve Glomb

12pm - 1pm lunch

Video call:

Where: The Exchange Saloon, 1719 G St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: Scott Cameron, jean.woodrow@mail.house.gov
1pm - 2:30pm  FRPC - Executive Steering Committee
Where: GSA HQ 1800 F St NW - Room 1420
Calendar: john.l.dugan@omb.eop.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: donald.bice@osec.usda.gov, robert.h.mcmahon.civ@mail.mil, ChrisConeeney, Soltis,
Timothy F. EOP/OMB, Simms, Brett, david.frye@gsa.gov, tom.chaleki@hq.dhs.gov, anne.
nussear@gsa.gov, michael.thomas@treasury.gov, yvonne.medina@dot.gov, lucian.l.niemeyer.
civ@mail.mil, don.bice@osec.usda.gov, PrincessPolidore - M1X-C, michael.z.daley.ctr@mail.mil, 
Mark Emmanuel Vocal - M1Y-C, LaFondra Lynch - PB, taryn.white@hq.dhs.gov, Faller III,Charles, 
Karau, Michael, Dennis Cronyn - M1Y, Scott Cameron, Nutt, FredM. EOP/OMB, daniel. 
mathews@gsa.gov, edward.brady@va.gov, Weichert,Margaret M. EOP/OMB, gregory. 
ewing@hq.dhs.gov, scott.whiteford@hq.doe.gov, Alexander Kurien - M1A, Collin, Victoria W. 
EOP/OMB, jessica.salmoiraghi@gsa.gov, lucien.l.niemeyer.civ@mail.mil, adam.pugh@hq.doe.
gov, Coffman, Robert A (Bob) CIV OSD OUSD A-S (US)
Description: Updated to include agenda/discussion topics and Draft Charter

3pm - 4pm  Discuss Appropriations Meeting
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112 MIB
Calendar: Adrianne Moss
Who: Adrianne Moss, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Cameron, Jean Parrish
Going? Yes

4pm - 4:15pm  Rob Gordon - quick check in
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Margo Ellis

4:30pm - 5pm  Elena - Space
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Elena Gonzalez, Tammy Bagley, Richard Farr

Tue Oct 30, 2018

All day  Harry - All Day Interviews
Date Oct 30, 2018 - Fri Nov 2, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Patricia Nelson
8:30am - 9am  Ride to Rayburn
Video call: 
Where: C Street Side of the Garage
Calendar: Adrianne Moss
Who: Jean Parrish, Kevin Towns, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss
Going? Yes

9am - 10am  Discussion of PMB Issues
Video call:
Where: Rayburn House Office Building 2007 (B-308)
Calendar: Adrianne Moss
Who: Adrianne Moss, jocelyn.hunn@mail.house.gov, nona_mccoy@appro.senate.gov, betsy.bina@mail.house.gov, jaclyn.kilroy@mail.house.gov, ryan_hunt@appro.senate.gov, leif_fonnesbeck@appro.senate.gov, rita.culp@mail.house.gov, darren.benjamin@mail.house.gov, rachael_taylor@appro.senate.gov, Scott Cameron, emy_lesofski@appro.senate.gov

10am - 10:30am  Ride Back to DOI
Video call:
Calendar: Adrianne Moss
Who: Kevin Towns, Adrianne Moss, Scott Cameron, Jean Parrish
Going? Yes

10:30am - 11:30am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:
Where: Room: 5110 - 1- (b) (5)  PC: (b) (5)  LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Christopher Lawson, Abigail Miller, pmb-grayfordpayne, Elena Gonzalez, Susan Combs, Richard Cardinale, Steven Howke, Bruce Downs, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert, George Triebsch, Robert Gordon, Raymond Limon, Jean Parrish, Greg Gould
12:45pm - 2pm     Weekly Politicals Meeting // Ethics Briefing

Video call:

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Alan Mikkelsen
Who:
Ronald Klawitter, Joshua Campbell, Charles Laudner, Elinor Werner,Amanda Kaster,
Steven Howe, Sarah Spaulding, Marcella Burke, RussellNewell, John Bockmier, Jason Hill,
Zachariah Gambill, Hubbel Relat,Micah Chambers, Casey Hammond, Gary Lawkowski, Gregg
Renkes, BenjaminCassidy, Timothy Petty, Lacey Smethers, Natalie Davis, James Schindler,Brian
Steed, Brenda Burman, Paul (Dan) Smith, Michael Argo, BrandonMiddleton, Ryan Hambleton, Eli
Nachmany, Preston Beard, Joseph Balash,kyle.scherer@bia.gov, Samantha Hebert, William
Dove, MarshallCritchfield, Holly Lane, Cally Younger, Stephen Wackowski, Faith VanderVoort,
Timothy Williams, Robert Gordon, Douglas Domenech, KatharineMacGregor, John Tanner,
Thomas Baptiste, greg_j_sheehan@fws.gov, LeilaGetto, Heather Swift, Lori Mashburn, Aurelia
Skipwith, Landon Davis,Tara Sweeney, Rick May, Gary Lawkowski, Andrea Travincek, James
Reilly,Shirley Lewis, Jason Funes, John Tahneda, Taylor Playforth, JamesCason, David Bernhardt,
Katie Mills, Wesely Bullock, Daniel Jorjani,James Voyles, Kathleen Benedetto, Amanda Kaster,
Kyle Scherer, ScottHommel, Scott Angelle, Sarah Jorgenson, Nicholas Davis, Susan Combs,
Richard Goeken, Melissa Beaumont, cyounger@blm.gov, Samantha Hebert, Matthew Dermody, Blake
Deeleyn, Ryan Nichols, Andrew Patterson, ScottCameron, Caroline Boulton, Todd Wynn, Kyle
Scherer, Alex Hinson, JoshuaCampbell, Todd Willens, Aaron Thiele

Description:
When: Tue, Oct 30, 2018, 10:45 AM Where: Secretary's Conference Room-5160 --
This event has been changed. more details » Changed: WeeklyPoliticals Meeting // Ethics
Briefing Weekly politicals meetings- room5160. When Changed: Tue Oct 30, 2018 10:45am –
12pm Mountain Time -Denver Where Secretary's Conference Room- 5160 (map) Calendar
alan_mikkelsen@ios.doi.gov Who • natalie_davis@ios.doi.gov - organizer•kyle.scherer@bia.gov
• joshua.campbell@sol.doi.gov •Tara_Sweeney@ios.doi.gov • john_tanner@ios.doi.gov •richard.
goeken@sol.doi.gov • bsteed@blm.gov • james_cason@ios.doi.gov •scott.angelle@bsee.gov •
gary.lawkowski@sol.doi.gov •amanda_kaster@ios.doi.gov • aurelia_skipwith@ios.doi.gov •
caroline_boulton@ios.doi.gov • faith_vandervoort@ios.doi.gov •james_voyles@ios.doi.gov •
marcella.burke@sol.doi.gov •wesley_bullock@ios.doi.gov • rklawitter@usbr.gov • ifreilly@usgs.
gov •micah_chambers@ios.doi.gov • kyle_scherer@ios.doi.gov •(b)(6) - David Bernhardt •
casey_hammond@ios.doi.gov •timothy_petty@ios.doi.gov • james.schindler@boem.gov •
shirley_lewis@ios.doi.gov • russell_newell@ios.doi.gov •alan_mikkelsen@ios.doi.gov •
taylor_playforth@ios.doi.gov • samantha_hebert@ios.doi.gov • ldavis@osmre.gov •
eli_nachmany@ios.doi.gov • alex_hinson@ios.doi.gov • william_dove@ios.doi.gov •
paul_smith@nps.gov •todd_willens@ios.doi.gov • jason_funes@ios.doi.gov •robert_gordon@ios.
doi.gov • gregg_renkes@ios.doi.gov • sarah_jorgenson@ios.doi.gov • zachariah_gambill@fws.
gov •daniel.jorjani@sol.doi.gov • marshall_critchfield@ios.doi.gov • hubbel.relat@sol.doi.gov •
todd_wynn@ios.doi.gov •leila_getto@ios.doi.gov • scott_cameron@ios.doi.gov • akaster@blm.
gov •austin_ewell@ios.doi.gov • andrew_patterson@ios.doi.gov •katharine_macgregor@ios.doi.
gov • gary_lawkowski@ios.doi.gov • joshua_campbell@ios.doi.gov • holly_lane@ios.doi.gov
12:45pm - 2pm  **Weekly Politicals Meeting // Ethics Briefing**  
*Where:* Secretary's Conference Room - 5160  
*Calendar:* Natalie Davis  
*Description:* Weekly politicals meetings - room 5160.

3:30pm - 4pm  **Reorg Comms Discussion**  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* MIB 5110  
*Calendar:* Stephanie Henning  
*Who:* Penny Riggs, Susan Combs, Joy Nicholopoulos, Stephanie Henning, Scott Cameron  
*Description:* Meeting to go over comms strategy and progress re: getting a detailee

4pm - 5pm  
**weekly conference call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC:**  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* 1- Participant passcode:  
*Calendar:* Susan Combs  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  
*Who:* Shannon Goessling, Stan Austin, Amy Lueders, Greg Siekaniec, Jamie Connell, Charles Wooley, Terrance Fulp, Michael Tupper, Penny Riggs, Susan Combs, Michael Celata, Joy Nicholopoulos, Michael Argo, Stephanie Henning, Mark Sogge, Michael Black, Lorri Gray, Chip Jenkins, Scott Cameron, Brent Rhees, Catherine Callaway, Karen Mouritsen, Nikolao Pula, Travis Aberle

**Wed Oct 31, 2018**

**All day  Harry - All Day Interviews**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Patricia Nelson
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All day</td>
<td>Christina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wed Oct 31, 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Scott Cameron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Jean Parrish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9am - 10am</td>
<td>Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038) cc:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Janine Velasco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Megan Olsen, Margaret Schneider, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Denise Flanagan,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephanie Henning, Bruce Downs, Glenda Owens, Katherine McCulloch, Lena McDowall,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaprice Tucker, Tammy Bagley, Scott Mabry, Raymond Limon, Janine Velasco, Martin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quinlan, Susan Combs, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos, James Anderson, pmb-grayford payne, Penny Riggs,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Anderson, Tamara Richardson, Annie Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Pre-Brief Re: 2nd Quarterly WES Action Plan Reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Where: Room 5110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Susan Combs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Jean Parrish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Catherine Callaway, Agnes Wanderer, Scott Cameron, Ayanna Sears, George</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triebsch, Susan Combs, Raymond Limon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description: On behalf of Ray, would you please find and secure some time on our</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>calendars to conduct a pre-brief later this week regarding the bureaus’ second</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>quarterly Work Environment Survey (WES) action plan reports? The purpose of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meeting will be to review with PMB leadership the presentation planned for the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deputy Secretary on the bureaus’ quarterly action plan reports. Please include</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the following participants on the invitation: Susan Combs Scott Cameron, George</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triebsch, Raymond Limon, Ayanna Sears, Agnes Wanderer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am - 11am</td>
<td>Big Ideas Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video call:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Where: Room 5110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calendar: Susan Combs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created by: Jean Parrish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who: Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11am - 11:30am  Interview
Video call:  
Where:  1849 C Street NW, Room 5113 Washington, D.C. 20240
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
Description:  
POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway, 202-208-1927  

11:30am - 12pm  Hold Tim Radtke ??
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Tim Radtke, Scott Cameron

12pm - 1pm  Brown Bag Lunch - ANPRM comments
Video call:  
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Steve Glomb, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:30pm  Gould - SES Review Discussion
Video call:  
Where: Telecom
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Scott Cameron, Greg Gould, Catherine Callaway

2pm - 2:30pm  Policy Analysis biweekly check in
Video call:  
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Susan Combs, Gregg Renkes, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Margo Ellis, Catherine Callaway
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1-  PC: (b) (5) LC: (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
redmond.merrell@opm.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, Martin Pursley, daronson@nsf.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, Scott Cameron, Landon Mock, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, Raymond Limon, readings.sharon@epa.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, rees@nsf.gov, sheilla.d.wright@hud.gov, susanne.tufts@hud.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov
Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

3:30pm - 5pm  NAPA
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
**Scott Cameron**

**Thu Nov 1, 2018**

**All day  Harry - All Day Interviews**

- Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

  **Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
  **Created by:** Patricia Nelson

**9am - 10am  Career Pathing**

- Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

  **Where:** Room 5112  
  **Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
  **Created by:** Jean Parrish  
  **Who:** Raymond Limon, Martin Pursley, Scott Cameron, Kelly Sewell, Landon Mock

**11am - 12:30pm  Management Improvement Team Meeting**

- Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

  **Where:** Room 5160  
  **Participant:** (b) (5)  
  **Leader:** (b) (5)

  **Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
  **Created by:** Jean Parrish  
  **Who:** Timothy Petty, Joy Nicholopoulos, Patricia Houghton, Paul (Dan) Smith, James Kendall, George Triebsch, Margaret Schneider, Alice Bartek-Santiago, Megan Olsen, Glenda Owens, Bobby Wolfe, Greg Gould, Edward Keable, Nikolao Pula, Christopher McAlear, Kaprice Tucker, Scott Cameron, Michele Singer, pmb-grayford payne, Andrea Travnicek, Aurelia Skipwith, Cara Lee Macdonald, Brenda Burman, William Werkheiser, Brian Steed, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, James Reilly, Darryl LaCounte, Joseph Balash, Jerold Gidner, Tara Sweeney, John Taha, marc.smith@sol.gov, Robert Gordon, Scott Mabry, Scott Angelle, Raymond Limon, Bruce Downs, Scott de la Vega, Lena McDowall, Elena Gonzalez, Douglas Domenech, Richard Cardinal, Martin Pursley, Stephen Guertin, Douglas Glenn, Michael Nedd, Harry Humbert, Austin Ewell, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Christina Summers, Roderick Anderson, Maureen Foster, Walter Cruickshank, Susan Combs

**1pm - 1:50pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting**

- Video call: (b) (5)

  **Where:** MIB: Room 4241  
  **Dial in:** (b) (5)  
  **Pass code:** (b) (5)  
  **BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)**

  **Calendar:** Jeff Hartmann  
  **Who:** Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Scott Cameron, Stefanie Harris, Megan Olsen, Guy Giancarlo, Oluwariotimi Abimbola, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Steven Howke, Timothy Wight, Karla McGovern, Jeff Hartmann, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, pmb-grayford payne, Kaprice Tucker, Martin Quinlan, Suzan Corl, katherine.carwell@grantsolutions.gov

  **Description:** Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

  Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr

  **Meeting number:** (b) (5)  
  **Join by phone:** Dial in: (b) (5)  
  **Pass code:** (b) (5)  
  (b) (5)
2pm - 2:45pm  DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative - Monthly Call

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 1- / PC: (b) (5) / LC: (b) (5)  
Calendar: Hilary Smith  
Who:  
Description:  
Monthly call with DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative action item leads. The purpose of the call is to check-in on progress on implementing commitments made through the initiative, Safeguarding the West from Invasive Species: Actions to Strengthen Federal, State, and Tribal Coordination to Address Invasive Mussels, as well as to discuss outreach and coordination opportunities with existing partners and networks.

3pm - 4pm  Secretary's Order 3369

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110  
Calendar: George Triebsch  
Who:  
Edward Keable, Jim Weiner, Megan Olsen, George Triebsch, Susan Combs, Steven Howke, Laura Brown, Kaprice Tucker, Scott Cameron, Timothy Murphy

3:30pm - 4pm  
Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey - Analysis and Results Tool briefing

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112  
Calendar: Raymond Limon  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Raymond Limon, Kermit Howard, Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Interview

Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 1849 C Street NW Washington, DC 20240 - Room 5113  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs  
Description:  
POC: Catherine Callaway or Jean Parrish 202-208-1927 (office) (b) (6), (b) (5) / cell

Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Hold Interview  Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish

5pm - 5:30pm  Harry Performance  Video call:  
Where: Room 5109  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Harry Humbert, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller

Fri Nov 2, 2018

All day  Harry - All Day Interviews  
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Patricia Nelson

All day  Jean  
Fri Nov 2, 2018  
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report  
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 11:30am  Follow-up Conference call with GSA - Re: Space - Susan Leader  
Code:  
Video call:  
Where: Room 5112 - 1  
Participant Code:  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: andrew.myers@gsa.gov, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, tim.horne@gsa.gov, calvin.myint@gsa.gov, Stephanie Henning, Tammy Bagley, john.harris@gsa.gov, tara.vanbibber@gsa.gov
10am - 10:30am  Monthly Landsat Update

**Where:** Room 6641/Call in # [b] (5) [b] (5) PC-[b] (5)  
**Calendar:** Michelle Mebane  
**Created by:** William Lukas  
**Who:** aaron_d_ray@omb.eop.gov, ASWS Conference Room, William Lukas, Kerry Rae, Shawn Komlos, Michelle Mebane, James Reilly, Narottam Khatri, Ryan Nichols, Douglas Beard, Peter Doucette, Scott Cameron, Timothy Newman  
**Description:** LC-[b] (5)  

11:30am - 12pm  Bureau DM Chapter Revisions

**Video call:**  
[b] (5), [b] (6)  
**Where:** Room 5160 - 1- PC:  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish  
**Who:** James Reilly, Paul (Dan) Smith, Glenda Owens, Brian Steed, William Werkheiser, Jim Kurth, Scott Cameron, Stephen Guertin, Scott Angelle, Kathleen Benedetto, Alan Mikkelsen, Walter Cruickshank, Brenda Burman, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Penny Rigs, Stephanie Henning, Joy Nicholopoulos, Catherine Callaway, James Kendall, BOEM Director Calendar, Michael Barre, Fred Cruise, Yolando Mack-Thompson, Evann Rogers, Janice Desordi, Roslyn Sellars, Margo Harris, Karla Cook, William Brown, Margaret Schneider, Tara Kane, Rick Obernesser, Alma Ripps, Abigail Schoeneck, Lena McDowall, Kerry Rae, Maureen Foster, Joseph Balash, Cara Lee Macdonald, Timothy Petty, Andrea Travnicek, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison  
**Description:** Susan Combs is holding a meeting with all Bureau Directors and Deputy Directors to discuss the immediate need to revise their chapters of the Department Manual to reflect the unified regions.

2:30pm - 3pm  Recommendations for Bonus & Pay Raises for DASs

**Video call:**  
[b] (5), [b] (6)  
**Where:** Room 5110  
**Calendar:** Susan Combs  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  Interview

**Video call:**  
[b] (5), [b] (6)  
**Where:** Room 5113 - 1849 C Street NW, Washington, DC 20240  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish  
**Who:** Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs  
**Description:** POC: Jean Parrish or Cathy Callaway 202-208-1927 [b] (6) [b] (6) [b] (6)
3:30pm - 3:45pm  **Budget/OCL Check in**  
*Where:* Room 5110  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Jean Parrish  
*Who:* Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, pmb-grayford payne, MicahChambers, Jason Freihage, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Blake Deeley, Amanda Kaster, Aaron Thiele

4:45pm - 5:15pm  **Meet w/Harry Humbert**  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:* Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert

**Mon Nov 5, 2018**

**All day  Move to Nov 25-30 - Joy in DC all week**  
*Mon Nov 5, 2018 - Fri Nov 9, 2018*  
*Video call:*  
*Calendar:* Joy Nicholopoulos  
*Who:* Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

11am - 11:30am  **Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes with Scott Cameron - Rm 5112**  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Room 5112  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:* Roslyn Sellars, Jim Kurth, Ionie Spence, Scott Cameron, StephanieHenning, Penny Riggs  
*Description:* Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.

1pm - 1:45pm  **Internal Meeting**  
*Where:* Room 6120  
*Calendar:* David Bernhardt  
*Created by:* Gareth Rees  
*Who:* Agnes Wanderer, Ayanna Sears, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, ScottCameron, Raymond Limon, David Bernhardt

3pm - 3:30pm  **Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes**  
*Video call:*  
*Where:* Room 5112  
*Calendar:* Scott Cameron  
*Created by:* Catherine Callaway  
*Who:* Tara Kane, Scott Cameron, Margaret Schneider, Yolando Thompson, Stephanie Henning, Penny Riggs  
*Description:* Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.
All day  Move to Nov 25-30 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Nov 5, 2018 - Fri Nov 9, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar:  Joy Nicholopoulos
Who:  Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

9am - 10am  Mussels Overview for WGA workshop
Video call:  
Where:  5121
Calendar:  Hilary Smith
Who:  Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron, Charles Laudner

10am - 11am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:  
Where:  Room: 5110 - 1- PC:  LC:
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Catherine Callaway
Who:  Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller, Steven Howke, Bruce Downs, Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Jean Parrish, Susan Combs, Catherine Callaway, Christopher Lawson, Harry Humbert, Raymond Limon, pmb-grayford payne, Robert Gordon, Elena Gonzalez, Richard Cardinale

11am - 11:30am  PMB Holiday Party Planning
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5112
Calendar:  Susan Combs
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Who:  Scott Cameron, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Catherine Callaway, Julie Spano, Raymond Limon, Adrianne Moss, Bruce Downs, Susan Combs, Grayford Payne, Leslie Harmon, Elena Gonzalez, Judith Wilson, George Triebsch, Christina Summers, Jean Parrish, Stephanie Henning, Harry Humbert, Greg Gould, Robert Gordon, Denise Flanagan

11:30am - 12pm  Tim Radtke
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5109 MIB
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Who:  Tim Radtke, Scott Cameron
1pm - 2pm Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 3pm FBMS Executive Steering Committee (ESC) Meeting

Where:
Sky Lesher (VTC) / Breckenridge (VTC) / MIB: 4241 (VTC) / Webex / 1: PC
BIO-CR-Reston Sky Lesher (VTC), BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Peter Gabel
Who:
Description:
~PURPOSE~To provide project status, gather stakeholder input and concerns, and reconcile ESC decisions and guidance.~DATE~Tuesday, November 6~TIME~1:00 - 3:00 ET / 11:00 - 1:00 MT~VIDEO TELECONFERENCE LOCATION~Main Interior Building: PAM CR 4241 - 1849 C Street NW, Washington DC 20240 Reston BIO: Sky Lesher CR - 12201 Sunrise Valley Dr., Area 2D400, Reston, VADenver BIO: Breckenridge CR - DFC, 6th & Kipling St., Blk. 810, Suite 7020, Denver, CO~TELECONFERENCE~Dial-In: 1:[(b) (5)] Meeting Code: [(b) (5)] WEB CONFERENCE~Host: peter gabelURL to Meeting: [(b) (5)] Meeting #: [(b) (5)]
2pm - 3pm  Scott presents to FBMS Ex Steering Comm. re: unified regions
Video call:
Where: Room 4241
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Description:
Gabel, Peter
Thu, Nov 1, 8:40 PM (3 days ago) to me
Our ESC is made up of an executive from each Bureau and they would appreciate if Scott could make time between 2-3 ET to provide additional comments about our new grants management system and possibly answer question related to Unified Regions. I will provide presentation deck and agenda prior to the meeting and add him to the meeting invite. Thanks for your help, Peter Gabel.

Peter
2:05 PM (1 hour ago) to me
Hi Jean,

Martin Quinlan, director of the BIO office, is curious if Scott is available to attend the DOI FBMS Executive Steering Committee meeting on Tuesday, November 6th to speak about the Unified Regions. The meeting is from 1:00 - 3:00 ET and is conducted in the MIB in room 4241. If Scott is not available the entire duration of time, is he available any portion to do a drop-in? Thank you, Peter

3pm - 3:30pm Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes
Video call:
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Scott Cameron, Walter Cruickshank, James Kendall, Annie Yang, Tamara Richardson, Stephanie Henning, Penny Riggs
Description: Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.

3:30pm - 4pm Confirmed - Interview
Video call:
Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 5113 Washington, DC 20240
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Catherine Callaway, Joy Nicholopoulos, Darin Schroeder, Abigail Miller
Description:
POC: Jean Parrish or Abby Miller, 202-208-1927 Darin C. Schroeder Specialist, Division of Partners & Intergovernmental Affairs U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service External Affairs - Headquarters 5275 Leesburg Pike Falls Church, VA 22041 email: darin_schroeder@fws.gov office: 703-358-1734 mobile: (b) (6)
Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm
weekly conference call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC:
Video call:
Where: Room 5110 - 1- Participant Code: Calendar:
Created by: Jean Parrish

Wed Nov 7, 2018

All day  Move to Nov 25-30 - Joy in DC all week
Video call:
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

All day  Christina  
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:30am - 8:30am  
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  Nate Weigel
Video call:
Where: Room 5109 - 1849 C Street NW, Washington DC 20240
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, nate.weigel@pnwer.org
Description: POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway, 208-192 Matt Morrison

10am - 10:30am  Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes
Video call:
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, Mathew Maucieri, Andre Shepet
Description: Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.
11am - 11:30am  Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5112  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway  
Who:  Scott Angelle, Preston Beard, Scott Cameron, Penny Riggs, Stephanie Henning  
Description:  Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.

11:30am - 12pm  Meet w/Scott, Rob, and Gregg re. PPA
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5110  
Calendar:  Susan Combs  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway  
Who:  Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Gregg Renkes, Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Joint check in meeting with Jamie Reaser and Hilary Smith
Where:  Room 5112 - Conference Line: 1-PC:  LC  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway  
Who:  Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Hilary Smith, Harry Humbert, Shawn Buckner, Gregg Renkes, Abigail Miller, Jamie Reaser

2pm - 2:30pm  Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5112  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway  
Who:  Fred Cruise, Glenda Owens, Scott Cameron, Penny Riggs, Stephanie Henning  
Description:  Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.

Thu Nov 8, 2018

All day  Move to Nov 25-30 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Nov 5, 2018 - Fri Nov 9, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar:  Joy Nicholopoulos  
Who:  Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron
8am - 9:45am    ASAM Roundtable Breakfast
Where:  Partnership for Public Service, 1100 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 200E
Calendar: amates@ourpublicservice.org
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who:  Noga, Vaughn, Michelle Amante, Yerin Cho, Levell, Leah, # ASAM Assistants, Melissa Gantt, Denise Carter, ASA (OS/OGC), Ingrid Kolb, Kristine Simmons, Chaleki, Tom, David Eisner, Stader, Jim, Garchek, Bridgette, Nancy Berryhill, Joshua DeLeon, Jennifer Close, Keith Nelson, Suzanne Tufts, Jon Cordova, Allison Berry, Tina Sung, Bryan Slater, Donna Vizian, Nicole Valtos, Scott Cameron, # ASAM Roundtable, johnsonma4@state.gov, Bice, Don - OSEC, Washington, DC
Mark Stephens, Trevor Norris, Meroe Park, Colleen Rasa, Lisa Casias, karen.jeffries@va.gov, Lee Lofthus, Sean Crean, Kenneth Johnson, Lakeya Judd, Augustin Fragale, Dave Robbins, Samantha Upwright, Butt, Mark, Max Stier, Robert Coquis, Edward Hugler, Daniel Tenney, Peter Shelby
Description:
Good afternoon, I look forward to seeing many of you at our next ASAM Roundtable on Thursday, November 8 at 8:00 a.m. – our five year anniversary of the Roundtable! We will kick off our agenda with a discussion on rollbacks of labor relations and performance management executive orders, led by our own Denise Carter. Then, Don Bice will facilitate a segment on telework policies and lessons learned. We will also be reviewing our end-of-year evaluation results, hearing Sammies application process updates by the Partnership’s Jim Seymour, and soliciting topics for our meetings next quarter. I encourage you to bring a relevant colleague with you to the meeting to learn from and contribute to the conversation. Please send me the names of any guests who are planning to join you by noon on Wednesday, November 7. I have attached the agenda for the session to this email and will send a calendar invite shortly. If you have any questions or need additional information, please do not hesitate to reach out. Thank you, Tina

8am - 9:45am    PPS ASAM roundtable
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10:30am - 11am    FY 20 Budget Guidance Pre Meeting
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Hommel
Created by: Elinor Werner
Who:  Scott Hommel, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan

1pm - 1:50pm
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:  Megan Olsen, Karla Mcgovern, Martin Quinlan, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Kaprice Tucker, Suzan Corl, Guy Giancarlo, Scott Cameron, Amanda Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Jeff Hartmann, pmb-grayford payne, Stefanie Harris, katherine. carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Timothy Wight, Steven Howke
Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hrMeeting number:  Join by phone Dial in:  Pass code:
1:30pm - 2:30pm  FY 2021 Working Capital Funds Guidance
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: pmb-grayford payne, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Thomas Wayson, Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:30pm  Unified Regions DM Chapter Changes
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Please call Scott Cameron on (202) 208-4242
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Scott Cameron, William Werkheiser, Penny Riggs, Stephanie Henning
Description: Attached is the Template for Bureau DM Chapter changes.

2:30pm - 3:30pm  PMB 2019 Policy Meeting Prep
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6151
Calendar: Elinor Werner
Who:
Scott Cameron, Elinor Werner, Katharine MacGregor, Russell Newell, Susan Combs, Todd Willens

4pm - 4:15pm  Part 155 DM Chapter 10 -w/Mat Maucieri
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Mathew Maucieri

Fri Nov 9, 2018

All day  Move to Nov 25-30 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Nov 5, 2018 - Fri Nov 9, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Joy Nicholopoulos, Scott Cameron

All day  Cathy [b] (6)
Fri Nov 9, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron
10am - 11am  internal meeting
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

1:30pm - 2pm  Steve Glomb - Performance discussion
Video call:
Where: Room 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Steve Glomb

2:30pm - 2:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Blake Deeley, Jason Freihage, Susan Combs, Abigail Miller, Aaron Thiele, John Tanner, Adrienne Moss, Micah Chambers, Denise Flanagan, Amanda Kaster, pmb-grayford payne

3pm - 3:30pm  car to USDA (Yaw will drive - meet him at C Street)(take taxi back to DOI)
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

3:30pm - 4:30pm  DOI Meeting
Where: Jamie L. Whitten Building, 12th St. and Jefferson Dr., SW., Room 240W
Calendar: don.bice@osec.usda.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Moaney, Lynn - OCFO, Washington, DC
Description: This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the email immediately.

4:30pm - 5pm  taxi back to DOI
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
**Scott Cameron**

**Sun Nov 11, 2018**

10am - 11am  Video call:

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Mon Nov 12, 2018**

8am - 5pm  **Federal Holiday**

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Tue Nov 13, 2018**

**All day**  **Harry**  11/13 - 11/16

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**9:30am - 10am  Check in w/Susan**

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Where:** Room 5110

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:** Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Indur Goklany, Robert Gordon

**10:30am - 11am  Unified Regions DM Chapter changes - NPS**

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Where:** Room 5112

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:** Paul (Dan) Smith, Janice DeSordi, Scott Cameron, Stephanie Henning, Kelly Fox, Lena McDowall, Rick Obernesser, Abigail Schoeneck, Catherine Callaway
11am - 12pm   SES Vacancy Review Panel: Chief Information Officer  
**Video call:**  
Where: MIB Rm 5056  
Calendar: Kristen Barrigher  
Who: Scott Cameron, William Werkheiser, Margaret Schneider, Kristen Barrigher, Peyton Hardaway  
Description: HR Teleconference Line [b] (5) [b] (6) Participant Passcode: [b] (5) [b] (6) #Leader  
Passcode: [b] (5) [b] (6) The SES Vacancy Review Panel has been convened to discuss the Chief Information Officer position that recently closed. In the meeting the SES members will discuss the scoring of applicants referred for consideration, in addition to devising a method to establish a referral list for the selecting official.

1pm - 2pm   Weekly Politicals Meeting  
**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
**Calendar:** Natalie Davis  
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 3pm   PMB Senior Staff Meeting  
**Video call:**  
Where: Room: 5110 - 1  
PC: [b] (5)  
LC: [b] (5)  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
Who: Robert Gordon, Elena Gonzalez, Harry Humbert, George Triebsch, Abigail Miller, Susan Combs, Steven Howke, Richard Cardinale, pmb-grayfordpayne, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Jean Parrish, Raymond Limon, Christopher Lawson, Greg Gould, Bruce Downs, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Brent Range
4pm - 5pm
weekly conference call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC:
(b) (5))
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110 - 1-(b) (5) Participant Code: (b) (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Brent Rhees, Michael Celata, Michael Argo, Martin Quinlan, JoyNicholopoulos, Charles
Wooley, Amy Lueders, Stephanie Henning, ShannonGoessling, Susan Combs, Chip Jenkins,
Jamie Connell, Mark Sogge, RobynThorson, Travis Aberle, Karen Mouritsen, Penny Riggs,
Michael Black, Nikolao Pula, Greg Siekaniec, Catherine Callaway, Scott Cameron, Terrance Fulp,
Stan Austin, Michael Tupper, Lorri Gray

6:45pm - 9:15pm  Fcrc auditorium
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6560 Braddock Road, Alexandria va 22312
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Nov 14, 2018
All day  Christina [b] (6)
Wed Nov 14, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day  Harry [b] 11/13 - 11/16
Wed Nov 14, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 10am
Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038) cc: (b) (5) pc:
(b) (5)
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Janine Velasco
Who:
Katherine McCulloch, Janine Velasco, Tamara Richardson, Raymond Limon, Penny Riggs,
James Anderson, Margaret Schneider, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Denise Flanagan, Annie Yang,
Susan Combs, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Scott Mabry, Lena McDowall, Kaprice Tucker, pmb-
grayford payne, JamesAnderson, Glenda Owens, Joy Nicholopoulos, Stephanie Henning,
RoseannGonzales-Schreiner, Megan Olsen, Scott Cameron, Bruce Downs, TammyBagley
Description: Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar year
11am - 12pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB

Where: Room 6120  
Calendar: David Bernhardt  
Created by: Gareth Rees  
Who: James Cason, Richard Myers, George Triebsch, Greg Gould, Harry Humbert, Todd Willens, Raymond Limon, James Voyles, Catherine Callaway, Jean Parrish, Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne, Matthew Dermody, David Bernhardt, Elena Gonzalez, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Katie Mills  
Going? No

12pm - 1pm  GrantSolutions - Follow-Up Reporting Session  

Video call:  
Where: [b] (5)  
PC: [b] (5)  
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann  
Who: Karla Mcgovern, Martin Quinlan, Stefanie Harris, Megan Olsen, Kaprice Tucker, Suzan Corl, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Steven Howke, Scott Cameron, Guy Giancarlo, Jeff Hartmann, pmb-grayford payne, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov  
Description: WebEx Only  

1:30pm - 2:15pm  OCIO Third Party Assessment  

Video call:  
Where: Room 5110 - dial in: 1-[b] (5) ; Code: [b] (5)  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who: George Triebsch, Tomas Tarr, Susan Combs, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, Scott Cameron, Deborah Hartley, shannosmith@deloitte.com, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Jean Parrish

2:30pm - 3pm  Policy Analysis biweekly check in  

Video call:  
Where: Room 5110  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Margo Ellis, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

Video call:

Where:
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1- (b) (5) PC: (b) (5) LC:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who:
daronson@nsf.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, gina.k. grippando@omb.eop.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, sheila.d. wright@hud.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, Martin Pursley, Raymond Limon, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, Scott Cameron, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, Landon Mock, catherine.saphos@opm.gov

Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

4pm - 4:45pm  Monthly OCIO Cyber Briefing

Video call:

Where: Room 5110 - Dial-In: 1- (b) (5) Code: (b) (5)

Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who:
Susan Combs, Richard Cardinale, Jacqueline Worrell, Richard Westmark, Scott Cameron, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Louis Eichenbaum, George Triebusch, Lawrence Ruffin, Bruce Downs, Jean Parrish

Thu Nov 15, 2018

All day  Harry  11/13 - 11/16

Thu Nov 15, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
9am - 5pm  Recreation & Reorg Team Meeting

Video call:
[25x755][b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5160
Calendar: Rick May
Created by: Gisella Ojeda-dodds
Who:

Description:
The goal of this meeting is threefold: 1.) First to identify and get to know our counterparts across bureaus and regions. 2.) Second, to begin developing the list of priority projects and programs across the department to improve recreation. 3.) Third, to establish strong foundational processes for working together to achieve the Secretary's vision and the tasks laid out for us in S.O. 3366. Stephanie Henning, Program Analyst, Office of Policy, Management & Budget, will be putting the meeting agenda together. If you have suggestions for discussion topics or would just like to ask a question, please contact her at: Stephanie_Henning@ios.doi.gov Office (202) 208-1820 Mobile

1pm - 1:50pm

Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where:
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Timothy Wight, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Kaprice Tucker, Suzan Corl, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Martin Quinlan, Scott Cameron, Stefanie Harris, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Steven Howke, Karla Mcgovern, pmb-grayford payne, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Megan Olsen, Guy Giancarlo, Jeff Hartmann

Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr Meeting number: [b] (6) [b] (5) Join by phone Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code:
2pm - 3:30pm  Federal Real Property Council - November Meeting

Where:  GSA HQ 1800 F Street NW - Room 1461
Calendar: john.l.dugan@omb.eop.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: Jim Stader@ed.gov, Alexander Kurien - M1A, 'BodnerAH@state.gov', Nutt,Fred M. EOP/OMB, jessica.salmoiraghi@gsa.gov, michael.thomas@treasury.gov, don.bice@osec.usda.gov, 'Chad.Poist@ssa.gov', scott.snell@usdoj.gov, slaughterea@state.gov, 'Brian.Mohler@nrc.gov', Thomas Hand, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, LaFondra Lynch - PB, 'Puckett.Philip@dol.gov', mbalhis@doc.gov, 'Robinson, Scott E.(HQ-LD060)', Chris Coneeney, 'Michael. Schimmenti@hud.gov', calvin.williams@nasa.gov, tom.chaleki@hq.dhs.gov, ethan.ngo@opm.gov, stewart.milton@doj.gov, badkins@doc.gov, 'robert.a.coffman10.civ@mail.mil', Richard Smith, 'Paul.Walden@dm.usda.gov', mary.muessle@nrc.gov, marc.mason@ssa.gov, dean.mccaulley@usdoj.gov, nasonn@state.gov, lucian.l.niemeyer.civ@mail.mil, dadyjohn@epa.gov, donna.forbes@nara.gov, Karau, Michael, sean.crean@sba.gov, scott.whiteford@hq.doe.gov, vizian.donna@epa.gov, yvonne.medina@dot.gov, Yvette Jackson, Scott Cameron, david.frye@gsa.gov, gordon.clark@hq.doe.gov, keith.washington@dot.gov, wgardner@nsf.gov, 'Brian. McDowell@treasury.gov', 'rcoulson@usaid.gov', acrumbly@usaid.gov, daniel.mathews@gsa.gov, Tammy Bagley, 'brett.simms@va.gov', Cypress, Alfred (PSC/RLO/RPM,james.onusko@opm.gov, marla.neustadt@opm.gov, Collin, Victoria W.EOP/OMB, Rodriguez, Floy P., Icasiags@doc.gov, michael.saunders@psc.hhs.gov

Description: Calendar Hold – details and materials to be added

Fri Nov 16, 2018

All day  Harry  11/13 - 11/16

Fri Nov 16, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day  Jean

Fri Nov 16, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  Internal: PMB Scott Cameron

Where: ASIA #4158 - MIB
Calendar: Tara Sweeney
Created by: Anita Personius
Who: Tara Sweeney, Richard Myers, Scott Cameron
Description: ASIA Sweeney's Office #4158 for PMB Updates. Standing weekly Update

9am - 9:45am  NOTE: TIME CHANGE - Hurricane Briefing

Where: Conference room - 6120
Calendar: Andrea Travnicek
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Who: Douglas Domenech, Lena McDowall, Maureen Foster, Susan Combs, Ryan Hambleton, Shandria Dixon, Shawn Benge, Paul (Dan) Smith, Abigail Schoeneck, Tasha Robbins, Scott Cameron, Christine Powell, Jessica Bowron, Gareth Rees, Andrea Travnicek, Rick Obernesser, Janice DeSordi, Bob Vogel
Scott Cameron

10am - 10:30am  PMB DM Chapters
Video call:  
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, George Triebsch, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs, Christina Summers

1pm - 1:30pm
Grant Thornton - re: Acquisition Workforce and Staffing Analysis Project
Video call:  
Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 5110, Washington, DC 20240
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: amber.richards@us.gt.com, allison.l.brown@us.gt.com, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, daniel.keren@us.gt.com, Kristin Whitney, Megan Olsen, aftab.hossain@us.gt.com, meredith.barnard@us.gt.com
Description:
POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway 202-208-1927 From: Whitney, Kristin
Date: Thu, Nov 8, 2018 at 7:23 AM Subject: Request for Help: Scheduling Interview/Info Session for Acq Assessment To: Joy Nicholopoulos, Stephanie Henning, Penny Riggs Cc: Kaprice Tucker, Megan Olsen
Good morning, I hope this email finds you well. I am writing on behalf of Megan Olsen to request assistance with scheduling both Scott Cameron and Susan Combs to meet with Grant Thornton to provide input on the Acquisition Workforce and Staffing Analysis project. The hope is to book an hour of time for both of them to meet with Grant Thornton at the same time, hopefully by the first week of December. Is there any chance there is time after 12pm on Friday November 16? Or an hour together on November 19, 20, or 21? Or sometime during the week of November 26? Please let me know if there are other individuals I should contact to help get this scheduled. I look forward to hearing from you and sincerely appreciate your help. Sincerely, Kristin -- Kristin Whitney, PMP Senior Policy Coordinator Department of the Interior Office of Property and Acquisition Management Email - kristin_whitney@ios.doi.gov Work Phone - (202) 513-0381
2pm - 2:30pm    GSA - Technology Modernization Fund (TMF)
Video call:  
Where:  
1849 C Street NW - Room 5112 - (b) (5)    Participant: (b) (5) - Leader: (b) (5)    Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish    Who:  
jennifer.hanna@gsa.gov, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, kim-tuyen.tran@gsa.gov, james.johnson@gsa.gov, jacquelyn.borman@gsa.gov, elizabeth.cain@gsa.gov, Bruce Downs, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan  
Description:  
POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway, 202-208-1927 My name is Emma Perron, and I work in the General Services Administration (GSA) Technology Modernization Fund (TMF) Program Management Office (PMO). Allison Brigati mentioned that she had briefly talked with you at another meeting about the TMF and we would love to schedule a conversation with you to discuss any potential projects that DOI may have. As you may have heard, TMF is an extremely valuable tool for springboarding your department into 21st century technology and transforming the way the US Government provides services to the American people. We are interested in having further discussions with Department of Interior, if you are interested. Do you have any availability over the next week or two? We can meet at your location, at GSA central office, or virtually. Please just let me know what would work best for your team! Thanks, Emma

3:30pm - 3:45pm    Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110    Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish    Who:  
Scott Cameron, Aaron Thiele, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, Jason Freihage, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, pmb-grayford payne, Amanda Kaster, Abigail Miller, Micah Chambers
Scott Cameron
Mon Nov 19, 2018

All day  Jean  thru 11/23

9am - 9:30am  Jon Spaner - McKinsey introductory meeting

10am - 10:30am  Glenda Owens visits on DM chaper for OSM

10:30am - 11:15am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

1pm - 1:45pm  FWS Hurricane briefing
Scott Cameron

2:30 pm - 3 pm  DM Chapters - Reorg

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Laura Brown, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Scott Cameron, Timothy Murphy, Stephanie Henning, Penny Riggs

4:15 pm - 4:45 pm  Internal Meeting

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Conf Rm 6120, MIB
Calendar: James Cason
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: Scott Cameron, Willow Iron Cloud, Anita Personius, Jack Stevens, Tara Sweeney, James Cason, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs, John Tahsuda, David Johnson
Description: re: surname package (Subject: Proposed Departmental Manual Change to 110 DM 8.4(C)(3), DCN: IA00007401)

Tue Nov 20, 2018

All day  Jean " thru 11/23

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10 am - 10:30 am  Prebrief for Meeting with OMB

Video call:

(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Patricia Nelson
Who: George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Douglas Glenn
11am - 11:15am  Cake with Ray

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** George Triebsch

**Who:**
Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Harry Humbert, Robert Gordon, Elena Gonzalez

**Description:**
We want to wish Ray a belated Happy Birthday! He is busy until 11. I know everyone is extremely busy. Can those of us that are here please gather at 11 in the 5121 conference room? Feel free to pass along toothers in the hallway. Thanks!

George

11:30am - 12pm  call with Alex and Barbara

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

12:30pm - 1pm  POAM Check-In

**Where:** Scott's office

**Calendar:** Stephanie Henning

**Who:** Stephanie Henning, Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm

**Weekly Conference Call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC):**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5110 - 1

**Participant Code:** (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:**

Wed Nov 21, 2018

All day  Christina

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish
All day Jean thru 11/23
Wed Nov 21, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day Susan thru 11/26
Wed Nov 21, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10:30am - 10:45am Check in re: acting expectations
Video call: 
Where: I'll come to your office
Calendar: John Ross
Who: John Ross, Scott Cameron

12pm - 1pm Lee and Sam
Video call: 
Where: Exchange
Calendar: Scott Cameron

12pm - 1pm Monthly No-Host/Bring Your Own Lunch with the DepSec (not mandatory)
Video call: 
Where: 6120 (Dep Sec Conference Room)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Catherine Gulac
Who: John Tahsuda, Russell Newell, Alan Mikkelsen, Kyle Scherer, Steven Howke, Cally Younger, Janice DeSordi, Scott Angelle, Scott Cameron, David Bernhardt, Andrea Travnicek, Stephen Wackowski, Hubbel Relat, Lesia Monson, Ryan Hambleton, Rick May, Tasha Robbins, Aurelia Skipwith, James Cason, Todd Willens, Brandon Middleton, Catherine Callaway, Gregg Renkes, Samantha Hebert, Austin Ewell, Jason Hill, Kathleen Benedetto, Marcella Burke, Robert Gordon, Anita Personius
Description: Come early to get a spot to sit. Come for a quick snack or stay the whole hour. No agenda. Time to eat and catch up with the Dep Sec.
### Scott Cameron

#### 3pm - 6pm  scott on early release

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5:30pm - 6:30pm  Invasives

**Where:** Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thu Nov 22, 2018

#### All day  Jean ** thru 11/23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### All day  Susan ** thru 11/26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 8am - 5pm  Thanksgiving Day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fri Nov 23, 2018

#### All day  Harry **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### All day  Jean ** thru 11/23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video call:</th>
<th>(b) (5), (b) (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar:</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created by:</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scott Cameron

All day  Scott [b] (6)  leave
Fri Nov 23, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

All day  Scott on [b] (6)  leave
Fri Nov 23, 2018 - Sun Nov 25, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

All day  Susan  thru 11/26
Fri Nov 23, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Sat Nov 24, 2018

All day  Scott on [b] (6)  leave
Fri Nov 23, 2018 - Sun Nov 25, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

All day  Susan  thru 11/26
Sat Nov 24, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Sun Nov 25, 2018

All day  Scott on [b] (6)  leave
Fri Nov 23, 2018 - Sun Nov 25, 2018
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

All day Susan thru 11/26
Sun Nov 25, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Mon Nov 26, 2018

All day Susan thru 11/26
Mon Nov 26, 2018
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

11:20am - 11:50am Internal Meeting
Where: Rm. 6114
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: Scott Cameron, David Bernhardt

1:30pm - 2pm FY 20 reorg $
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Penny Riggs, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos, Catherine Callaway, Stephanie Henning, Grayford Payne, Adrienne Moss, Abigail Miller, Denise Flanagan, PMB-Rachel Levin, pmb-grayford payne

2:30pm - 2:45pm Jessica of GSA calls
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
9:30am - 10am  Career Path Survey Results Discussion

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112
Calendar: Landon Mock
Who: veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, marianne.ndekay@opm.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, Landon Mock, Scott Cameron
Description:
Television line: 1- [b] (5) Passcode: [b] (5) Webex
Instructions for those attending via teleconference: To join the training session
--------------------------------------------------------
1. Go to
2. Enter your name and email address.
3. Enter the session password: [b] (5) 4. Click "Join Now".
5. Follow the instructions that appear on your screen. To view in other time zones or languages, please click the link

11:15am - 12pm  Discuss FY'19 OCIO Goals

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5112
Calendar: Oluwarotimi Abimbola
Who: Bruce Downs, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Richard Cardinale
Description:
Meeting with OCIO Leadership and PMB Leadership to discuss OCIO performance goals for FY'19

12pm - 12:30pm  FEVS Action Plan Meeting

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Julia Bennett
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Kermit Howard, Catherine Callaway, Raymond Limon
1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Who:

Description: Weekly politicales meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 3:30pm  FAIP Debrief

Where:
Eldora VTC / MIB: 4209 VTC / Webex / BIO-CR-Denver Eldora
Calendar: Peter Gabel
Who:
Stefanie Harris, Martin Quinlan, Guy Giancarlo, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Dan. Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Steven Howke, Megan Olsen, BIO-CR-DenverEldora, Suzan Corl, Karla Mcgovern, Jeff Hartmann, Scott Cameron, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, pmb-grayford payne, Kaprice Tucker, Timothy Wight, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov

Description:
~MEETING ORGANIZER~Jeff Hartmann~DATE~Tuesday, November 27th~TIME~12:00pm-1:30pm MT / 2:00pm-3:30pm ET ~LOCATIONS~Denver: Eldor CRMIB: 4241 CR~TELECONFERENCE~Dial-in: 1- ~WEB CONFERENCE~Host: amy_daviesURL to Meeting:

2pm - 2:45pm  Internal Meeting

Video call:

Where: Room. 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
David Bernhardt, Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Cameron, Todd Willens, James Cason

Description:
2:30pm - 3pm  Quick check in - PMB Holiday Party Planning

Video call:  
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Robert Gordon, Harry Humbert, Raymond Limon, Stephanie Henning, Greg Gould, Grayford Payne, Catherine Callaway, Christina Summers, Julie Spano, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Denise Flanagan, Adrianne Moss, Jean Parrish, Leslie Harmon, Judith Wilson, Bruce Downs, Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm

Weekly Conference Call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC: 

Video call:  
Where: Room 5110 - 1 Participant Code: 
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish

Wed Nov 28, 2018

All day  Christina

Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10am - 10:30am  Call Emma about passback language

Video call:  
Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Steven Farrell
Who: Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Steven Farrell
Description: Emma - we'll call you at 10. Thanks Emma's Number is
11am - 12pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Going? No

11:45am - 12:45pm  Lunch - Scott /George
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: George Triebsch
Who: Scott Cameron, George Triebsch

12:45pm - 1pm  Passback with Brent
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Brent Range

1pm - 1:25pm  Reorg Appeal Table Review
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who: Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron

1:30pm - 2:15pm  PLIF changes & OMB Passback Legis Proposals
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: MIB 4223
Calendar: OS-POB Conference Room 4110 (MIB)
Created by: Denise Flanagan
Who: Pamela Barkin, pmb-grayford payne, John Tanner, Christopher Salotti, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Micah Chambers, Patrick Joos, Aaron Thiele, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrianne Moss

2pm - 2:30pm  Policy Analysis biweekly check in
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Susan Combs, Gregg Renkes, Margo Ellis, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm

Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

Video call:

Where:
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - PC:

Calendar: Shanna Hines

Who:
ridings.sharon@epa.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, kimmari.e.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, robert_b_seidner@omb.eop.gov, raymond.limon, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, karen.chenery@opm.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, Landon Mock, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, Shanna Hines, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, Martin Pursley, steven.woodruff@va.gov, Scott Cameron

Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.
3pm - 4pm  
**Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg**  
**Video call:**  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
**Where:**  
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1-PC:  
(b) (5), LC: (b) (5)  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** lisa.charette@va.gov, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, karen.cheney@opm.gov, Scott Cameron, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, ursula.koniges@nih.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, Martin Pursley, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, sehar.minhas@va.gov, [b](6) - Kelley Lane (GSA), lauren.russell3@va.gov, Landon Mock, sarah.l.conway@uscis.dhs.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, michelle.virshup@va.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, vincenzo.procopio@hhs.gov, bartholomewda@state.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, opx0@cdc.gov, stephanie.spoehr@va.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, Stephanie Henning, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, kimmie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, RaymondLimon, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, lisa.nelson@opm.gov  
**Description:**  
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

4:30pm - 5pm  
**Change Management**  
**Video call:**  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
**Where:** Room 5109  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish  
**Who:** Penny Riggs, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

5pm - 5:30pm  
**Cost Benefit Briefing**  
**Video call:**  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
**Where:** Room 5109  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Ivy Fortner  
**Who:** Penny Riggs, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos
9am - 10am Prep meeting for 11:30am Appeals Mtg with Front Office
- Video call:
  - Where: Susan's Office
  - Calendar: Denise Flanagan
  - Who: Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, George Triebsch, pmb-grayford payne, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Adrianne Moss, Susan Combs

11am - 11:30am Internal Agency Priority (Performance) Goal Quarterly Status Review
- Where: Room 6120
- Calendar: David Bernhardt
- Created by: Gareth Rees
- Who: Gary Frazer, Alice Grise, Brenda Burman, Douglas Domenech, Aurelia Skipwith, Joseph Balash, Tara Sweeney, Andrea Travnicek, Scott Cameron, Brian Steed, Timothy Spisak, Shelby Hagenauer, Jim Kurth, Kim Howze, Robert Wolf, Kevin O'brien, Megan Olsen, Kerry Rae, Timothy Petty, Robert Gordon, David Bernhardt, James Cason, Susan Combs

11:30am - 12pm Internal Meeting
- Video call:
  - Where: Room. 6120
  - Calendar: David Bernhardt
  - Created by: Gareth Rees
  - Who: Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Cameron, James Cason, Todd Willens, Susan Combs, David Bernhardt, Katharine MacGregor

12pm - 1pm New Event
- Video call:
  - Where: Pick up dad’s death certificate
  - Calendar: Scott Cameron
1pm - 1:50pm  
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting  
Where:  
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)  
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann  
Who:  
Martin Quinlan, Scott Cameron, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Jeff Hartmann, Kaprice Tucker, Suzan Corl, Steven Howke, Stefanie Harris, Karla Mcgovern katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Dan Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Amelia Rocha, Megan Olsen, Timothy Wight, Guy Giancarlo, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov  
Description:  
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting  
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr  
Meeting number:  
phoneDial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5)  
2pm - 3pm  
Grants 101 Meeting with DOI and OMB  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where:  
Main Interior Building, Room 4241; Conference Line: (b) (5) P: (b) (5) L: (b) (5)  
Calendar: Megan Olsen  
Who:  
Steven Howke, Megan Olsen, faride.a.kraft@omb.eop.gov, Kaprice Tucker, pmb-grayford.payne, Scott Cameron  
Description:  
Faride Kraft from OMB requested a meeting on grants - a general overview. Here's the email requesting the meeting: "I would like to request a grants 101-type briefing from PAM to learn more about your financial assistance activities and initiatives." PAM will prepare materials in advance of the meeting.  
2pm - 3pm  
Susan/Scott  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: Room 5110  
Calendar: Susan Combs  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron  
3pm - 3:30pm  
NRDA - Rob, Gregg and Steve  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)  
Where: Room 5112  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Steve Glomb, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes
Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 4pm  GSA follow up meeting
Video call:  
Where:  1849 C Street NW, Room 5110 - Washington, DC 20240  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Jean Parrish  
Who:  Scott Cameron, tim.horne@gsa.gov, john.harris@gsa.gov, andrew.myers@gsa.gov, Susan Combs  
Description:  POC: Jean Parrish or Catherine Callaway 202-208-1927 Follow up on DOI re-org activities

4:15pm - 5pm  Hilary Smith - catch up
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5109  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Jean Parrish  
Who:  Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron

7pm - 8pm  Mt Vernon Inn
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron

Fri Nov 30, 2018

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar:  Scott Cameron

9am - 5pm  Scott on leave in NYC
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

Mon Dec 3, 2018

**All day** Move to Dec 9-14 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Dec 3, 2018 - Fri Dec 7, 2018

**Video call:**

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos  
Who: Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

**9am - 7pm** DOI all day politicals meetings

**Video call:**

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos  
Who: Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

Where: NCTC Lounge, Shepherdstown, WV 25443, USA

Tue Dec 4, 2018

**All day** Move to Dec 9-14 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Dec 3, 2018 - Fri Dec 7, 2018

**Video call:**

Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos  
Who: Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

**7am - 5pm** DOI Politicals meeting

**Video call:**

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Where:
National Conservation Training Center, 698 Conservation Way,  
Shepherdstown, WV 25443, USA

**10:30am - 12pm** FAIP Onboarding Part 2

**Where:**
Sherwood VTC / Breckenridge VTC / MIB: 4241 VTC / Webex / [b] (5) [b] (6) 
[b] (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), BIO-CR-Reston Sherwood (VTC)

**Calendar:** Peter Gabel

**Who:**
pmb-grayford payne, Suzan Corl, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, StefanieHarris, 
Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, Guy Giancarlo, BIO-CR-DenverBreckenridge (VTC), BIO- 
CR-Reston Sherwood (VTC), Timothy Wight, MartinQuinlan, Karla Mcgovern,  
Oluwarotimi Abimbola,katherine.carwell@grantsolutions.gov, Steven Howke, Jeff 
Hartmann, Kaprice Tucker, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov

**Description:**
- MEETING ORGANIZER~Jeff Hartmann~DATE~Tuesday, December 4th  
- TIME~8:30am-10:00am MT / 10:30am-12:00am ET~LOCATIONS~Denver: 
Breckenridge CRReston: Sherwood CRMIB: 4241 CR~TELECONFERENCE~Dial-in: 1- 
[b] (5) Pass Code: [b] (5) ~WEB CONFERENCE~Host: peter_gabelURL to Meeting: [b] (5) 
Meeting #: [b] (5)
Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm  White House holiday open house with wife
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Dec 5, 2018

All day  Move to Dec 9-14 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Dec 3, 2018 - Fri Dec 7, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

All day  Christina
Wed Dec 5, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

5:30pm - 5:45pm  Fine calls me from NM
Video call: 
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Dec 6, 2018

All day  Move to Dec 9-14 - Joy in DC all week
Mon Dec 3, 2018 - Fri Dec 7, 2018
Video call: 
Calendar: Joy Nicholopoulos
Who: Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

10:30am - 11am  BOEM DM Chapters Meeting
Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Penny Riggs, Scott Cameron, Walter Cruickshank
11am - 12:30pm  Management Improvement Team Meeting

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5160 - Participant: (b) (5) - Leader: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Denise Flanagan, Christina Summers, Bobby Wolfe, John Ross, ScottAngelle, Tara Sweeney, marc.smith@sol.gov, Andrea Travnicek, RichardCardinale, Lena McDowall, Raymond Limon, Greg Gould, ElizabethCordova-Harrison, Nikolao Pula, Scott Mabry, Susan Combs, BrendaBurman, Michele Singer, Margaret Schneider, Christopher McAlear, Scottde la Vega, Kerry Rae, Paul (Dan) Smith, Jerold Gidner, Austin Ewell,Cara Lee Macdonald, Bruce Downs, William Werkheiser, Michael Nedd, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Brian Steed, Timothy Petty, Darryl LaCounte, Cynthia Lodge, tony.dearman@bie.edu, Douglas Domenech, Joseph Balash, Elena Gonzalez, Edward Keable, Robert Gordon, John Tahsuda, HarryHumbert, Megan Olsen, Roderick Anderson, James Reilly, pmb-grayfordpayne, Walter Cruickshank, Joy Nicholopoulos, Aurelia Skipwith, Stephen Guertin, Glenda Owens, Adrianne Moss, Maureen Foster, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:50pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where: MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who: Guy Giancarlo, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Megan Olsen, Amanda. Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Stefanie Harris, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Amelia Rocha, Scott Cameron, JeffHartmann, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, BIO-CR-DenverBreckenridge (VTC), Steven Howke, Martin Quinlan, Timothy Wight, Karla Mcgovern, Suzan Corl, Kaprice Tucker
Description: Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr Meeting number: (b) (5)
Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5)
Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:45pm  DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative - Monthly Call

Video call:

Where: 1- / PC: / LC:

Calendar: Hilary Smith

Who:

Description:
Monthly call with DOI Invasive Mussels Initiative action item leads. The purpose of the call is to check-in on progress on implementing commitments made through the initiative, Safeguarding the West from Invasive Species: Actions to Strengthen Federal, State, and Tribal Coordination to Address Invasive Mussels, as well as to discuss outreach and coordination opportunities with existing partners and networks.

2pm - 2:30pm  Phone Call w/GSA

Video call:

Where: Room 5110 - Dial-in: 1- / PC: / LC:

Calendar: Susan Combs

Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who:
john.harris@gsa.gov, Joy Nicholopoulos, andrew.myers@gsa.gov, Stephanie Henning, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, tim.horne@gsa.gov

3:30pm - 5:30pm  Michelle's retirement part at W&S

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
**Scott Cameron**

**Fri Dec 7, 2018**

**All day  Move to Dec 9-14 - Joy in DC all week**

**Mon Dec 3, 2018 - Fri Dec 7, 2018**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Joy Nicholopoulos

**Who:** Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos

**All day  Cathy**

**Fri Dec 7, 2018**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report**

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**9am - 10am  Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038) cc:**

(b) (5)

**pc:**

(b) (5)

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Janine Velasco

**Who:**

Kaprice Tucker, Bruce Downs, Lena McDowall, Scott Cameron, Joy Nicholopoulos, Tamara Richardson, Scott Mabry, Penny Riggs, James Anderson, Susan Combs, Katherine McCulloch, Megan Olsen, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Raymond Limon, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Denise Flanagan, Glenda Owens, Margaret Schneider, pmb-grayford payne, James Anderson, Stephanie Henning, Rayleen Cruz, Ann DeBlasi, Annie Yang, Tammy Bagley, Janine Velasco, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Martin Quinlan

**Description:** Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar year

**10:30am - 11am  Hilary - Invasives issues**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5109

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:** Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron
2:30pm - 3pm   NRDA
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5112
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Who:  George Triebsch, Gregg Renkes, Benjamin Simon, Kristin Skrabis, Margo Ellis, John Carlucci, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Steve Glomb, Stephanie Henning

3:30pm - 3:45pm   Budget/OCL Check in
Where:  Room 5110
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Who:  Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Amanda Kaster, Adrianne Moss, Jason Freihage, Taylor Playforth, Abigail Miller, John Tanner, Blake Deeley, Aaron Thiele

Mon Dec 10, 2018
9am - 9:45am   Future State IMT Overview for Third Party Assessment
Video call:  
Where:  OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB; Dial-In:  ;
Code:  OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB
Calendar:  Oluwarotimi Abimbola
Who:  Raymond Limon, Martin Quinlan, Bruce Downs, Tammy Bagley, Margaret Schneider, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Lena McDowall, Katherine McCulloch, Justin Wade, Joy Nicholopoulos, Annie Yang, James Anderson, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, James Anderson, shuque@deloitte.com, tclarke@deloitte.com, shannosmith@deloitte.com, Megan Olsen, John Ross, Stephanie Henning, Tamara Richardson, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, Kaprice Tucker, Harry Humbert, hirobinson@deloitte.com, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Michele Singer, Janine Velasco, Deborah Hartley, Douglas Glenn, Elena Gonzalez, Caroline Romano, Glenda Owens, Edward Keable, Tomas Tarr, Scott Mabry, Denise Flanagan, Penny Riggs
Description:  During this meeting, the Deloitte Team (and OCIO) will provide an overview of the proposed future state model. We'll reconvene during the week of December 17th to share our feedback on the model with Deloitte.
10am - 11:30am  DOI-OMB Reorganization Monthly

Where: MIB 4223
Calendar: emma_k_roach@omb.eop.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who:
Fischietto, Mary S. EOP/OMB, Joy Nicholopoulos, Stephanie Henning, Adrianne
Moss, Burnett, Ben D. EOP/OMB, Hettinger, Alex G. EOP/OMB, Hagan, Michael B.
EOP/OMB, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Susan Combs, Kraft, Faride A.
EOP/OMB, Lucas, Adrienne E. EOP/OMB, Colyar, Kelly T. EOP/OMB, Ray, Aaron D.
EOP/OMB, Denise Flanagan, Crutchfield, Craig C. EOP/OMB

Description:
If you can’t make it in person, please use the following conference number: 1-PC

10:30am - 11:15am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

Video call:

Where: Room: 5110 - 1-PC LC:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Raymond Limon, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Steven Howke, Harry Humbert,
Scott Cameron, Richard Cardinale, Jean Parrish, John Ross, Bruce Downs, Faith Vander
Voort, Christopher Lawson, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, George Triebsch, Margo Ellis, Mary
Josie Blanchard, Abigail Miller, Todd Wynn, Greg Gould, John Tanner

Going? No

11:45am - 12:45pm  Oliver Edelson

Video call:

Where: Exchange
Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  National Fish and Wildlife Foundation Hurricane Sandy Work

Video call:

Where: MIB 4223
Calendar: Denise Flanagan
Who:
Shawn Buckner, Catherine Callaway, Jean Parrish, George Triebsch, Adrianne
Moss, John Tanner, Gregg Renkes, Susan Combs, Megan Olsen, Scott Cameron, Denise
Flanagan, Robert Gordon, Micah Chambers, pmb-grayford payne, Michaela Noble

Going? Yes

3:30pm - 4pm  Dan Fine calls me

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
**4:30pm - 5:30pm  IBC Breach Involving Wiped Laptops**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**
The Teleconference Number: 1-(b) (5) Access Code: (b) (5) OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB

**Calendar:** Ngoc Thuy Barnett

**Who:**
Steven Harrington, Louis Eichenbaum, (b) (7)(C) James Warren, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Ron Pickett, Edward Keable, Scott Frye, Christopher Kirkham, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, Scott Cameron, Cheryl Thomason, Gary Gresham, olywarotimi_abimbola@ios.doi.gov, Robert Lewis, Yolanda Hobart, Thomas Larson, Robert Crest, Bruce Downs, (b) (7)(C) Kurtis McDowell, LC Williams, Richard Cardinales, Quentin Cheuk, Michele Singer, Shafee Carnegie, Lawrence Ruffin, Timothy Wight, Julie Bednar, Christopher Riemer

**Description:**
IBC Breach folder: (b) (5) See updated Summary as of 12/10/2018: (b) (5)

Major Incident Procedures: (b) (5)

---

**5pm - 6pm  SESCDP**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**
Courtyard by Marriott Washington, DC/Foggy Bottom, 515 20th St NW, Bistro lobby

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

---

**5:30pm - 7:30pm  Proper 21**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 1319 F street nw

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

---

**Tue Dec 11, 2018**

**8am - 10am**

(b) (6)

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
10am - 12pm  Continuity Advisory Group (CAG) Meeting

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: USDA South Building, Jefferson Auditorium, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20024
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Description: The next CAG meeting (unclassified) is scheduled for Tuesday, December 11th from 10a – 12 noon at the USDA South Building. The final agenda will be sent via this calendar invite once finalized. Directions via Metro: The USDA building is conveniently located above the Metro (Blue and Orange lines) at the Smithsonian stop. As you exit the train, follow directions for the Smithsonian/Independence Ave exit. At the top of the escalator, turn left, and walk along Independence Avenue to the last entrance (Visitors entrance - Wing 3) to the building. Parking: Parking in this area is limited to two-hour metered parking. There are no public lots or garages nearby. Building Access: When you enter the building, you must show a recent photo ID, such as a driver’s license, federal ID, and any materials you bring (purse, bag, etc.) will be screened. The security personnel will have a list of attendees and you should identify that you are here for the Continuity Advisory Group (CAG) meeting in the Jefferson Auditorium. If you exit for any reason, you will be re-screened upon reentry into the building. If there are any questions or concerns, please send an email to FEMA-CAG@fema.dhs.gov. Thank you! CAG Support Team

11am - 12pm  IBC Potential Breach Involving Wiped Laptops

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Teleconference Number: 1- Access Code: OS-OCIO Sweet Gum Conference Room 7115 MIB
Calendar: Ngoc Thuy Barnett
Who: Christopher Riemer, Bruce Downs, [b] (7)(C) John Ross, Gregory Wales, Julie Bednar, Spencer Bessette, Richard Cardinale, Devin Cummings, Scott Frye, Matthew Rusch, Louis Eichenbaum, Quentin Cheuk, Steven Harrington, Michele Singer, Cheryl Thomason, Christopher Kirkham, LC Williams, Gary Gresham, Thomas Larson, James Gallagher, Mary Kendall, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, [b] (7)(C) olywarotimi_abimbola@ios.doi.gov, Elena Gonzalez, Scott Cameron, Edward Baugh, Lawrence Ruffin, OS-OCIO Sweet Gum Conference Room 7115 MIB, Edward Keable, Yolanda Hobart, Kurtis McDowell, John Bockmier, Matthew Costello, Robert Crest, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Heather Swift, James Warren
Description: This meeting is held twice a day. IBC Breach folder: See updated Summary as of 12/10/2018: [b] (5)
Incident Procedures: [b] (5)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Video call</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Calendar</th>
<th>Created by</th>
<th>Who</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2pm - 2:30pm</td>
<td>Invasive Species Passback (Scott Cameron/Margaret Everson/Scott Cameron) Rm 5112</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Rm 5112</td>
<td>Margaret Everson</td>
<td>Roslyn Sellars</td>
<td>Scott Cameron, Margaret Everson, Stephen Guertin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pm - 2:30pm</td>
<td>Margaret Everson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm - 3:30pm</td>
<td>Farewell Elena and Cathy</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm - 5pm</td>
<td>PMB Holiday Party</td>
<td></td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scott Cameron

4:30pm - 5:30pm  IBC Potential Breach Involving Wiped Laptops

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where:
Teleconference Number: 1- (b) (5) Access Code: (b) (5) OS-OCIO
Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB

Calendar: Ngoc Thuy Barnett

Who:
Christopher Riemer, Timothy Wight, olywarotimi_abimbola@ios.doi.gov, Robert Crest, John Bockmier, Christopher Kirkham, (b) (7)(C) Scott Frye, Kurtis McDowell, Yolanda Hobart, Michele Singer, Edward Keable, Devin Cummings, LC Williams, Scott Cameron, Bruce Downs, Mary Kendall, Matthew Costello, (b) (7)(C) Richard Cardinale, Lawrence Ruffin, Ron Pickett, Thomas Larson, Robert Lewis, (b) (7)(C) Heather Swift, James Warren, John Ross, James Gallagher, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Cheryl Thomason, Louis Eichenbaum, Gary Gresham, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, (b) (7)(C) Quentin Cheuk, Steven Harrington, Elena Gonzalez, Julie Bednar

Description:
This meeting is held twice a day. IBC Breach folder: (b) (5)
12/10/2018: (b) (5)
See updated Summary as of 12/10/2018: (b) (5)
Major Incident Procedures: (b) (5)

7pm - 9pm  FCRC, Luther Jackson school auditorium

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 3020 Gallows Rd, Falls Church, VA 22042, USA

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Dec 12, 2018

All day  Christina (b) (6)

Wed Dec 12, 2018

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Jean Parrish

9:30am - 11am  Hold for SC attend Sec's meeting with ASs

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5160?

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Jean Parrish
11am - 12pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB
Where: Room 6120
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
Matthew Dermody, James Cason, Elinor Werner, PMB-Shanna Hines, Abigail Miller, Todd Willens, Todd Wynn, Scott Cameron, Katie Mills, John Ross, pmb-grayford payne, James Voyles, George Triebsch, Susan Combs, Robert Gordon, Greg Gould, Harry Humbert, Faith Vander Voort, David Bernhardt, Jean Parrish, John Tanner, Raymond Limon
Going? No

1:30pm - 2pm  IRD Position Description
Video call:
Where: Room # 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Scott Cameron, Raymond Limon, Stephanie Henning, Susan Combs, Joy Nicholopoulos, Penny Riggs

2pm - 2:15pm  IBC Potential Breach Involving Wiped Laptops
Video call:
Where:
Teleconference Number: 1- Access Code: OS-OCIO
Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, OS-OCIO Sweet Gum Conference Room 7115 MIB
Calendar: Ngoc Thuy Barnett
Who:
Kurtis McDowell, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Devin Cummings, Edward Keable, Yolanda Hobart, Vany Kaiser, Elena Gonzalez, Matthew Costello, HeatherSwift, Christopher Riemer, Lawrence Ruffin, James Gallagher, CherylThomason, Christopher Kirkham, Thomas Larson, John Bockmier, LCWilliams, Scott Cameron, Michele Singer, Gary Gresham, Robert Crest, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, QuentinCheuk, Mary Kendall, Louis Eichenbaum, John Ross, Julie Bednar, ScottFrye, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, Spencer Bessette, James Warren

2pm - 2:30pm  Policy Analysis biweekly check in
Video call:
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Margo Ellis, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Gregg Renkes
2:30pm - 4pm  IT Security Response

Video call: 
Where: Room 5112 1-(b) (5)  PC: (b) (5)  LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who:
Scott Cameron, Elena Gonzalez, Raymond Limon, John Tanner, Edward Keable, John Ross, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Lawrence Ruffin, pmb-grayford payne, Russell Newell, oluwarotimiAbimbola, John Bockmier, Bruce Downs

Description:
(b) (5)

3pm - 4pm

Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg

Video call: 
Where: 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1-(b) (5)  PC: (b) (5)  LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Shanna Hines

Who:
ridings.sharon@epa.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, Raymond Limon, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, karen.cheney@opm.gov, darison@nsf.gov, susanne.tufts@hud.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, Landon Mock, deborah.l-ray2.civ@mail.mil, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, Shanna Hines, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, Martin Pursley, steven.woodruff@va.gov, Scott Cameron

Description:
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.
3pm - 4pm

**Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**

1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - PC

(b) (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:**

stephanie.spohr@va.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov,lisa.nelson@opm.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, karen.cheney@opm.gov,lauren.russell3@va.gov, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, Landon Mock,lisa.charette@va.gov, robert_b_seidner@omb.eop.gov,marianne.ndekey@opm.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov,patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, vincenzo.procopio@hhs.gov,pgreene@nsf.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov,daronson@nsf.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, redmond.merrell@omb.gov,vicki.a brown2.civ@mail.mil, Linda.datcher@opm.gov,suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, Martin Pursley,sarah.l.conway@uscis.dhs.gov, Raymond Limon, StephanieHenning, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, kelly.lane@gsa.gov, steven.wodra@nnsa.doe.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, opx0@cdc.gov,michelle.virshup@va.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov

(b)(6) - Kelley Lane (GSA) ursula.koniges@nih.gov, aradford@nsf.gov,kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.gov, michelle.virshup@va.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov,kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov

**Description:**

Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.
4:30pm - 5:30pm  IBC Potential Breach Involving Wiped Laptops

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**

Teleconference Number: 1- Access Code: OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB

**Calendar:** Ngoc Thuy Barnett

**Who:**

Ron Pickett,  olywarotimi_abimbola@ios.doi.gov, Devin Cummings, LCWilliams, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, James Gallagher,Christopher Kirkham, Yolanda Hobart, Richard Cardinale, LouisEichenbaum, John Bockmier, Heather Swift, Elena Gonzalez, EdwardKeable, Spencer Bessette, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Scott Cameron, JamesWarren, Cheryl Thomason, Robert Lewis, Bruce Downs,Quentin Cheuk, Robert Crest, Steven Harrington, VanyKaiser, John Ross, Michele Singer, Lawrence Ruffin, Matthew Costello,Scott Frye, Julie Bednar, Timothy Wight, Gary Gresham, Kurtis McDowell, Christopher Riemer, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, ThomasLarson, Mary Kendall

**Description:**

This meeting is held twice a day. IBC Breach folder:

See updated Summary as of 12/12/2018:

Major Incident Procedures:

5:30pm - 7:30pm

Western Caucus Foundation Holiday Reception (WAG approved-jhp)

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Kimpton George Hotel, 15 E St NW, Washington, DC 20001, USA

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish
8am - 9:45am  ASAM Roundtable Breakfast

Where: Partnership for Public Service, 1100 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 200E
Calendar: amates@ourpublicservice.org
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who:
Joshua DeLeon, Lee, Rebecca L. (HQ-VA000), johnsonma4@state.gov, Melissa Gantt, Jon Cordova, Biaggi-Ayer, Denise A., Colleen Rasa, Scott Cameron, Lee Lofthus, Levell, Leah, Stader, Jim, Chaleki, Tom, Nancy Berryhill, Robert Coquis, Peter Shelby, Donna Vizian, Noga, Vaughn, Keith Nelson, Nicole Valtos, Lakeya Judd, Heather Flick, # ASAM Roundtable, karen.jeffries@va.gov, Lapierre, Kenneth, Sean Crean, Daniel Tenney, Trevor Norris, Mark Stephens, ASA (OS/OGC), Bryan Slater, Augustin Fragale, Meroe Park, Edward Hugler, Ingrid Kolb, Garchek, Bridgette, Denise Carter, # ASAM Assistants, Suzanne Tufts, Allison Berry, Yerin Cho, Butt, Mark, Kenneth Johnson, Max Stier, Bice, Don - OSEC, Washington, DC, Michelle Amante, Dave Robbins, Jennifer Close, Elias Hernandez, Tina Sung, Lisa Casias

Description:
Hi ASAMs, I look forward to seeing you at our next ASAM Roundtable on Thursday, December 13 at 8:00 a.m. We have an exciting session in store for you, featuring guest Tom Davis, former U.S. Representative (R-VA) and Chair of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Tom will lead a roundtable discussion on how a divided government will affect oversight and legislation, and how agencies should prepare. Then, as one of the actions you all identified at the November Roundtable, we will have a conversation on a draft proposal to OMB that addresses SAO reporting structure issues, led by Daniel Tenney. I encourage you to bring your Assistant Secretary of Legislation with you to the meeting to learn from and contribute to the oversight conversation. Please send me the names of any guests who are planning to join you by noon on Wednesday, December 12. I have attached the agenda for the session to this email and will send a calendar invite shortly. All ASAMs should have also received an invitation to the December 12 breakfast for the Best Places to Work rankings release; if you have not, let me know. If you have any questions or need additional information, please do not hesitate to reach out. Thank you, Tina

9:30am - 10am  biweekly update - career pathing

Video call:

Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Stephanie Henning, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Landon Mock
10:30am - 11am Unobligated Balances

Video call:

Where: Room #5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Megan Olsen, George Triebsch, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss, pmb-grayford payne, Denise Flanagan

11am - 11:30am FRPC with Craig Lasser

Video call:

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Tammy Bagley, Craig Lasser, Scott Cameron

12pm - 1pm Catherine Nolan

Video call:

Where: Exchange
Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:50pm
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where: MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: [b] (5) [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who: Amelia Rocha, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Timothy Wight, Suzan Corl, Guy Giancarlo, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Steven Howke, Kaprice Tucker, Martin Quinlan, Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, Stefanie Harris, Karla Mcgovern, Oluwarotimi Abimbola,katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Dan. Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Jeff Hartmann
Description: Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr Meeting number: [b] (5) 

[b] (5)
Join by phone
Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5)

1pm - 2pm Sign Gould FY19 SES EPAP

Video call:

Where: Scott's Office
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: George Triebsch, Greg Gould, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

2pm - 4pm  All- Employee Holiday Party @ Bison Bistro

Where: Bison Bistro
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

Description:
Team, From 2:00-4:00 pm is the DOI All-Employee Holiday Party. We STRONGLY encourage you to attend and celebrate the holiday season with your coworkers. The Secretary and Deputy Secretary will be in attendance. Food will be provided.

2pm - 3pm  IBC Potential Breach Involving Wiped Laptops

Video call:

Where: Teleconference Number: 1-   Access Code: (b) (5)
Calendar: Ngoc Thuy Barnett
Who:
Julie Bednar, Christopher Riemer, Bruce Downs, Louis Eichenbaum, Matthew Costello, Yolanda Hobart, Kurtis McDowell, John Bockmier, Christopher Kirkham, Thomas Larson, Heather Swift, Robert Crest, Edward Keable, James Gallagher, Matthew Rusch, Steven Harrington, Scott Cameron, John Ross, Oluwadotimi Abimbola, Scott Frye, Richard Cardinale, Gary Gresham, Spencer Bessette, OS-OCIO Sweet Gum Conference Room 7115 MIB, Quentin Cheuk, James Warren, LC Williams, Devin Cummings, Vany Kaiser, Cheryl Thomason, Michele Singer, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, Mary Kendall, Lawrence Ruffin, Ngoc Thuy Barnett

Description:
This meeting is held twice a day. IBC Breach folder: See updated Summary: https: Major Incident Procedures: (b) (5)
Scott Cameron

6:30pm - 9:30pm  DOI Christmas Party
Video call:
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Where: 1849 C St NW, Washington, DC 20240, USA
Calendar: Todd Wynn
Description:
This is our annual DOI Christmas Party. This is our large Christmas Party with hundreds of our valued external partners. More details to come as the date approaches.

Fri Dec 14, 2018

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

8am - 9am  Reorganization Meeting
Video call:
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Where: Room #5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Casey Hammond, Brian Steed, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Joseph Balash

9am - 9:30am  NRDA
Video call:
[ (b) (5), (b) (6) ]

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Steve Glomb, George Triebsch, Margo Ellis, Robert Gordon, Gregg Renkes, Scott Cameron, Stephanie Henning, Benjamin Simon, Kristin Skrabis, John Carlucci
9am - 9:30am  Reprogramming

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, Stephanie Henning, Joy Nicholopoulos, Penny Riggs, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss

9:30am - 10am  Internal Meeting

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Julia Bennett
Who:
Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, George Triebsch, Julia Bennett, Raymond Limon, Susan Combs, Laura Brown
Description:
Nannette Gonazles also attended

10am - 10:45am  DOI IMT Strategic Review Mid-Point Project Check-in

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where:
OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB , Dial-In: 1-(b) (5) ;
Code: (b) (5) OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB
Calendar: Oluwarotimi Abimbola
Created by: Mayufe Boyer
Who:
Mayufe Boyer, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, George Triebsch, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, hirobinson@deloitte.com, Susan Combs, tclarke@deloitte.com, Tomas Tarr, jorampulla@deloitte.com, Deborah Hartley, Scott Cameron
Description:
Meeting Agenda for mid-point project with Deloitte - Presentation of deliverable approach/methodology - Discussion on deliverable outline and contents that will be included - Risks and Opportunities - Next Steps

11am - 12pm  OIG Report on Purchase Cards

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room #5110
Calendar: George Triebsch
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who:
Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, George Triebsch, Jim Weiner, Raymond Limon, Megan Olsen
12pm - 1pm  Mandy
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: Exchange
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: mandy.moore@uspto.gov, Scott Cameron

2pm - 3pm  OIG Report on Purchase Cards
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: Room #5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: George Triebsch, pmb-grayford pays, Susan Combs, Megan Olsen, Jim Weiner, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  ASLM Holiday Reception
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: ASLM Hallway
Calendar: William Dove
Who: Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Amanda Kaster, Adrienne Moss, Jason Freihage, Taylor Playforth, Abigail Miller, John Tanner, Blake Deeley, Aaron Thiele

Sun Dec 16, 2018

10am - 11am  Coffee
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Mon Dec 17, 2018

9am - 9:30am  Colin Waitt
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: 1849 C Street NW, Room 5112 - Washington, DC 20214
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Colin Waitt, Scott Cameron
Description: POC: Catherine Callaway and Jean Parrish 202-208-1927
10am - 11:15am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

Video call: 

Where: Room: 5110 - PC: LC: 

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: 
Susan Combs, Todd Wynn, Richard Cardinale, Christopher Lawson, Steven Howke, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Raymond Limon, Jean Parrish, Harry Humbert, Abigail Miller, Greg Gould, Robert Gordon, George Triebsch, Margo Ellis, John Ross, Faith Vander Voort, Bruce Downs, John Tanner, Mary Josie Blanchard, Scott Cameron
Going? No

12pm - 2pm  Join us! BLM MIB 5th floor Holiday party

Where: 5600s Corridor, BLM, 5th floor, MIB (above E Street Entrance)
Calendar: Thomas Baptiste
Who: Scott Cameron
Description: 
The BLM is pleased to host a gathering of food, fun, and merriment! Please join your colleagues on the 5th floor of the Main Interior Building, from 12-2 at a potluck-style gathering with food, drinks, music, games, and general merriment.
Scott Cameron

1:30pm - 3pm

Invitation to participate in an Executive Playbook - Usability Focus Group (virtual)

Where: Virtual - Details below

Calendar: mary.robertson@opm.gov

Created by: Scott Cameron

Who:
Scott Cameron, Pledger, Shari L., Griffing, Lindsey C., Datcher, Linda, Saphos, Sara, Barke, Jason, Cheney, Karen W.

Description:
Adobe Connect Link: https://opmes.adobeconnect.com/playbook/ Call Information: 1- Participant Code: [b] (5) [b] Leader: [b] (5) [b] From: Scott Cameron [mailto:scott_cameron@ios.doi.gov] Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2018 10:03 AM To: Datcher, Linda <Linda.Datcher@opm.gov> Cc: Saphos, Sara <Catherine.Saphos@opm.gov> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Invitation to participate in an Executive Playbook - Usability Focus Group (virtual) December 17 works best for me. Thanks, Scott Scott J. Cameron Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, Management and Budget Department of the Interior Office: 202.208.1927 Direct: 202.208.4242 Cell: [b] (6) [b] Sent from my iPhone On Dec 12, 2018, at 9:55 AM, Datcher, Linda <Linda.Datcher@opm.gov> wrote: Thanks Scott, which date is better for you December or January? Linda D. Datcher Workforce Development Policy & Strategy Group Manager Office of Personnel Management ES/SWP/L&D 202-606-2611 Linda.Datcher@opm.gov From: Scott Cameron [mailto:scott_cameron@ios.doi.gov] Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2018 09:55:59 AM To: Datcher, Linda <Linda.Datcher@opm.gov> Cc: Saphos, Sara <Catherine.Saphos@opm.gov> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Invitation to participate in an Executive Playbook - Usability Focus Group (virtual) Ok. I'm in. Thanks, Scott Scott J. Cameron Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, Management and Budget Department of the Interior Office: 202.208.1927 Direct: 202.208.4242 Cell: [b] (6) [b] Sent from my iPhone On Dec 12, 2018, at 9:35 AM, Datcher, Linda <Linda.Datcher@opm.gov> wrote: Scott, 1 hour and 30 minutes at the most. You select the date and time that works best for you and any colleague that you invite to attend. The session will be virtual so you don't have to come to OPM. See the highlighted time listed in the email below. Thanks for considering to participate! Happy Holidays to you! Linda Linda D. Datcher Workforce Development Policy & Strategy Group Manager Office of Personnel Management ES/SWP/L&D 202-606-2611 Linda.Datcher@opm.gov From: Scott Cameron [mailto:scott_cameron@ios.doi.gov] Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 16:05 PM To: Datcher, Linda <Linda.Datcher@opm.gov> Cc: Saphos, Sara <Catherine.Saphos@opm.gov> Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Invitation to participate in an Executive Playbook - Usability Focus Group (virtual) Linda, What sort of time commitment would be involved in this effort? Thanks, Scott Scott J. Cameron Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, Management and Budget Department of the Interior Office: 202.208.1927 Direct: 202.208.4242 Cell: [b] (6) [b] Sent from my iPhone On Dec 11, 2018, at 4:21 PM, Datcher, Linda <Linda.Datcher@opm.gov> wrote: Good Afternoon Scott, We are inviting you to partner with us in the development of a new Workforce Reshaping resource for Federal Executives. In accordance with the Workforce for the 21st Century goal in President's Management Agenda, as you know, we are designing an Executive Playbook that will assist Federal C-Suite Executives in making informed decisions with regards to determining the most effective human capital strategies to modernize their workforce to address current and emerging needs. We are hosting an Executive Usability Focus Group session with Federal C-Suite Executives from across government to learn more about how Executives make decisions with regards to reshaping agency workforces for the future as well as how this resource can assist with these type of decisions. We understand that each Federal agency has its own uniqueness, and we are striving to develop a resource that will...
2pm - 3pm  Shared Services

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112 -  Participant: (b) (5) - Leader: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Scott Cameron, Margaret Schneider, pmb-grayford payne, Lena McDowall, Penny Riggs, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Denise Flanagan, Abigail Miller, PMB-Rachel Levin, Stephanie Henning, Joy Nicholopoulos, Janine Velasco, Megan Olsen, Scott Mabry, Martin Quinlan, James Anderson, Katherine McCulloch

3pm - 4pm  All Politicalls Meeting

Where: 5160- Secretary’s Conference Room
Calendar: Natalie Davis
Who:

Tue Dec 18, 2018

9am - 9:30am  Financial Assistance Certificate of Appointment

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, pmb-grayford payne, Steven Howke
Description: Discuss Scott’s comments on this policy.
1pm - 2pm Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: 5160
Calendar: Natalie Davis

Description: We are still holding the meeting tomorrow @ 1:00 in 5160.

2pm - 4pm OCIO MIB Holiday Party
Where: 1849 C St NW, Washington, DC 20240, USA, 7100 Corridor
Calendar: OCIO Announcements
Created by: Jacqueline Worrell
Who: Scott Cameron

Description: Department of Interior, Main Interior Building Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) 7100 Corridor, Magnolia Conference Room

4pm - 5pm Weekly Conference Call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC)
Video call:

Where: Room 5110 - 1 Participant Code: [b] (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Greg Siekaniec, Charles Wooley, Scott Cameron, Chip Jenkins, Mark Sogge, Brent Rhees, Amy Lueders, Michael Tupper, Jamie Connell, Michael Celata, Michael Argo, Lorri Gray, Robyn Thorson, Stephanie Henning, Karen Mouritsen, Cindy Orlando, Michael Black, Sara Boario, Stan Austin, Joy Nicholopoulos, Terrance Fulp, Shannon Goessling, Penny Riggs, Travis Aberle, Susan Combs

4pm - 5pm 6013
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

5pm - 6:30pm  December Team Event
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: Caroline Boulton

Wed Dec 19, 2018

11:30am - 12pm  Meet w/Harry & George re. Perf. Plan
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Harry Humbert, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron

12pm - 12:15pm  PPP Applications Review Conference Call
Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: 5112 PMB-Large Conference Room
Calendar: George Triebsch
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, PMB-Shanna Hines, Jessica Bowron, George Triebsch
Description: Call In Number: 1- [b] (5)  Participant Code: [b] (5)
Scott Cameron

1:30pm - 2:15pm  Monthly OCIO Cyber Briefing
  Video call:
  Where: Room 5110 - Dial-In: 1- ; Code: 
  Calendar: Susan Combs
  Created by: Catherine Callaway
  Who: Lawrence Ruffin, Jacqueline Worrell, Scott Cameron, Richard Cardinale, George Triebsch, Jean Parrish, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Ngoc Thuy Barnett, Richard Westmark, Bruce Downs, Louis Eichenbaum, Susan Combs
  Going? No

3pm - 6pm  W&S party time slot
  Video call:
  Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:15pm - 3:30pm  Update on FY 2020 Invasives
  Video call:
  Where: Scott's Office
  Calendar: Denise Flanagan
  Who: Steven Farrell, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:15pm  personal call
  Video call:
  Calendar: Scott Cameron

5:30pm - 6:30pm  Invasives
  Where: Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
  Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Dec 20, 2018

9:30am - 10am  SNPLMA Discussion
  Video call:
  Where: Susan's Office
  Calendar: Amanda Kaster
  Who: Brian Steed, Scott Cameron, Catherine Callaway, Tara Kane, YolandoMack-Thompson, Susan Combs, PMB-Shanna Hines, Amanda Kaster, pmb-grayford payne, George Triebsch
10am - 11:30am

DOI Invasive Species Task Force - Discussion with Leadership

Where: Rachel Carson Room / 1- (b) (5)  code (b) (5)
Calendar: Hilary Smith
Who: Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes, Robert Gordon, Ryan Nichols, Shawn Buckner, Hilary Smith
Description: I'd like to reschedule this discussion to December 20th since it was cancelled due to Federal offices closing on December 5. We look forward to your joining us if possible to meet members of the DOI Invasive Species Task Force and share your perspective on Secretarial priorities, the reorganization, and intersections with invasive species. The Task Force is composed of bureau and office nominated representatives to promote coordination, collaboration, and strategic policy and program delivery on the most pressing invasive species issues facing DOI. It is led by the Office of Policy Analysis.

1pm - 1:50pm

Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where: MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who: Timothy Wight, Guy Giancarlo, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Kaprice Tucker, Steven Howke, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Megan Olsen, Martin Quinlan, Karla McGovern, Suzan Corl, Jeff Hartmann, Scott Cameron, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Amelia Rocha, Stefanie Harris
Description: Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date | 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr
Meeting number: (b) (5)
Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5)

1pm - 2pm PPP Applications Review Conference Call

Video call:

Where: 5112 PMB-Large Conference Room
Calendar: George Triebsch
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: George Triebsch, Jason Freihage, PMB-Shanna Hines, Scott Cameron, Jessica Bowron
Description: Call In Number: 1- (b) (5) Participant Code: (b) (5)
Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:30pm  Phone call w/WGA-(Susan Combs Use-Leader Code)

Video call:

Where: Room: 5110 - 1-(b) (5) PC: (b) (5) LC: (b) (5)

Calendar: Susan Combs

Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who: tvigil@westgov.org, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

2:30pm - 3pm  Meet w/Jason Funes & Sarah Spaulding

Video call:

Where: Room 5112

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Catherine Callaway

Who: Sarah Spaulding, Jason Funes, Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:15pm  Director, FAS Applications Review Conference Call

Video call:

Where: 5112 PMB-Large Conference Room

Calendar: George Triebsch

Created by: Shanna Hines

Who: Scott Cameron, PMB-Shanna Hines, Stephen Guertin, tim.horne@gsa.gov, George Triebsch

Description: Call In Number: 1-(b) (5) Participant Code: (b) (5)

4:30pm - 5:30pm  IBC Potential Breach Involving Wiped Laptops

Video call:

Where: Teleconference Number: 1-(b) (5) Access Code: (b) (5) OS-OCIO

Calendar: Ngoc Thuy Barnett

Who: Jennifer Corrigan, Heather Swift, Louis Eichenbaum, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB

Description: IBC Breach folder:

See updated Summary: (b) (5)
Fri Dec 21, 2018

All day  Cathy

Fri Dec 21, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway

All day  Harry

Fri Dec 21, 2018
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Jean Parrish

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar:  Scott Cameron

9am - 9:45am  Meeting w/Grayford Payne
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5110  
Calendar:  Susan Combs  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway  
Who:  pmb-grayford payne, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

10am - 11am  GSA/CIO/Dol Interior Business Center briefing
Where:  GSA, 1800 F Street, Room 6151  
Calendar:  emily.murphy@gsa.gov  
Created by:  carla.sansalone@gsa.gov  
Who:  Catherine Callaway, mary.davie@gsa.gov, Susan Combs, haley.z.  
friedman@omb.eop.gov, Scott Cameron, emily.murphy@gsa.gov, robert.borden@gsa.gov,  
suzette.k.kent@omb.eop.gov,jessica.salmoiraghi@gsa.gov

11:15am - 12:15pm  Meeting w/AB
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Catherine Callaway
Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:30pm  
NRDA - (b) (5)  
Participant: (b) (5)  
Leader: (b) (5)  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5112 - (b) (5)  
Participant: (b) (5)  
Leader: (b) (5)  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Gregg Renkes, Kristin Skrabis, Margo Ellis, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Benjamin Simon, George Triebsch, Stephanie Henning, Steve Glomb, John Carlucci

Sat Dec 22, 2018

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2  
Sat Dec 22, 2018  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish

Sun Dec 23, 2018

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2  
Sun Dec 23, 2018  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish

Mon Dec 24, 2018

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2  
Mon Dec 24, 2018  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish

All day  Scott  (b) (6)  leave  
Mon Dec 24, 2018  
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

**10:30am - 11:15am**  
PMB Senior Staff Meeting

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room: 5110 - 1-  
PC: (b) (5)  
LC: (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:**
Mary Josie Blanchard, Margo Ellis, Christopher Lawson, Raymond Limon, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Abigail Miller, Richard Cardinale, Bruce Downs, Greg Gould, Faith Vander Voort, George Triebsch, Jean Parrish, Todd Wynn, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Steven Howke, John Ross, Harry Humbert

**Going? No**

**Tue Dec 25, 2018**

**All day**  
Harry  
12/21 thru 1/2

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**8am - 5pm**  
Christmas Day

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**4pm - 5pm**  
Weekly Conference Call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC: (b) (5)

**Video call:**

- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room 5110 - 1-  
Participant Code: (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:**
Shannon Goessling, Sara Boario, Lorri Gray, Brent Rhees, Stan Austin, Michael Tupper, Michael Celata, Scott Cameron, Mark Sogge, Charles Wooley, Penny Riggs, Robyn Thorson, Karen Mouritsen, Jamie Connell, Terrance Fulp, Cindy Orlando, Chip Jenkins, Stephanie Henning, Travis Aberle, Joy Nicholopoulos, Amy Lueders, Michael Black, Susan Combs, Greg Siekaniec, Michael Argo
Scott Cameron

Wed Dec 26, 2018

All day  Harry

Wed Dec 26, 2018

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

9am - 10am

Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038) cc: [b] (5) [b] (5)
pc:  [b] (5) [b] (5)

Video call:

Calendar: Janine Velasco
Who:
Joy Nicholopoulos, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Mabry, Lena McDowall, Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen, Glenda Owens, Penny Riggs, Scott Morton, Katherine McCulloch, James Anderson, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, James Anderson, Janine Velasco, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Jessica Bowron, Margaret Schneider, Kaprice Tucker, Tammy Bagley, Annie Yang, Susan Combs, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Stephanie Henning, Denise Flanagan, Bruce Downs, Tamara Richardson, Raymond Limon
Description: Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar year

2pm - 2:30pm  Policy Analysis biweekly check in

Video call:

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Margo Ellis, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Gregg Renkes
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  
Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg  
Video call:  
Where:  
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1- PC:
LC:  
Calendar: Shanna Hines  
Who:  
ridings.sharon@epa.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, kimmarie.v. 
tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, robert_b_seidner@omb.eop.gov, 
Raymond Limon, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, sheila.d. 
wright@hud.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, 
dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, gina.k. 
grippando@omb.eop.gov, karen.cheney@opm.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, suzanne. 
tufts@hud.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, Landon Mock, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, 
debra.m.cool@hud.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm. 
gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, 
towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, catherine 
saphos@opm.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, Shanna 
Hines, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, Martin Pursley, steven.woodruff@va.gov, Scott 
Cameron  
Description:  
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

Thu Dec 27, 2018

All day  Gould  
Leave -  
Thu Dec 27, 2018 - Fri Dec 28, 2018  
Video call:  
Calendar: Greg Gould  
Who: Susan Combs, Greg Gould, Scott Cameron

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2  
Thu Dec 27, 2018  
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

9:30am - 10am  biweekly update - career pathing
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Stephanie Henning, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Landon Mock

2pm - 2:25pm  Meeting
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6120
Calendar: Todd Willens
Who: Katharine MacGregor, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, John Bockmier

Fri Dec 28, 2018

All day  Gould - Leave - (b) (6)
Thu Dec 27, 2018 - Fri Dec 28, 2018
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Susan Combs, Greg Gould, Scott Cameron

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 9:30am  NRDA
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Margo Ellis, Gregg Renkes, Steve Glomb, Kristin Skrabis, Stephanie Henning, Benjamin Simon, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, John Carlucci, Robert Gordon

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Jason Freihage, Amanda Kaster, Scott Cameron, Abigail Miller, Adrienne Moss, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, Aaron Thiele, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, Taylor Playforth, Micah Chambers
Scott Cameron

Sat Dec 29, 2018

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2
Sat Dec 29, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Sun Dec 30, 2018

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2
Sun Dec 30, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

Mon Dec 31, 2018

All day  Harry  12/21 thru 1/2
Mon Dec 31, 2018
Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish

10:30am - 11:15am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

Video call:

Where: Room: 5110 - 1- PC: LC:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Bruce Downs, Christopher Lawson, Jean Parrish, Mary Josie Blanchard, Harry Humbert, Faith Vander Voort, Todd Wynn, Susan Combs, John Ross, John Tanner, Richard Cardinale, Robert Gordon, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Raymond Limon, Margo Ellis, Abigail Miller, Steven Howke, Greg Gould, Oluwarotimi Abimbola
Going? No
Scott Cameron

Tue Jan 1, 2019

**All day** Harry α 12/21 thru 1/2

- Tue Jan 1, 2019
  - Video call:
    - (b) (5), (b) (6)
  - Calendar: Scott Cameron
  - Created by: Jean Parrish

8am - 5pm  **New Year's Day**

- Video call:
  - (b) (5), (b) (6)
  - Calendar: Scott Cameron
  - Created by: Jean Parrish

4pm - 5pm  **Weekly Conference Call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC)**

- Video call:
  - (b) (5), (b) (6)
  - Where: Room 5110 - 1 passcode: ; call leader: ;
  - Calendar: Susan Combs
  - Created by: Jean Parrish

Wed Jan 2, 2019

**All day** Harry α 12/21 thru 1/2

- Wed Jan 2, 2019
  - Video call:
    - (b) (5), (b) (6)
  - Calendar: Scott Cameron
  - Created by: Jean Parrish

2pm - 2:25pm  **Lapse Funding Status Call**

- Video call:
  - (b) (5), (b) (6)
  - Where: 1 passcode: ; call leader: ;
  - Calendar: Todd Willens
  - Who: Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Susan Combs, David Bernhardt, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron
Thu Jan 3, 2019

8am - 8:30am  Meet w/ (b) (6)
  Video call:  
  Calendar: Susan Combs
  Created by: Shanna Hines
  Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

All day  announce tunnel hours extension
  Thu Jan 3, 2019 - Mon Jan 7, 2019
  Video call:  
  Calendar: Scott Cameron

10:15am - 11am  Meeting w/ FS
  Video call:  
  Calendar: Susan Combs
  Created by: Shanna Hines
  Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

1:15pm - 2pm  Meeting w/WV Conference Call
  Video call:  
  Where: 5110
  Calendar: Susan Combs
  Created by: Shanna Hines
  Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron
  Description: Contact Number: 906-458-1350

2pm - 2:30pm  Agency Lapse Call
  Video call:  
  Where: Participant Dial-In: (b) (5) ; Access Code: #(b) (5)
  Calendar: Scott Cameron
  Description:
  Dear colleagues, You are invited to participate in an Agency Call with
  OMB Senior Staff on Thursday, January 3rd at 2:00 PM ET to discuss appropriations
  lapse execution. If you work at an Agency that has already received full-year funding
  through an annual appropriations bill, it is not necessary that you participate in the
  call. Call Details · Date: Thursday, January 3rd · Time: 2:00 PM ET, please join 5
  minutes early to avoid connection delays · Participant Dial-In: (b) (5) ; Access
  Code: #(b) (5) · To avoid capacity issues, we advise that each agency call in from a
  single line. This call is off-the-record and not for...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Video call</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Calendar</th>
<th>Created by</th>
<th>Who</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2pm - 2:30pm</td>
<td>Meeting w/GSA/OMB re. IBC Contract Administration</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Room 5110</td>
<td>Susan Combs</td>
<td>Catherine Callaway</td>
<td>Laura Brown, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Edward Keable, Jim Weiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15pm - 3:45pm</td>
<td>Archetto</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Greenberry's, 1805 E St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri Jan 4, 2019</td>
<td>All day announce tunnel hours extension</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Room 5112</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td></td>
<td>Steve Glomb, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes, Margo Ellis, George Triebsch, Kristin Skrabis, Stephanie Henning, John Carlucci, Benjamin Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45am - 8am</td>
<td>Update cabinet report</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Room 5112</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9am - 9:30am</td>
<td>NRDA</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Room 5112</td>
<td>Scott Cameron</td>
<td>Jean Parrish</td>
<td>Steve Glomb, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes, Margo Ellis, George Triebsch, Kristin Skrabis, Stephanie Henning, John Carlucci, Benjamin Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm - 2:15pm</td>
<td>Meeting w/FAS-SM</td>
<td>(b) (5), (b) (6)</td>
<td>Room #5110</td>
<td>Susan Combs</td>
<td>Shanna Hines</td>
<td>Scott Cameron, Susan Combs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Abigail Miller, Micah Chambers, Aaron Thiele, Amanda Kaster, John Tanner, Blake Deely, Susan Combs, Jason Freihage, Taylor Playforth, Scott Cameron, Adrianne Moss, Denise Flanagan

4pm - 4:45pm  Meeting w/FAS-SR
Video call:
Where: Room #5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

Sat Jan 5, 2019
All day  announce tunnel hours extension
Thu Jan 3, 2019 - Mon Jan 7, 2019
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Sun Jan 6, 2019
All day  announce tunnel hours extension
Thu Jan 3, 2019 - Mon Jan 7, 2019
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Mon Jan 7, 2019
All day  announce tunnel hours extension
Thu Jan 3, 2019 - Mon Jan 7, 2019
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 10am  Meeting w/PPP-ES
Video call:
Where: Room #5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron
10:30am - 11:15am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room: 5110 - 1- PC: (b) (5) LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Margo Ellis, Todd Wynn, Abigail Miller, Faith Vander Voort, Greg Gould, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Jean Parrish, Richard Cardinale, Mary Josie Blanchard, Raymond Limon, George Triebsch, John Ross, Steven Howke, Harry Humbert, John Tanner, Bruce Downs, Christopher Lawson, Oluwarotimi Abimbola
Going? No

11:45am - 12:45pm  Janet Irwin lunch

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: The Exchange Saloon, 1719 G St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron

1:30pm - 2pm  Meet w/ Greg R

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Gregg Renkes

3pm - 3:30pm  Bureau HCO Check In

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: [b] (5) // Participant Code [b] (5)
Calendar: Raymond Limon
Who: Scott Cameron
Description:
Check in to see how payroll is going and other issues/concerns. Thanks, Ray

3:30pm - 4pm  Mussels

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room#5109
Calendar: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Mathew Maucieri, Shanna Hines
Scott Cameron

Tue Jan 8, 2019

9am - 9:45am  Meeting w/PPP/GS
Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: Room#5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

3pm - 3:30pm  Bureau HCO Check In
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: [b] (5) // Participant Code [b] (5)
Calendar: Raymond Limon
Who: Scott Cameron
Description: Check in to see how payroll is going and other issues/concerns. Thanks, Ray

Wed Jan 9, 2019

10:30am - 11am  Check in - House Bill State reimbursement language
Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)
Where: 4151; code [b] (5)
Calendar: Jason Freihage
Who: Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Mark Cruz, Timothy Murphy, Adrianne Moss, Richard Myers, Kyle Scherer, Tara Sweeney, John Tahnuda, Denise Flanagan, Edward Keable

11am - 12pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB
Where: Secretary's Conference Room 6151
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Going? No
Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:30pm  Politicals Meeting

Where: 5160
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Scott Cameron, Faith Vander Voort, Scott Angelle, Matthew Dermody, Timothy Petty, Katharine MacGregor, John Bockmier, Leila Getto, James Cason, Douglas Domenech, Mark Cruz, Heather Swift, John Tahsuda, Karen Budd-Falen, Samantha Hebert, Andrea Travnicek, Amanda Kaster, Brian Steed, Ryan Hambleton, David Bernhardt, Daniel Jorjani, Scott Hommel, Joseph Balash, Jason Hill, Russell Newell, Lori Mashburn, Brandon Middleton, James Schindler, Elinor Werner, Todd Willens, Paul Smith, James Reilly, Tara Sweeney, Susan Combs, John Tanner, Casey Hammond, Margaret Everson, Todd Wynn

2pm - 3pm  WebEx-WV

Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: Magnolia Conference Room #7013
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
Description: Use Elevators (17-20)

3pm - 4pm  2020 Budget Proposals

Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Aaron Thiele, Susan Combs, John Tanner, Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm  Bureau HCO Check In

Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: [b] (5) // Participant Code [b] (5)
Calendar: Raymond Limon
Who: Scott Cameron
Description:
Check in to see how payroll is going and other issues/concerns. Thanks, Ray

3pm - 4pm  Check in on State Reimbursement language

Video call:
[b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: 4151; code [b] (5)
Calendar: Jason Freihage
Who:
Denise Flanagan, John Tahsuda, Laura Brown, Jason Freihage, Edward Keable, Mark Cruz, Scott Cameron, Tara Sweeney, Richard Myers, Timothy Murphy, Kyle Scherer, Adrianne Moss
Scott Cameron
Thu Jan 10, 2019

9:30am - 10am biweekly update - career pathing
Video call:
Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Stephanie Henning, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Landon Mock

11am - 11:30am Jim Weiner
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:50pm
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Status Meeting
Video call:
Where: Dial in: Pass code:
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who: pmb-grayford payne, Stefanie Harris, Karla Mcgovern, Scott Cameron, Suzan Corl, Jeff Hartmann, Steven Howke, Megan Olsen
Description:
Meet to discuss what we need to do to review the previous deliverable provided by GrantSolutions
Join by phone
Dial in: Pass code:

3pm - 3:30pm Bureau HCO Check In
Video call:
Where: // Participant Code
Calendar: Raymond Limon
Who: Scott Cameron
Description:
Check in to see how payroll is going and other issues/concerns. Thanks,
Ray
Scott Cameron

5:30pm - 6pm  Budget Conference Call

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Call in 1- Participant Code: (b) (5)
Calendar: Adrianne Moss
Who: Suzan Corl, Julie Ration, Craig Prestenbach, Chris Nolin, Annie Yang, George Bearpaw, Beth Lamb, Kerry Rae, Jennifer Werner, Scott Mabry, Greg Gould, Linda Smith, Adrianne Moss, Jason Freihage, Thao Tran, AnnDeBlasi, Christopher Richey, William Lodder, Rachel Merkel, Michael Radzilowski, Janine Velasco, Eric Modrow, Jessica Bowron, Michele Singer, Laura Nicholson, Cynthia Lodge, Anne Barrett, Thomas Wayson, Denise Flanagan, TIFFANY TAYLOR, Cara Lee Macdonald, Dianne Gutierrez, Richard Myers, Tamara Richardson, Jessica Huffman, Maureen Foster, Scott Cameron, Margaret Schneider, Jonathan Dunn

Fri Jan 11, 2019

7:45am - 8am  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 10:55am  The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6151 - Secretary’s Immediate Conference Room
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Elinor Werner
Who: Matthew Dermody, Ryan Hambleton, Elinor Werner, Sarah Jorgenson, Todd Willens, John Bockmier, Samantha Hebert, Todd Wynn, Scott Cameron, Ryan Nichols, John Tahsuda, Casey Hammond, John Tanner, Cole Rojewski, Katharine MacGregor, Daniel Jorjani
Description: The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogate level meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.

12pm - 1pm  John Watts

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Bistro Cacao, 320 Massachusetts Ave NE, Washington, DC 20002, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron
### Scott Cameron

#### 1:15pm - 2pm  Staff Meeting

**Where:**
DOI MIB Secretary’s Conference Room 5160

**Code:**
(b) (5)

**Calendar:** David Bernhardt

**Created by:** Leila Getto

**Who:**
Julie Ration, Stephen Guertin, Thomas Wayson, Jessica Bowron, James Cason, Denise Flanagan, Cynthia Lodge, Beth Lamb, Greg Gould, Chris Nolin, Thao Tran, Eric Modrow, Annie Yang, Margaret Everson, Jason Freihage, Craig Prestenbach, Scott Cameron, pmb-grayford payne, Adrienne Moss, Janine Velasco, Todd Willens, Susan Combs, Renee Orr, Raymond Limon, Linda Smith, Jonathan Dunn

### Sun Jan 13, 2019

#### 10am - 11am  (b) (6)

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

### Mon Jan 14, 2019

#### 11am - 12pm  FY18 Grant Obligations

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room #5110

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**Who:** Steven Howke, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

### Tue Jan 15, 2019

#### 11am - 12:20pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Fit Gap Analysis Review

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Jeff Hartmann

**Who:**
Megan Olsen, pmb-grayford payne, Scott Cameron, Steven Howke, Karla Mcgovern, Stefanie Harris, Jeff Hartmann, Martin Quinlan, Suzan Corl

**Description:**
Meet to discuss what we need to do to review the previous deliverable provided by GrantSolutions

**Pass code:** (b) (5)
11:35am - 12:35pm  Conference Call

Video call:  
Calendar:  Susan Combs
Created by:  Shanna Hines
Who:  Adrienne Moss, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron
Description:  Call in # 1- PC  Leader Code#  

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where:  Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar:  Lori Mashburn
Created by:  Natalie Davis
Description:  Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 2:30pm  OWF

Video call:

Where:  5110
Calendar:  Susan Combs
Created by:  Shanna Hines
Who:  Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert

Wed Jan 16, 2019

5:30pm - 6:30pm  Invasives

Where:  Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
10am - 11am  Indian Affairs Shutdown Discussion

Where: Call in 1- (b) (5) (b) (5)
Calendar: Adrianne Moss
Who:
John Tahsuda, Denise Flanagan, McCoy Nona (Appropriations), Aaron Thiele, Taylor Rachael, peter.kiefhaber@mail.house.gov, Benjamin Darren, Mark Cruz, Jason Freihage, Scott Cameron

1pm - 2:20pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where: MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
Amelia Rocha, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Karla Mcgovern, Stefanie Harris, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Martin Quinlan, Suzan Corl, ScottCameron, Jeff Hartmann, Megan Olsen, Steven Howke, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov

Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr Meeting number: (b) (5)
Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5)

1:30pm - 2pm  Staff Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who:
Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Lori Mashburn, James Cason, Susan Combs, Adrienne Moss, Denise Flanagan, Katharine MacGregor
Scott Cameron

2pm - 3pm
FW: Webinar Meeting with Goal Leads/Challenge Projects:
PMF Program - Leading Change

Where: Adobe Connect and Conference Line
Calendar: pmf@opm.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron

Who:
Huss, Megan, Thurston, Claire A., Widdicombe, Elizabeth L., Dinnie, Erika,
Megan Sikora, Beth Anne Killoran - ID, Miller, Arianne H., Scott Cameron, Shive, David,
Gallagher, Arianne J., Pajak, Heather C. EOP/OMB, Perry, Gloria J. EOP/OMB, Kris
Rowley - X, Briante, Lesley, Allen, Antoinette L.

Description:
-----Original Appointment----- From: PMF Program Sent: Tuesday,
January 15, 2019 12:16 PM To: PMF Program; Dalessandro-Felix, Ida M.; Shive, David;
Beth Anne Killoran - ID; Dinnie, Erika; Kris Rowley - X; Megan Sikora; 'Briante, Lesley
(lesley.briante@gsa.gov)'; 'Cameron, Scott'; Pajak, Heather C. EOP/OMB; 'Perry, Gloria J.
EOP/OMB'; Gallagher, Arianne J.; Miller, Arianne H.; Allen, Antoinette L.; Huss, Megan;
Thurston, Claire A.; Widdicombe, Elizabeth L. Subject: FW: Webinar Meeting with Goal
Leads/Challenge Projects: PMF Program - Leading Change
When: Thursday, January 17, 2019 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). Where: Adobe
Connect and Conference Line
Importance: High
-----Original Appointment----- From: Dalessandro-Felix, Ida M. On Behalf Of PMF Program Sent:
Monday, January 14, 2019 4:38 PM To: PMF Program; Shive, David; Beth Anne Killoran -
ID; Dinnie, Erika; Kris Rowley - X; Megan Sikora; 'Briante, Lesley (lesley.briante@gsa.
.gov)'; 'Cameron, Scott'; Pajak, Heather C. EOP/OMB; 'Perry, Gloria J. EOP/OMB';
Gallagher, Arianne J.; Miller, Arianne H.; Allen, Antoinette L.; Huss, Megan; Thurston,
Claire A.; Widdicombe, Elizabeth L. Subject: Webinar Meeting with Goal
Leads/Challenge Projects: PMF Program - Leading Change
When: Thursday, January 17, 2019 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). Where: Adobe
Connect and Conference Line
Importance: High
Call-In for Audio: 
Leader code
Participant

Fri Jan 18, 2019

All day Susan

Fri Jan 18, 2019

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines

7:45am - 8am Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron
10am - 10:55am  The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report

Video call:  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where:  6151 - Secretary's Immediate Conference Room
Calendar:  Todd Willens
Created by:  Elinor Werner
Who:  Todd Willens, Todd Wynn, Katharine MacGregor, Matthew Dermody, Scott Cameron, Casey Hammond, Daniel Jorjani, Sarah Jorgenson, Cole Rojewski, Elinor Werner, Samantha Hebert, Ryan Nichols, John Tanner, John Tahsuda, Ryan Hambleton, John Bockmier
Description:  The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogate-level meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.

1pm - 1:30pm  Check-in

Video call:  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar:  Greg Gould
Who:  Scott Cameron, Greg Gould

1pm - 1:30pm  Meet to discuss HNR briefing

Video call:  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where:  Scott Cameron’s office
Calendar:  John Tanner
Who:  Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Taylor Playforth, Walter Cruickshank

Mon Jan 21, 2019

8am - 5pm  Federal Holiday

Video call:  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Shanna Hines

9am - 10am  Chan Corcoran at 9:00am

Video call:  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Jean Parrish
Scott Cameron

Tue Jan 22, 2019

9am - 9:30am  Meet w/Susan Update

Video call: 
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: 5110
Calendar: Shanna Hines
Who: Shanna Hines, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron

11am - 11:30am  Scott and Ida to connect re: PMF -Leading Change

Where: Ida will call Scott at 202 208 4242
Calendar: ida.dalessandro-felix@opm.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who: Scott Cameron
Description:
If you prefer I use another number to contact you, please let me know.
Thanks!

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Who:
Leila Getto, Zachariah Gambill, Benjamin Cassidy, Todd Wynn, Ryan Hambleton,
John Bockmier, Ronald Klawitter, Timothy Petty, Scott Cameron, Timothy Williams,
margaret_everson@fws.gov, Gregg Renkes, Catherine Gulac, Rick May, David
Bernhardt, Katie Mills, Karen Budd-Falen, Tara Sweeney, Gary Lawkowski, Paul (Dan)
Smith, Daniel Jorjani, Aurelia Skipwith, Lori Mashburn, Preston Beard, Cally Younger,
James Cason, Joseph Balash, Hubbel Relat, Marshall Critchfield, James Voyles, Thomas
Baptiste, Susan Combs, Eli Nachmany, Taylor Playforth, Ryan Nichols, Hubbel Relat,
Micah Chambers, Matthew Dermody, Alex Hinson, Sarah Spaulding, John Tanner,
Stephen Wackowski, Russell Newell, Kiel Weaver, Holly Lane, Samantha Hebert,
Margaret Eversion, John Tahsuda, Andrea Travnicek, Gary Lawkowski, Elinor Werner,
Shelby Hagenuer, Steven Howke, Joshua Campbell, Alan Mikkelson, Brian Steed,
Amanda Kaster, Nicholas Davis, Caroline Boulton, Kathleen Benedetto, Amanda
Kaster, Todd Willens, William Dove, Kyle Scherer, Jason Funes, James Schindler,
Brenda Burman, Scott Hommel, Casey Hammond, Heather Swift, Brandon Middleton,
Lacey Smethers, Jason Hill, Marcella Burke, Melissa Beaumont, Katharine MacGregor,
Aaron Thiele, Andrew Patterson, Sarah Jorgenson, Scott Angelle, James Reilly, Faith
Vander Voort, Kyle Scherer, Charles Laudner, Robert Gordon, Douglas Domenech,
Michael Argo
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

3pm - 3:30pm  OCIO Third Party Assessment Coordination

Video call: 
[b) (5), (b) (6)]

Where: 5109
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Bruce Downs, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

7pm - 8pm  MVCC

Video call:

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Jan 23, 2019

9am - 10am  Meet w/Scott

Video call:

Where: 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

10am - 11am  IBC Weekly Analysis Meeting (Conference # Added)

Video call:

Where: 5112 - PMB Large Conf Room
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Thomas Wayson, William Blake, Michele Singer, Gregg Renkes, Shawn Buckner, Jim Weiner, Raymond Limon, Denise Flanagan, Megan Olsen, Stephanie Henning, Scott Cameron, Timothy Wight, Caroline Romano, Christopher Lawson
Description: 1- PC: Leader(PMB)

11am - 12pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB

Where: Secretary's Conference Room 6151
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who: James Cason, Jean Parrish, pmb-grayford payne, Todd Wynn, Raymond Limon, Matthew Dermody, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, Katie Mills, Robert Gordon, George Triesbsch, Elinor Werner, John Ross, PMB-Shanna Hines, Susan Combs, Harry Humbert, David Bernhardt, Greg Gould, Abigail Miller, James Voyles, Faith Vander Voort, John Tanner
Going? No

1:30pm - 2pm  15 Day Plan - PMB

Video call:

Where: ASPMB
Calendar: Heather Swift
Who: Susan Combs, Eli Nachmany, Heather Swift, Scott Cameron
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm
FW: PMF Informational Webinar for Fellows- Year 2: LEADING CHANGE

Where: Adobe and Conference line: [b](5)
Calendar: pmf@opm.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who:
Briante, Lesley, Scott Cameron, Megan Sikora, Kris Rowley - X, Perry, Gloria J.
EOP/OMB, Dinnie, Erika, Beth Anne Killoran - ID, Shive, David, Pajak, Heather C.
EOP/OMB

Description:
-----Original Appointment----- From: Dalessandro-Felix, Ida M. OnBehalf
Importance: High Call-In for Audio: [b](5) Leader code [b](5)
Participant [b](5) https://opmhrs.adobeconnect.com/leadingchange_idp/ Ida will befacilitating webinar Center for Leadership Development Team joining inwebinar: • Lean Six Sigma- Megan Huss (or POC) • HCD- Lab POC • LeadingChange- Antoinette Allen (FEI) Also joining the webinar: ChallengeProject Goal Leaders

7:30 pm - 9:30 pm  FCRC

Video call: [b](5), [b](6)

Where: 2500 James Madison Dr, Vienna, VA 22181, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Jan 24, 2019

9:15 am - 9:45 am  15 Day Plan- PMB

Video call: [b](5), [b](6)

Where: 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, George Triebisch

9:30 am - 10 am  biweekly update - career pathing

Video call: [b](5), [b](6)

Where: Room 5121
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Stephanie Henning,
Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Landon Mock
1pm - 2:30pm  
**Session with 3rd Party IMT Assessment Team on Draft DOI IMT Strategic Report: Acquisitions/Finance**

**Video call:**

- Dial-In: [b] (5) ; Code: [b] (5) . OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, BOR-DRO Bldg67 Rm 167 Denver CIO., OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB

**Where:**

Dial-In: [b] (5) ; Code: [b] (5) . OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, BOR-DRO Bldg67 Rm 167 Denver CIO., OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB

**Calendar:** Deborah Hartley

**Who:**

Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Roseann Gonzales-Schreiner, Allen Lawrence, Katherine Abele, Michele Singer, James Anderson, Katherine McCulloch, James Anderson, Denise Flanagan, Megan Olsen, Margaret Schneider, Scott Cameron, Tammy Bagley, Kevin Bumatay, Richard Cardinale, Kaprice Tucker, Kristin Young, OS-OCIO Magnolia Conference Room 7013 MIB, John Ross, Martin Quinlan, Lena McDowall Janine Velasco, Jessica Bowron, Deborah Hartley, Glenda Owens, Bruce Downs, Scott Mabry, Karla Smiley, whitneymill@deloitte.com, Teresa Hunter, Michael Sciortino, Rebekah Giddings, Brian Bloodsworth, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, shannosmith@deloitte.com, pmb-grayford payne

**Description:**

Our 3rd party IMT Assessment Team (Deloitte) has prepared a Draft HighLevel DOI IMT Strategic Plan. We are seeking your review, input, and recommendations to selected functional content regarding Information Management & Technology (IMT) Shared Services. This meeting will be the Acquisition/Finance functional content. Rotimi Abimbola, Chief of Staff, OCIO, sent a message on January 23, 2019, with read ahead material regarding these exempt activity. The material is also attached to this invite.

---

**Fri Jan 25, 2019**

**10am - 10:55am  The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report**

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Where:** 6151 - Secretary’s Immediate Conference Room

**Calendar:** Todd Willens

**Created by:** Elinor Werner

**Who:**

John Tahsuda, Ryan Hambleton, Elinor Werner, Casey Hammond, Scott Cameron, Sarah Jorgenson, Todd Willens, Matthew Dermody, Todd Wynn, John Bockmier, Cole Rojewski, Ryan Nichols, John Tanner, KatharineMacGregor, Daniel Jorjani, Samantha Hebert

**Description:**

The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogatelevel meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.

**11:30am - 12:30pm  Dan’s person**

**Video call:**

- [b] (5), [b] (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron
1pm - 1:50pm  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Where:  MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:  katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Suzan Corl, Megan Olsen, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Jeff Hartmann, Martin Quinlan, Stefanie Harris, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Timothy Wight, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Scott Cameron, Steven Howke, Karla Mcgovern, Kaprice Tucker, Guy Giancarlo, Amelia Rocha
Description:  Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr
Meeting number: Join b phone
Dial in: Pass code: (b) (5)

2pm - 2:15pm  Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:  Micah Chambers, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs, Amanda Kaster, Adrianne Moss, Jason Freihage, Taylor Playforth, Abigail Miller, John Tanner, Blake Deeley, Aaron Thiele

4pm - 4:15pm  Scott in the SCIF with Darren
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:30pm  Staff Meeting
Video call:  (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who:  David Bernhardt, Megan Olsen, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

4:30pm - 4:45pm  Internal Meeting
Video call:  
Where: 5112  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Julia Bennett  
Who:  
Adrienne Moss, George Triebsch, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Raymond Limon

Sun Jan 27, 2019

10am - 11am  
Video call:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Mon Jan 28, 2019

10:30am - 11:15am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting  
Video call:  
Where: Room: 5110 - PC:  LC:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Catherine Callaway  
Who:  
Abigail Miller, John Tanner, Margo Ellis, Raymond Limon, Robert Gordon, Mary Josie Blanchard, Christopher Lawson, Steven Howke, Todd Wynn, Susan Combs, Bruce Downs, John Ross, Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Faith Vander Voort, Jean Parrish, Harry Humbert, Richard Cardinale, Jim Steward  
Going? No

1pm - 2pm  Meet w/Investigator- Security Clearance  
Video call:  
Where: 5109  
Calendar: George Triebsch  
Created by: Shanna Hines  
Who: Scott Cameron, George Triebsch

Tue Jan 29, 2019

9:30am - 10:15am  FY20 for MOVES  
Video call:  
Where: Room: 5110 - PC:  LC:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Ivy Fortner  
Who: James Reilly, Brian Steed, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
10:30am - 11am
Call with NAPA’s CEO Terry Gerton on IOS org assessment
Video call:
Where: (202) 204-3615, place call from Scott's office
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: Scott Cameron, Megan Olsen

1pm - 2pm Weekly Politics Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politics meetings- room 5160.

Wed Jan 30, 2019

12pm - 1pm Rick Mertens Lunch
Video call:
Where: The Exchange Saloon, 1719 G St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA
Calendar: Penny Riggs
Who: Penny Riggs, richard.mertens@ag.tamu.edu, Scott Cameron
1pm - 2pm  IBC Weekly Analysis Meeting

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 5112 Large Conference Room

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**Who:**
Raymond Limon, Timothy Wight, Thomas Wayson, Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Shawn Buckner, Caroline Romano, Michele Singer, George Triebsch, Gregg Renkes, Megan Olsen, Stephanie Henning, Jim Weiner, William Blake

2:30pm - 3pm  PMF Challenge Groups Conference Call

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Conference Call # 1 -  PC

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**Who:**
Scott Cameron, Landon Mock, rrees@nsf.gov, Raymond Limon, daronson@nsf.gov

**Description:** Leader Code: (b) (5) PMF

Thu Jan 31, 2019

9:30am - 10:30am  Meet w/ Scott

**Video call:**
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 5110

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**Who:** Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, George Triebsch

**Description:** Topics to Cover: 1. All Open Positions 2. OCL Prep 3. 1st 15 Days

1pm - 1:50pm

**Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting**

**Where:**
MIB: Room 4241  Dial in: (b) (5)  Pass code: (b) (5)  BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)

**Calendar:** Jeff Hartmann

**Who:**
Suzan Corl, Steven Howke, Megan Olsen, Jeff Hartmann, Stefanie Harris, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Martin Quinlan, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Karla Mcgovern, Scott Cameron, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Kaprice Tucker, Timothy Wight, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Amelia Rocha, Guy Giancarlo

**Description:** Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr

Meeting number: (b) (5)

Join by phone:
Dial in: (b) (5)  Pass code: (b) (5)
Scott Cameron

2pm - 3pm  Discuss Appropriations Hearing
Video call:  
Calendar:  Susan Combs
Created by:  Shanna Hines
Who:  Daniel Jorjani, Scott Cameron, John Tanner, Susan Combs

11:45pm - 12am  ISAC Meeting & Status Decision Points
Video call:  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron
Created by:  Shanna Hines
Who:  Stanley Burgiel, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Kelsey Brantley
12am - 12:45am  ISAC Meeting & Status Decision Points

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Stanley Burgiel, Robert Gordon, Scott Cameron, Kelsey Brantley

8:45am - 9am  OPM Room 1350

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

9am - 2pm  PMF LDP Leading Change- Day 4 with Goal Leads

Where: OPM 1900 E Street, NW, Room 1350, Washington, DC 20415
Calendar: pmf@opm.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who:
rachel.surick@gsa.gov, Scott Cameron, Megan Sikora(megan.sikora@gsa.gov), shanti.sale@gsa.gov
Description:
The agenda for Day 4 is directly below. Attached is the full agenda. You are welcome to stay for the duration of the day. Please forward this invite to anyone else who will be representing your group on Day 4. Thank you Ida

Allocated Content Day 4- Location: OPM 1900E Street NW Washington, DC Room #1350 Registration 8:30-9:00 Arrival and Welcome Challenge Project Overview 9:00-10:00 Meet with Goal Owners Challenge Project Part I 10:00-12:00 Meet in Groups with Goal Owners- Team Introductions Project Outline and Overview Project Goals Lunch 12:00-1:00 Challenge Project Part II 1:00-2:00 Project Collaboration Group Action Plan and Next Steps PMF- ERB Check-in 2:00-2:45 Review Fellowship Process, status, developmental hrs. ERB certification status Closeout for day 2:45-3:00 Wrap-up and close

10am - 10:30am  The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 6151 - Secretary’s Immediate Conference Room
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Elinor Werner
Who:
Cole Rojewski, Scott Cameron, Sarah Jorgenson, Ryan Nichols, Ryan Hambleton, John Tanner, John Bockmier, Katharine MacGregor, Matthew Dermody, Daniel Jorjani, John Tahsuda, Todd Willens, Casey Hammond, Samantha Hebert, Todd Wynn, Elinor Werner
Description:
The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogate level meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.
Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:30pm    DOI Performance Measures
Video call:            [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Kyle Flanery, Scott Cameron, Penny Riggs, Susan Combs, Robert Tettelbach

2pm - 2:15pm    Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron

2:30pm - 3pm    NRDA_Update
Video call:            [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: John Carlucci, Steve Glomb, Scott Cameron, Margo Ellis, George Triebsch, Stephanie Henning, Gregg Renkes, Kristin Skrabis, Robert Gordon, Benjamin Simon

3:30pm - 3:45pm    Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, Micah Chambers, Abigail Miller, Adrianne Moss, Jason Freihage, Denise Flanagan, Aaron Thiele, Taylor Playforth, Amanda Kaster

Sat Feb 2, 2019

11am - 12pm    [b] (6)
Video call:            [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: [b] (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Mon Feb 4, 2019

All day    Gould - [b] (6) Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:            [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
9am - 10am  Grants Management w/KN
Video call:  
Where:  5110  
Calendar:  Susan Combs  
Created by:  Shanna Hines  
Who:  Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

10:15am - 11am  PMB Senior Staff Meeting
Video call:  
Where:  Room: 5110 - 1  
Calendar:  Susan Combs  
Created by:  Shanna Hines  
Who:  pmby-grayford payne, Raymond Limon, Abigail Miller, Bruce Downs, George Triebsch, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Christopher Lawson, Richard Cardinale, Robert Gordon, Harry Humbert, Greg Gould, Faith VanderVoort, John Tanner, Margo Ellis, Steven Howke, Todd Wynn, Jim Steward, John Ross, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Jean Parrish

1pm - 2pm  PMB Priorities
Video call:  
Where:  5121  
Calendar:  George Triebsch  
Who:  Christina Summers, Scott Cameron, George Triebsch  
Description:  Review and reset dates

2:15pm - 3pm  Meeting with Tom Hargrove of the Murder Accountability Project
Video call:  
Where:  Room 5110  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Ivy Fortner  
Who:  Tara Sweeney, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, hargrove@murderdata.org, witzigfamva@cox.net, Anita Personius

4:30pm - 5pm  Staff Meeting
Video call:  
Where:  secretary’s office 1849 C St NW Washington DC 20240 United States  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Samantha Hebert  
Who:  Adrienne Moss, Todd Willens, Scott Cameron, David Bernhardt, Susan Combs, Denise Flanagan
Scott Cameron
Tue Feb 5, 2019

All day Gould - Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019

Video call: (b) (6), (b) (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

10am - 10:30am Bureaus’ Anti-Harassment Efforts

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Tanisha Edmonds, George Triebsch, Ayanna Sears, Susan Combs, Agnes Wanderer, Raymond Limon, Penny Riggs, Scott Cameron

10:30am - 11am Ethics Program Realignment

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Combs Office
Calendar: Scott de la Vega
Who: Scott de la Vega, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Heather Gottry

11am - 11:30am GSA Meeting

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5110 or 1PC: (b) (5) LC: (b) (5)
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Julia Bennett
Who: Scott Cameron, PMB-Shanna Hines, Susan Combs, john.harris@gsa.gov, andrew.myers@gsa.gov, tim.horne@gsa.gov

12pm - 1pm Lunch w/Alina Predescu

Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: Alina will call Scott at 202-208-4242
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, alina.predescu@nih.gov
1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting

**Where:** Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
**Calendar:** Lori Mashburn  
**Created by:** Natalie Davis  
**Who:**  
**Description:** Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 3pm  Grants Management w/CM

**Video call:**  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 5110  
**Calendar:** Susan Combs  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines  
**Who:** Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  Mandatory Training Discussion

**Video call:**  
[b] (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 5112  
**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines  
**Who:**  
Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Steven Howke, George Triebsch, Megan Olsen, Bruce Downs, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley  
**Description:**  
Meeting to discuss how to cut the annual employee training hours DOI-wide by 3,200 hours so we can afford the new mandatory training for financial assistance certification for financial assistance staff.
Scott Cameron

4pm - 5pm
Weekly Conference Call with 12 Regional Facilitators (Susan LC:)
Video call:
Where: Room 5110 - 1 Participant Code: Calendar:
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Charles Wooley, Karen Mouritsen, Terrance Fulp, Susan Combs, Greg Siekaniec, Mark Sogge, Stan Austin, Robyn Thorson, Shannon Goessling, Lorri Gray, Sara Boario, Michael Argo, Cindy Orlando, Chip Jenkins, Travis Aberle, Brent Rhees, Amy Lueders, Penny Riggs, Stephanie Henning, Michael Tupper, Scott Cameron, Michael Celata, Michael Black, Jamie Connell, Joy Nicholopoulos

Wed Feb 6, 2019
All day Gould - Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

9am - 10am
Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038) cc:
Video call:
Calendar: Janine Velasco
Who:
Description: Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar year

10am - 11am IBC Weekly Analysis Meeting-Call in #Update
Video call:
Where: Room #5112 - 1 PC
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who:
Gregg Renkes, Stephanie Henning, Denise Flanagan, Shawn Buckner, William Blake, Thomas Wayson, Megan Olsen, Jim Weiner, Michele Singer, Timothy Wight, George Triebsch, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Caroline Romano
11am - 11:30am  Policy Analysis biweekly check in

**Video call:**

**Where:** Room 5110

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Jean Parrish

**Who:** Gregg Renkes, Scott Cameron, Margo Ellis, Susan Combs, Robert Gordon

11:30am - 12:30pm  CSKT - OMB Pre Brief

**Video call:**

**Where:** Room 6340 - Access Number: 1-

**Participant Pass Code:**

**Calendar:** Pamela Williams

**Created by:** Omero Martinez

**Who:** Duane Mecham, Scott Bergstrom, Pamela Williams, Alan Mikkelsen, Tracy Goodluck, craig.alexander@usdoj.gov, Scott Cameron, david.harder@usdoj.gov, Joshua Mann, Jennifer Frozena

1pm - 2pm  DM Chapter updates and schedule

**Video call:**

**Where:** 5121

**Calendar:** George Triebsch

**Who:** George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Christina Summers

2pm - 3pm  Indian Water Rights Settlements Briefing

**Where:** CR NEOB OMB 10258

**Calendar:** aaron_d_ray@omb.eop.gov

**Created by:** Scott Cameron

**Who:** Alan Mikkelsen, Joshua Mann, craig.alexander@usdoj.gov, Colyar, Kelly T.

EOP/OMB, Kraft, Faride A. EOP/OMB, david.harder@usdoj.gov, Hettinger, Alex G.

EOP/OMB, Burnett, Ben D. EOP/OMB, CR NEOB OMB 10258, Scott Cameron, Pamela Williams, Tracy Goodluck, Brandon Middleton

**Description:**

Please use this link to enter security information for all attendees:

[link]

COB 2/1: To access the conference as a participant, dial the number below and enter the Participant Code. Participant Dial-In: Participant Code: To access the conference as the host, dial the number below and enter your Leader Code. Host Dial-In: Leader Code:
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  
**Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**  
Room #5112 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 -1- (b) (5), PC: (b) (5), LC: (b) (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Catherine Callaway  
**Who:** stephanie.spohr@va.gov, suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, Martin Pursley, lauren. russell3@va.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, bartholomewda@state.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, oluwarotimi.abimbola, roland_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, aradford@nsf.gov, Landon Mock, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, karen.cheney@opm.gov, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, rrees@nsf.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, Scott Cameron, sarah.l.conway@uscis.dhs.gov, raymond limbs, ursula.koniges@nih.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, stephanie henning, vincenzo.procopio@hhs.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, sehar.minhas@va.gov, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.eop.gov, (b)(6) - kelley lane (gsa) - kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, joellen.jarretl@sba.gov, opx0@cdc.gov, michelle.virshup@va.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov

**Description:**  
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

4pm - 5pm  
**BIB Schedule**

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**  
5010

**Calendar:** Susan Combs  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines  
**Who:** Scott Cameron, Denise Flanagan, Susan Combs

Thu Feb 7, 2019  

**All day Gould - (b) (6) Leave**

Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019

**Video call:**

(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Greg Gould  
**Who:** Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
Scott Cameron

9:30am - 10am  biweekly update - career pathing
Video call:  
Where: Room 5121  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Stephanie Henning, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Landon Mock

11am - 12:30pm  Management Improvement Team Meeting
Video call:  
Where: Room 5160 - Participant: - Leader:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron  
Created by: Jean Parrish  
Who: Walter Cruickshank, Paul (Dan) Smith, Michael Nedd, Michele Singer, James Reilly, Margaret Schneider, tony.dearman@bie.edu, JoyNicholopoulos, Denise Flanagan, John Tahsuda, Bobby Wolfe, TimothyPetty, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Maureen Foster, Greg Gould, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Robert Gordon, Jim Steward, AureliaSkipwith, Cynthia Lodge, Andrea Travnicek, Darryl LaCounte, EdwardKeable, Christina Summers, Brian Steed, Glenda Owens, Raymond Limon, Joseph Balash, William Werkheiser, Nikolao Pula, Stephen Guertin, Brenda Burman, Jerold Gidner, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Scott Cameron, Scott de la Vega, Megan Olsen, Richard Cardinale, Douglas Domenech, Bruce Downs, Scott Angelle, Scott Mabry, Marie Hughes-Brown, pmb-grayford payne, Austin Ewell, Harry Humbert, Cara Lee Macdonald, John Ross, Lena McDowall, Roderick Anderson, Christopher McAlear, Steve Howke, Tara Sweeney, marc.smith@sol.gov, Monica Garcia

12:30pm - 12:45pm  Great Lakes Summit
Video call:  
Where: The U.S. Capitol Visitor Center, First St NE, Washington, DC 20515, USA  
Calendar: Scott Cameron

3pm - 3:30pm
Call: WGA & USDOI - Scott Cameron and Jim Ogsbury  
[BW/DB]  
Where: Jim call Scott at his desk: 202-208-4242  
Calendar: jogsbury@westgov.org  
Created by: Scott Cameron  
Who: Scott Cameron, Dan Baer, Bill Whitacre
### Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 4:15pm  **IMT Strategic Review - Attachment Added**

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Where:** PMB Conference Room Room 5112  
**Calendar:** Susan Combs  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines  
**Who:** Richard Cardinale, George Triebsch, Deborah Hartley, shannosmith@deloitte.com, Bruce Downs, Susan Combs, tclarke@deloitte.com, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, whitneymiller@deloitte.com, Scott Cameron  
**Description:** Meeting with Deloitte and OCIO

---

#### Fri Feb 8, 2019

**All day**  **Greg Gould - (b) (6) Leave**

Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019  
**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Greg Gould  
**Who:** Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

---

9am - 9:45am  **Grants Management**

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Where:** Room 5110  
**Calendar:** Susan Combs  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines  
**Who:** Susan Combs, Scott Cameron

---

9:30am - 10:30am  **Jean**

**Video call:**

| (b) (5), (b) (6) |

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Jean Parrish
10am - 10:55am  The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report

Video call:  

Where:  6151 - Secretary’s Immediate Conference Room  
Calendar:  Todd Willens  
Created by:  Elinor Werner  
Who:  
Ryan Nichols, Daniel Jorjani, John Tanner, Todd Willens, Casey Hammond, Todd Wynn, Matthew Dermody, Cole Rojewski, Sarah Jorgenson, Elinor Werner, Scott Cameron, Katharine MacGregor, Samantha Hebert, John Bockmier, John Tahsuda, Ryan Hambleton  
Description:  
The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogatelevel meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.

11am - 11:15am  Meet with I/T Set Up Phone

Video call:  

Where:  Scott's Office  
Calendar:  Scott Cameron  
Created by:  Shanna Hines  
Who:  Jerrell Calhoun, Scott Cameron

11:30am - 12pm  Fidelity

Video call:  

Calendar:  Scott Cameron

12pm - 6pm  Scott on leave

Video call:  

Calendar:  Scott Cameron

2pm - 2:15pm  Update cabinet report

Calendar:  Scott Cameron

Sat Feb 9, 2019

All day  Gould - Leave  
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019

Video call:  

Calendar:  Greg Gould  
Who:  Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
Mon Feb 11, 2019

All day  **Scott on leave**
Mon Feb 11, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: Richard Cardinale, Steven Howke, Raymond Limon, Greg Gould, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Robert Gordon, George Triebsch, Harry Humbert, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Mary Josie Blanchard, Abigail Miller, Todd Wynn, Bruce Downs, Jim Steward, John Tanner, Margo Ellis, Christopher Lawson, Faith Vander Voort, John Ross, Jean Parrish
Going? No

10:30am - 11:15am  **PMB Senior Staff Meeting**

Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Room: 5110 - 1 [b] (5)  PC: [b] (5)  LC: [b] (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who: Richard Cardinale, Steven Howke, Raymond Limon, Greg Gould, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Robert Gordon, George Triebsch, Harry Humbert, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Mary Josie Blanchard, Abigail Miller, Todd Wynn, Bruce Downs, Jim Steward, John Tanner, Margo Ellis, Christopher Lawson, Faith Vander Voort, John Ross, Jean Parrish
Going? No

4:30pm - 5pm  **Budget/OCL Check in**

Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Micah Chambers, Denise Flanagan, Amanda Kaster, Susan Combs, Blake Deeley, John Tanner, Aaron Thiele, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Taylor Playforth, Abigail Miller
Scott Cameron

Tue Feb 12, 2019

All day Gould - (b) (6) Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

All day Scott on (b) (6) leave
Mon Feb 11, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm Weekly Politicals Meeting

Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Who:
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

Wed Feb 13, 2019

All day Gould - (b) (6) Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs
Scott Cameron

All day Scott on leave
Mon Feb 11, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Thu Feb 14, 2019

All day Gould - Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebisch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

All day Scott on leave
Mon Feb 11, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Good morning ASAMs, I look forward to seeing many of you at our next ASAM Roundtable on Thursday, February 14 at 8:00 a.m. Agenda attached. We will open with a discussion on the partial shutdown and reopening, as well as best practices in preparation for another potential shutdown. Following, we will have special guests from OMB, Nancy Potok, Chief Statistician of the United States, and Diana Epstein, Evidence Team Lead on the recently passed Foundations for Evidence-Based Policy Act, and will close with a final review of our co-created SAO proposal. You are welcome to bring a guest with you to the meeting to learn from and contribute to the conversation on the Evidence Based Policy Act implementation. Please send me the names of any guests who are planning to join you by noon on Wednesday, February 13. Thank you, Tina
Scott Cameron

1pm - 1:50pm
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Where: MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
Guy Giancarlo, Timothy Wight, Dan.Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Stefanie Harris, Amelia Rocha, Scott Cameron, Jeff Hartmann, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Suzan Corl, Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Karla Mcgovern, Martin Quinlan, Kaprice Tucker, Steven Howke, Megan Olsen, BIO-CR-Reston Sherwood (VTC), BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov
Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr
Meeting number: [b] (5) Join b phone
Dial in: [b] (5) Pass code: [b] (5)

Fri Feb 15, 2019
All day Gould - [b] (6) Leave
Mon Feb 4, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Greg Gould, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

All day Scott on [b] (6) leave
Mon Feb 11, 2019 - Fri Feb 15, 2019
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron

10am - 10:30am The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report
Video call:
[b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: 6151 - Secretary’s Immediate Conference Room
Calendar: Ryan Nichols
Who:
Elinor Werner, Matthew Dermody, Scott Cameron, Ryan Hambleton, Casey Hammond, Katharine MacGregor, Daniel Jorjani, John Tahsuda, John Bockmier, Todd Wynn, Todd Willens, John Tanner, Sarah Jorgenson
Description:
The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogate level meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.

2pm - 2:15pm Update cabinet report
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

4pm - 4:15pm  Budget/OCL Check in
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Denise Flanagan, John Tanner, Amanda Kaster, Adrianne Moss, Taylor Playforth,
Susan Combs, Blake Deeley, Micah Chambers, Aaron Thiele, Abigail Miller, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage

Mon Feb 18, 2019

All day  Federal Holiday
Mon Feb 18, 2019
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines

Tue Feb 19, 2019

All day  George
Tue Feb 19, 2019
Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
9:30am - 11am    OMB-DOI Monthly on Reorganization

Where: MIB 5112
Calendar: emma_k_roach@omb.eop.gov
Created by: Scott Cameron
Who:

Description:
For those who cannot attend in person, the call-in information is as follows: 
Meeting Purpose: To receive an update on DOI’s reorganization initiative, including progress achieved since our December meeting and plans for 2019, 2020, and beyond. Topicsto Cover: · Updated DOI Reorganization Plan of Action. Please provide updated version of this plan and summarize how tasks and timelines have changed from this draft. What key milestones shifted? Are there particular items that are falling off completely? · Unified Region implementation of Revised timeline for having Unified Regions up and running. Previous goal was July. o Regional Facilitators (formerly known as IRDs). What is the current scope of this role? When does the Department expect to have position descriptions developed? When does the Department plan to advertise these jobs? o Supporting staff for Unified Regions. Please include FTE numbers (now at 22, down from 48), GS details, rationale, and timeline. o Update on office space plans for Unified Region staff. In a world without “hub cities,” please explain where and how staff will be co-located. o Actions to be taken in FY2019? o Overview of the $12.1m proposed in FY2020 Budget. · Moving Headquarters west o Strategy for deciding what personnel/functions move west. § Have bureaus developed plans for whom they would move west, and if not, when will they? § Updates on PCS costs and methods for containing the costs of moving incumbents. o Update on coordination with GSA, available space. o Actions to be taken in 2019? o FY2020 Budget will propose $10.5m to support this. How many staff do you anticipate you will move by bureau? To where? o Modernizing Interior’s business o Update on IT, procurement, and HR reviews o Actions to be taken in 2019? o Overview of $5m proposed in FY2020 Budget. · Presenting reorganization in the FY2020 Budget o Plan for covering in BiB and CJs? o Tables and/or maps to be included? Org charts?

11am - 11:45am PMB Senior Staff Meeting

Video call: 

Where: Room: 5112- 1
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Catherine Callaway
Who:
John Ross, Raymond Limon, Steven Howke, Richard Cardinale, Mary Josie Blanchard, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Robert Gordon, Abigail Miller, Harry Humbert, Christopher Lawson, Faith Vander Voort, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Todd Wynn, George Triebsch, Bruce Downs, John Tanner, Margo Ellis, Jean Parrish, Greg Gould

Going? No
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160  
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Who:
Description: Weekly politicals meetings- room 5160.

Wed Feb 20, 2019

9am - 10am
Shared Service Advisory Team (Rm 3038) cc: (b) (5)
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Janine Velasco
Who:
Patrick Taber, Susan Combs, Margaret Schneider, Scott Cameron, Tamara Richardson, Ann DeBlasi, Joy Nicholopoulos, Bernice Roberson, Raymond Limon, Teresa Hunter, James Anderson, Megan Olsen, Janine Velasco, Denise Flanagan, Bruce Downs, Tammy Bagley, Stephanie Henning, Jessica Bowron, Grayford Payne, Penny Riggs, Lena McDowall, Glenda Owens, Elizabeth Cordova-Harrison, Ruth Welch, James Anderson, Martin Quinlan, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Wilson Orvis, Scott Mabry, Annie Yang, Kaprice Tucker, Katherine McCulloch
Description: Moving these calls to a bi-weekly event just through the calendar year

2pm - 2:30pm  Policy Analysis biweekly check in
Video call: (b) (5), (b) (6)
Where: Room 5110
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Margo Ellis, Scott Cameron, Robert Gordon, Susan Combs, Gregg Renkes
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm
**Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg**

*Video call:*

**Where:**
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC 5112

**Calendar:** Shanna Hines

**Who:**
aradford@nsf.gov, kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, susanne.tufts@hud.gov, Landon Mock, debra.m.cool@hud.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm.gov, Shanna Hines, ridings.sharon@epa.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, karen.cheney@opm.gov, daronson@nsf.gov, patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, deborah.l.ray2.civ@mail.mil, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, robert_b_seidner@omb.eop.gov, delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, pgreene@nsf.gov, Martin Pursley, gina.k.grippando@omb.eop.gov, steven.woodruff@va.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, jennifer.k.mcdannell@omb.eop.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov, lisa.nelson@opm.gov, RaymondLimon, Scott Cameron, cynthia.way@noaa.gov

**Description:**
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

5:30pm - 6:30pm **Invasives**

*Where:* Elephant & Castle, 900 19th St NW, Washington, DC 20006, USA

*Calendar:* Scott Cameron

**Thu Feb 21, 2019**

9:30am - 10am **biweekly update - career pathing**

*Video call:*

**Where:** Room 5121

*Calendar:* Scott Cameron

*Created by:* Jean Parrish

*Who:*
Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Martin Pursley, Stephanie Henning, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Landon Mock
10am - 11am  IBC Weekly Analysis Meeting (Update w/Conference #)

Video call:

Where: 1- PC: LC:  
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who:  
Jim Weiner, Raymond Limon, George Triebsch, Thomas Wayson, Denise Flanagan, Timothy Wight, Scott Cameron, Michele Singer, Caroline Romano, Shawn Buckner, Gregg Renkes, Stephanie Henning, William Blake, Megan Olsen

Description:  

12pm - 1:50pm

Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where:
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: Pass code: BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:  
BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Amelia Rocha, Stefanie Harris, Jeff Hartmann, Martin Quinlan, Guy Giancarlo, Suzan Corl, Megan Olsen, Scott Cameron, Karla Mcgovern, Steven Howke, Kaprice Tucker, Timothy Wight, Oluwarotimi Abimbola

Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date | 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr  
Meeting number:  
Join by phone Dial in: Pass code:  

Fri Feb 22, 2019

9:30am - 10am  NRDA

Video call:

Where: Room 5112
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:  
Margo Ellis, Kristin Skrabis, Benjamin Simon, Robert Gordon, Gregg Renkes, Shawn Buckner, George Triebsch, Steve Glomb, Scott Cameron, Stephanie Henning, John Carlucci
12pm - 12:50pm  FAIP - Transition Follow-Up

Video call:  
[b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: 

Calendar: Jeff Hartmann

Who: 
Steven Howke, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Scott Cameron, Jeff Hartmann, Guy Giancarlo, Suzan Corl, Megan Olsen, BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Stefanie Harris, Amelia Rocha, Timothy Wight, Martin Quinlan, Kaprice Tucker, BIO-CR-Reston Sky Lesher (VTC), Karla Mcgovern

Description:
Continue discussion that started on Thursday FAIP _ Transition Discussion Friday, February 22, 2019 12:00 pm | Eastern Standard Time (New York, GMT-05:00) | 1 hr
Meeting number:  
[b] (5), [b] (5)

Join by phone
Dial in:  
Pass code: [b] (5)

1pm - 2pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/PMB

Where: Secretary's Conference Room 6151

Calendar: David Bernhardt

Created by: Gareth Rees

Who: 
PMB-Shanna Hines, Susan Combs, John Ross, George Triebsch, John Tanner, pmb-grayford payne, Greg Gould, Robert Gordon, Raymond Limon, Katie Mills, Catherine Gulac, David Bernhardt, Elinor Werner, Todd Wynn, James Voyles, Abigail Miller, Todd Willens, Matthew Dermody, Scott Cameron, Harry Humbert, James Cason, Faith Vander Voort, Jean Parrish

Going? No

2pm - 2:15pm  Update cabinet report

Calendar: Scott Cameron

2:30pm - 3pm  Scott Cameron (DOI) and Max Stier Call

Where: Max to Call Scott at (202) 208-4242

Calendar: mstier@ourpublicservice.org

Created by: Scott Cameron

Who: Scott Cameron

3:30pm - 3:45pm  Budget/OCL Check in

Where: Room 5110

Calendar: Scott Cameron

Created by: Jean Parrish

Who: 
John Tanner, Susan Combs, Taylor Playforth, Denise Flanagan, Scott Cameron, Jason Freihage, Blake Deeley, Micah Chambers, Amanda Kaster, Abigail Miller, Aaron Thiele, Adrianne Moss
Scott Cameron

Mon Feb 25, 2019

**All day Gould - Leave**

- Mon Feb 25, 2019 - Tue Feb 26, 2019

**Video call:**
- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Greg Gould

**Who:** Jim Steward, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Greg Gould

**Description:**
- (b) (6)

**7am - 5:30pm Budget Review All Day**

**Video call:**
- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**9:15am - 10am NRDA Update**

**Video call:**
- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** 5110

**Calendar:** Susan Combs

**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**Who:** Teresa Hunter, George Triebsch, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, Allen Lawrence, Robert Gordon

**10:15am - 11am PMB Senior Staff Meeting (Update)**

**Video call:**
- (b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:** Room: 5110 - 1

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron

**Created by:** Catherine Callaway

**Who:**
- Jean Parrish, Abigail Miller, Steven Howke, Greg Gould, Harry Humbert, John Tanner, Bruce Downs, Richard Cardinale, Susan Combs, Scott Cameron, Raymond Limon, Robert Gordon, John Ross, George Triebsch, Todd Wynn, Christopher Lawson, Faith Vander Voort, Mary Josie Blanchard, Margo Ellis, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Jim Steward
11 am - 11:55 am  The Friday Deep Dive into Weekly Report

Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: 6151 - Secretary’s Immediate Conference Room
Calendar: Todd Willens
Created by: Elinor Werner
Who: Todd Willens, Elinor Werner, Matthew Dermody, John Bockmier, John Tahsuda, Cole Rojewski, Katharine MacGregor, Casey Hammond, Aaron Thiele, Kiel Weaver, Sarah Jorgenson, Samantha Hebert, Daniel Jorjani, Ryan Hambleton, Todd Wynn, Scott Cameron
Description: The purpose of this meeting is to review the most recent version of the “Weekly Report to the Secretary”. This is a PDAS or immediate surrogate level meeting. It is expected that a hallway’s representative will come to the meeting familiar with their section of the weekly report and prepared to discuss in detail.

1:30 pm - 2 pm  OCR Meeting

Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)

Where: 5112/ 1 - PC: LC:
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Tanisha Edmonds, Edward Keable, George Triebsch, Gavin Frost, Raymond Limon, Cynthia Piper, Scott Cameron

4:15 pm - 4:45 pm  Internal meeting w/Andrea Travnicek

Where: Conf. room 3144
Calendar: Andrea Travnicek
Created by: Tasha Robbins
Who: Andrea Travnicek, Jerome Ford, Tasha Robbins, Benjamin Simon, Gary Lawkowski, Scott Cameron

Tue Feb 26, 2019

All day  Gould - Leave

Video call: [b] (5), [b] (6)

Calendar: Greg Gould
Who: Jim Steward, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, George Triebsch, Greg Gould
Description: [b] (6)
Scott Cameron

7am - 5:30pm  Budget Review All Day

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines

9:30am - 10am  Loons

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Mary Josie Blanchard

10am - 10:30am  FOIAs Transfers (From Your Computer)

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: Scotts Office
Calendar: Shanna Hines
Who: Shanna Hines, Scott Cameron

10am - 11am  Update on Grant Thornton

Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)

Where: 5112
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Susan Combs, Kristin Whitney, Megan Olsen, Scott Cameron, amber. richards@us.gt.com
Scott Cameron

1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis
Description: Weekly politicales meetings- room 5160.

2pm - 3pm  Baby Shower! (New Date)
Video call:
Where: 5121 Small Conference Room
Calendar: 5121 - PMB Small Conf Room
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Monica Cunningham, Julie Spano, Abigail Miller, PMB-Shanna Hines, George Triebusch, Jean Parrish, Leslie Harmon, Harry Humbert, Jennifer Stevenson, Margo Ellis, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Julia Bennett, Brent Range, Christina Summers, Nancy Thomas, Teresa Hunter, Ivy Fortner, Kashieka Minor
Description: Please join us for a baby shower to celebrate the pending birth of [b] (6) We'll be having cake and punch on Tuesday, at 2 p.m. in room 5121. If you're interested in buying her a gift, here's the link to their baby registry: [b] (6)
3pm - 4pm  Meet w/State Aquatic Invasive Species Coordinators (Scott Cameron,Aurelia, Brenda Burman, Ryan Nichols, Hillary Smith) Rm 5112
Video call:
Where: Room #5112 / Conference Line: [b] (5) [b] (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who:
Hilary Smith, Scott Cameron, James Reilly, Brian Steed, Gregg Renkes, Timothy Williams, sphillips@psmfc.org, Aurelia Skipwith, bwhitacre@westgov.org, Margaret Everson, Ryan Nichols, Danny Smith, Robert Gordon, Sarah Abdelrahim, Brenda Burman, lloyd.knight@isda.idaho.gov, David Hoskins, Roslyn Sellars
Description:
The Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC) and State Aquatic Invasive Species Coordinators requested a briefing with DOI Leaders on invasive mussels in the West. Participants include representatives from PSMFC, AZ, CO, ID, NM, NV, UT, WA, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, and Western Governors' Association. They will be in DC for National Invasive Species Awareness Week. DOI Bureaus are extensively involved in leading numerous activities in collaboration with States as part of DOI's Safeguarding the West initiative to protect western water-based recreation, hydropower, waterdelivery, fisheries, and aquatic ecosystems. Specific briefing topics include:- Regional Watercraft Inspection and Decontamination Data Sharing System- Coordination of the Western Regional Panel on Aquatic Nuisance Species- Colorado River Containment on Federally Owned or Managed Waters- NPS Managed Waters: Lake Powell National Recreation Area, Grand Canyon National Park, Lake Mead National Recreation Area- Lake Havasu- Mandatory watercraft inspection and decontamination- Coordination of multi-agency funding- Discussion of relevant legislation

4:15pm - 4:30pm  OHA Staffing
Video call:
Calendar: Susan Combs
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: Scott Cameron, Susan Combs, John Ross

5:30pm - 5:45pm  Alison calls me
Video call:
Calendar: Scott Cameron

5:45pm - 6:30pm  Hawk and Dove
Video call:
Where: 329 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington, DC 20003, USA
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Scott Cameron

6:30pm - 9pm  Dartmouth
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: 1301 constitution Mellon auditorium
Calendar: Scott Cameron

Wed Feb 27, 2019

9am - 12pm  ISAC - NISC Principal & ISAC Discussion, Room 4018-19
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: National Museum of the American Indian (4th Street and Independence Avenue SW)
Calendar: Hilary Smith
Who: Hilary Smith, PMB-Shanna Hines, Scott Cameron
Description: NISC Member Updates and Leadership Roundtable: February 27, 9 am - 12pm, Individual updates by Principals followed by roundtable discussion with ISAC

1:30pm - 2:30pm
IBC Weekly Analysis Meeting- New Conference Line (Update w/Conference Line)
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Where: 1- PC:  LC: [b] (5)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
Who: William Blake, Megan Olsen, Raymond Limon, Denise Flanagan, Timothy Wight, Scott Cameron, Stephanie Henning, Thomas Wayson, Michele Singer, Gregg Renkes, Shawn Buckner, Caroline Romano, Jim Weiner, George Triebsch, Rachel Levin

2:30pm - 6pm  Budget Review
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines

Thu Feb 28, 2019

9am - 12pm  Budget Review
Video call: [b] (5), (b) (6)
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Created by: Shanna Hines
12pm - 1pm  Lisa Kaeser

Video call:
(b) (5), (b) (6)

Where: suggest a restaurant
Calendar: Scott Cameron
Who: kaeserl@mail.nih.gov, Scott Cameron

1pm - 2:50pm

Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting

Where:
MIB: Room 4241 Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5) BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC)
Calendar: Jeff Hartmann
Who:
BIO-CR-Denver Breckenridge (VTC), Scott Cameron, Timothy Wight, Amelia Rocha, Oluwarotimi Abimbola, Karla Mcgovern, Kaprice Tucker, JeffHartmann, Dan. Hull@grantsolutions.gov, Megan Olsen, Suzan Corl, MartinQuinlan, Steven Howke, Jason.McGill@grantsolutions.gov,Amanda.Tabb@grantsolutions.gov, Stefanie Harris, katherine.carswell@grantsolutions.gov, Guy Giancarlo

Description:
Financial Assistance Improvement Project - Weekly Status Meeting
Every Thursday, from Thursday, September 13, 2018, to no end date 1:00 pm | Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) | 1 hr
Meeting number: (b) (5)
Join b phone
Dial in: (b) (5) Pass code: (b) (5)
Scott Cameron

3pm - 4pm  
**Bi-weekly Workforce CAP Goal Reskill/Redeployment Sub-goal Mtg**  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Where:**  
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC Room 5112 - 1

PC:  
(b) (5)  
LC:  
(b) (5)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines

**Who:**  
debra.m.cool@hud.gov, sheila.d.wright@hud.gov, opx0@cdc.gov,michelle.virshup@va.gov, Scott Cameron, towanda.a.brooks@hud.gov,lauren.russell3@va.gov, lisa.charette@va.gov, Oluvarotimi Abimbola,delenia.e.gianforti.civ@mail.mil, deborah.l-ray2.civ@mail.mil,patricia.a.hoban-moore@hud.gov, rrees@nsf.gov, vincenzo.procopio@hhs.gov,kim.marie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov,suzanne.tufts@hud.gov, MartinPursley, ursula.koniges@nih.gov, marianne.ndekey@opm.gov,  
ronald.d.sanchez@irs.gov, veronica.villalobos@opm.gov, StephanieHenning, steven.woodruff@va.gov, catherine.saphos@opm.gov,vicki.a.brown2.civ@mail.mil, redmond.merrell@opm.gov, Landon Mock,sehar.minhas@va.gov, sara.k.pranio@noaa.gov,ginak.grippando@omb.eop.gov, stephanie.spoehr@va.gov,jennifer.k.mcdannel@omb.eop.gov, Raymond Limon, aradford@ NSF.gov,dave.rude@nnsa.doe.gov, pgreene@nsf.gov, darianson@ NSF.gov,lisa.nelson@opm.gov, joellen.jarrett@sba.gov, karen.cheney@opm.gov,ridings.sharon@epa.gov, cynthia.way@noaa.gov,  
bartholomewda@state.gov,robert_b_seidner@eop.opm.gov, Linda.datcher@opm.gov, kimmarie.v.tuminaro@omb.eop.gov

**Description:**  
Hello - If you are able to participate in person. Please tell security you are here for a meeting with Scott Cameron. Our phone number is (202) 208-1927. If you are unable to participate in person. Please use the conference line.

4pm - 6pm  
**Budget Review**  
Video call:  
(b) (5), (b) (6)

**Calendar:** Scott Cameron  
**Created by:** Shanna Hines